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member of my
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dinners and drinks I had with Peter O., Gerard, and Jenny. Thanks!
Nabil and Nasima, I would like to thank you for agreeing to be my
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Chapter 1
Introdu tion

Let's look at

rime from an e onomi

perspe tive. Crime is a good (or, a bad

as some may argue) and there exists a market for this good. On the supply
side are the produ ers of
the

rime ( alled oenders) and on the demand side are

onsumers of illegal goods and servi es (see, for example, Freeman, 1999).

The a tivities of this market have strong spillover ee ts to the market for
anti- rime goods and servi es (or, prote tion) sin e a higher supply of

rime

indu es a higher demand for prote tion.
The supply side of the market is modeled in a path-breaking arti le of
Be ker (1968). How mu h oenses an oender

ommits is a fun tion of in-

entives that result from (impli it) pri ing of punishment via severity and
probability of

rime and `other a tivities', whi h in lude in ome from legal

work. This approa h assumes that `a person
pe ted utility to him ex eeds the utility he

ommits an oense if the ex-

ould get by using his time and

other resour es at other a tivities' (Be ker, 1968, p. 176).
renes this by expli itly modeling both

Ehrli h (1973)

osts and benets from

riminal and

non- riminal a tivities and analyzes the intera tion between these types of
a tivities. This resear h has spurred more interest in the e onomi
of

rime.

analysis

Further attempts to model the supply side of the market have

mainly fo ussed on dealing with heterogeneity a ross oenders in terms of
risk or earning opportunities with respe t to legitimate and illegitimate a 1

2
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tivities. The relation between

rime rate and dierent

of urbanization have also been important

Introdu tion

rime types and rates

ontributions in the post-Be ker

era (see Glaeser et al., 1996; Sah, 1991).
The demand side of the market for anti- rime goods shows both a publi
and private demand. Potential vi tims have an in entive to prote t themselves against vi timization or its

onsequen es, for example by means of

lo ks, se urity systems, and market insuran e.
sents the interest of the publi

prote ts her people via law enfor ement. This

in ludes arresting, prose uting,
ties.

A government that repre-

onvi ting oenders, and managing penal-

Philipson and Posner (1996) show that potential vi tims take more

prote tive measures in response to higher

rime rates and Be ker dis usses

a so ially optimal level of enfor ement by a government in his theoreti al
model.
Empiri al resear h on the e onomi s of
the

ost of

rime started out by estimating

rime. In the early days this was done by means of data from

government sour es only (Czaba«ski, 2008). This restri ted the estimation to
spe i

regions and

ti s on

riminal a tivities rely more on general surveys that in lude modules

of questions on

rime

ategories and reported

rimes and vi timization surveys. This is

more reliable data than registered
on the (so ial)

rimes. Nowadays, statis-

ost of

1

rime re ords.

onsidered to give

The empiri al literature

rime aims at quantifying the size of the total mar-

ket (or, for submarkets if one

onsiders studies on spe i

types of

rime).

Empiri al studies on the supply side of the market, in very general terms,
look at in entives for

riminal behavior su h as the ee t of probability and

severity of punishment on

rime and benets and

ost of legal versus illegal

a tivities. More spe i ally, in entives from the environment that inuen e
the de ision making of potential oenders are important inputs for empiri al
studies on the e onomi s of

rime.

How preferen es for

riminal a tivities

may vary between groups seems to have less priority (Eide, 2001).
1 The

reliability of reported rime as a basis for riminal statisti s is still a point of
dis ussion. Myers (1982), for example, does not nd mu h dieren e between the use of
re orded rimes and vi timization data.

3

Resear h on the demand for prote tion is mainly on erned with the ee tiveness of preventive a tions by both the (lo al) government and individuals
in redu ing (the likelihood of ) vi timization. Studies typi ally fo us on a spei

preventive a tion regarding (a spe i

on the e onomi s of

type of )

rime. However, resear h

rime is not limited to the investigation of the market of

rime. A related issue

on erns per eption of seriousness of

ludes studies on the relation between
and relative importan e of dierent
a major business in terms of

rime and fear of

rime, whi h in-

rime, mental health,

rime types. As Be ker notes,

rime is

osts it puts on so iety. If we were able to get

a better understanding of this issue it would allow (lo al) governments to
better allo ate resour es for deterren e and punishment to those instruments
of deterren e and punishment that lead to less
general understanding is that exposure to

rime for less money.

The

rime has a detrimental inuen e

on per eption. Per eption implies the per eption on the probability of being
vi timized (fear of

rime) and per eption on the seriousness of

in turn, may have important

rimes. This,

onsequen es for mental health and preventive

measures one may take. As a result, individuals may exert more pressure on
governmental bodies that have budgetary power to allo ate more resour es
to prote ting

itizens and they may take private a tion by spending more of

their disposable in ome to preventive measures.
This thesis

onsists of four

hapters that deal with dierent topi s within

the domain of rime. In broad terms, it deals with the following how's: how to
prevent

rime? (Chapter 2), how does one per eive

rime? (Chapter 3), and

how does it inuen e de ision making and well-being? (Chapters 4 and 5).
Hen e, we will only look at the demand side of the anti- rime market. Part
of this thesis
for e onomi

ontributes to the dis ussion on the relevan e of so ial norms
issues (see

hapters 3, 4, and 5).

an important role in dening

rime but also

Normative

on erns play

ontribute to the understand-

ing of people's preferen es, whi h in turn guide their

ourses of a tion as

they serve as a `motivational me hanism' (Elster, 1989, p. 102). Admittedly,
so io-demographi

hara teristi s su h as age and gender also measure dif-

4
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feren es in norms but there is a need to make so ial norms an integral part
of e onomi

analysis,

onsidering its great potential for the understanding of

(ir)rational de ision making. The interested reader is referred to the arti le
by Jon Elster (1989) for a ni e dis ussion on the relevan e of so ial norms
in e onomi s. So ial norms are present but not widespread in the e onomi
literature.

Some re ent examples are studies on so ial

2006; Helliwell, 2006),

apital (Bjørnskov,

onditional norms (Traxler and Winter, 2012), and

norm enfor ement (Kube and Traxler, 2011).

Overview of the four essays
This thesis starts out in Chapter 2 with a study on the use of human typing behavior,

alled

keystroke dynami s,

as a means of authenti ation. The

underlying idea is that every human being has a unique pattern or rhythm
in whi h she types a known

ombination of letters or numbers, or both.

This idea has been around sin e World War II during whi h telegraph operators

ould re ognize a sending operator by means of her unique typing

behavior,

alled `st'.

Typing behavior is a bran h of behavioral biomet-

ri s, whi h entails that a person

an be identied by means of

hara teristi

traits. Other examples of behavioral biometri s in lude handwriting, voi e
re ognition, and gestures. In essen e, keystroke dynami s is a

rime preven-

tion me hanism as it is an instrument to distinguish an authorized user from
a non-authorized user of, for example, an e-mail address. Although it is a
time- onsuming operation to implement it has many advantages as a se urity
instrument for network a

ess. Two advantages are mentioned. First, it is

user-friendly sin e no extra a tion is ne essary than what a user is used to.
Se ond, measurements
for

an be adapted to

hanging behavior, whi h allows

onstant renement of keystroke dynami s related to a user. We use sta-

tisti al analysis to see whether keystroke dynami s are su iently reliable as
a se urity measure. More spe i ally, we develop a statisti al test and use
it to

al ulate the power the probability that a

ess to a non-authorized

user is denied and the size the probability that a

ess to an authorized

5

user is denied when we use keystroke dynami s as a se urity instrument.
We

ontribute to the literature on keystroke dynami s by proposing a new

statisti al test and drawing on a dataset with more than 1000 parti ipants,
while most studies base their results on a mu h smaller number of observations. This data

ome from an experiment

ondu ted by a group of students

of the Systems and Network Engineering Group of the University of Amsterdam in 2007.

dwell time

We use two instruments to measure typing behavior: (i)

re ords the time a key is held pressed and (ii)

time it takes a user to move between two

ight time

onse utive keys.

is the

The experi-

mental design is su h that every parti ipant is asked to login twenty times
into a  tive network environment, using the same username and password.
We nd that dwell times are more powerful in distinguishing a user from a
ha ker but that typing behavior is only su ient as a veri ation tool, not
for identi ation.The

hapters 3, 4, and 5 are based on a survey entitled

In orre t behavior in everyday life 

we have elded in 2008 among par-

ti ipants of CentERpanel, whi h is managed by CentERdata.

The survey

parti ipants form a representative sample of the Dut h population aged 16
years and older. As parti ipants in CentERpanel typi ally take part in multiple surveys we have a

ess to detailed respondent

hara teristi s. The survey

onsists of three blo ks. In the rst blo k, respondents are asked to rate their
per eived severity and justiability on an ordered s ale of 24 a tivities that
may be

onsidered to be more or less in orre t. Some examples are taking a

bundle of printing paper from the o e for private use, littering in a publi
pla e, and a

epting a bribe. For the se ond blo k respondents were asked

to answer vignette questions on several in orre t behaviors  alled small
rimes that were sele ted from the rst blo k. The respondents were asked
to rate their per eived justiability of the

rimes on an ordered s ale. We

allowed for variation in oender (e.g., gender and age) and oense (e.g., behavior of superior and probability of getting
vignettes. Additional respondent

aught)

hara teristi s in the

hara teristi s su h as past vi timization

were gathered in the last blo k of questions.

6
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A vignette is a short story about hypotheti al

Introdu tion

hara ters in spe ied

ir-

umstan es to whi h an individual is asked to respond (Fin h, 1987). The
use of vignettes has the advantage that everyone

an respond to it; a person

does not need to have been in a parti ular situation to be able to respond.
It also allows a resear her to extra t information from a respondent for phenomena for whi h it is very di ult to nd the exa t question wording su h
as beliefs, norms, and per eption. More generally, we make use of subje tive
measures (e.g., self-assessed health and subje tive well-being) to reveal individual preferen es.
In Chapter 3 we study whether and how a person's per eption of inorre t behavior is inuen ed by oense and oender
rimes are usually

hara teristi s. Small

onsidered to have less impa t on an individual or situ-

ation, however the frequen y of o

urren es is mu h higher than for more

serious

very poli y relevant in terms of possible

rimes. This makes the topi

deterren e me hanisms and the seriousness of this
help to prioritize publi

rime type, whi h may

a tion against it. We dene `per eption' to measure

per eption on severity or justiability of an a tion. The
ature has a long history regarding the study of

rime per eption although

the fo us has mainly been on more serious and property
in the last de ade that studies in lude white- ollar
serious dire t

onsequen es for vi tims.

riminology liter-

rimes. It is only

rimes, whi h have less

We even take a step further and

look at in orre t behaviors that are not ne essarily

onsidered

riminal by

the judi ial system. The apparent variation in the per eption of the severity
of dierent

rimes suggests that so ial norms appear to vary a ross

and so io-e onomi

groups. We analyze the per eption of small

ordered response models. Firstly, we

rimes

rime using

onsider a very brief des ription of an

in orre t behavior and se ondly, we analyze the same in orre t behaviors
but now we add oender and oense information, whi h results in vignette
questions. The results show that a person's judgement of an in orre t behavior usually

hanges when more information about the oender and oense

is available and that so io-e onomi

groups have dierent per eptions of the

7

justiability of the small

rimes under

norms not only depend on the (small)
it is

onsideration. This implies that so ial
rime but also on the

ontext in whi h

ommitted.

In Chapter 4 we again look at respondents' per eptions but now only for
a single small

rime and in relation to the willingness to report this behavior

if a respondent were to witness su h a t. Sin e reporting in the
up o

urs only within an organization as it

at the workpla e it is referred to as

urrent set

on erns in orre t behavior

peer reporting.

We look at how fair-

ness per eption intera ts with de ision making regarding reporting in orre t
behavior after

ontrolling for so ial norms. We measure fairness per eption

by means of the degree of justiability regarding the situation of a  tive
person that takes a bundle of printing paper from the o e for private use.
If an employee nds herself in a situation where a
re t behavior and

onsiders this as unfair she

olleague displays in or-

an de ide to report this (not

ne essarily to her supervisor) or not. The relation between peer reporting
and fairness per eption is, however, a more
teristi s and

omplex one as reporter

hara -

hara teristi s of the `oense' and `oender' are related to both.

We nd that internal attitude towards in orre t behavior is important for
the de ision making: Is the a t

onsidered fair? Did she herself take material

from work home (self-justi ation)? Does she have a high so ial norm? Furthermore, we link a new aspe t to peer reporting namely vi timization. We
on lude that past vi timization, espe ially of in orre t behavior, in reases
the probability of peer reporting. This paper highlights the relevan e of soial norms for de ision making and oers rms more insight on triggers for
peer reporting. As employee theft

an be very

ostly, rms benet hugely

from a so ial norm to peer report.
In the last

hapter we explain subje tive well-being (or, `happiness') with

a fo us on attitude measures su h as trust and so ial norms. We highlight
the

omplexity of the relation between

rime and well-being. A substantial

part of the literature on well-being nds a negative ee t from

rime-related

measures for both vi tims and non-vi tims, whi h is bad news as it implies
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ost of

rime is not limited to dire t

Introdu tion

osts su h as medi al expenses

in urred by vi tims and loss of property. With this paper we add to this disussion by taking a broader view on the impa t

rime

an have on our lives

by arguing that there are also interrelations between vi timization on one
side and trust, health, and so ial norms on the other side. The impli ation
of this is that vi timization may have a mu h broader impa t on a person,
and hen e is more

ostly (both nan ially and emotionally) than what is gen-

erally thought. Crime is measured lo ally (vi timization and fear of
rate in the region) and individually (small and serious

rime

rime vi timization).

We nd eviden e that personal vi timization has a negative but weak relation with subje tive well-being. In addition, lo al rates of vi timization and
fear of

rime tell us that living in an area with many vi tims is negatively

related to happiness but that fear of

rime is positively related to well-being.

Furthermore, we nd that bad health, low so ial norms, and low trust are
asso iated with lower subje tive well-being. Furthermore, personal vi timization implies lower trust and lower per eived health, while the relation with
so ial norms is ambiguous. The empiri al analysis relies on data that is a
ombination of information from several surveys
others our survey on in orre t behavior).

ondu ted in 2008 (amongst

Chapter 2
The Reliability of User
Authenti ation
through Keystroke Dynami s

1

2.1

Introdu tion

People

an be authenti ated by something they know (password), something

they have ( redit

ard), or by something they are (nger prints). When typ-

ing on a keyboard a user

an be authenti ated through

(username, password), but also through

how

what

he/she types

he/she types, that is, through

keystroke dynami s. The purpose of this hapter is to investigate whether authenti ation through keystroke dynami s is su iently reliable as a se urity
instrument to be used together with the more standard instruments.
The study of personal typing behavior (keystroke dynami s) is part of
biometri s, where the underlying idea is that

ertain physi al

hara teristi s

are (almost) unique and an therefore be used for authenti ation. Well-known
examples are nger prints, voi e re ognition, and the iris s an.
1 This

hapter is based on Douhou and Magnus (2009).
9
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The fa t that people

an be identied through their typing behavior, al-

ready known in the early days of the telegraph (Bryan and Harter, 1899),
be ame important during the Se ond World War. Morse

ode is made up of

dots and dashes, ea h of whi h has its des ribed length. But no one repliates those pres ribed lengths perfe tly.

The variation of spa ing and the

stret hing out of the dots and dashes denes a `rhythm' spe i
erator. This rhythm is

alled the operator's

st.

to the op-

In the Se ond World War,

thousands of British so- alled inter eptors listened to German military radio
broad asts. These broad asts were in

ode, so they

but after a short while the inter eptors

ould not be understood,

ould identify the sts of the Ger-

man operators, just by listening to the rhythm of the transmission. Sin e
the British were also able to lo ate the radio signals, they

ould follow the

German radio operators around Europe, a very useful pie e of war information (see Gladwell, 2005). The war experien e has proved that a st emerges
naturally and un ons iously, that it reveals itself in even the smallest sample
of Morse

ode, and that it is stable.

A sizable literature on keystroke dynami s has developed sin e Gaines
et al. (1980) reported on an experiment where seven professional typists were
ea h given a paragraph of prose to type, and the times between su

essive

keystrokes were re orded. Sin e then, various authors have proposed dierent
approa hes, more spe i ally:

Statisti al :

Joy e and Gupta (1990), Bleha et al. (1990), Song et al. (1997)),

Monrose and Rubin (1997; 2000), Bergadano et al. (2002), Guven and
Sogukpinar (2003), Ka holia and Pandit (2003);

Data Mining :

Brown and Rogers (1993), Obaidat and Sadoun (1997), Cho

et al. (2000), Gutiérrez et al. (2002), Yu and Cho (2004).
The basi
typing

idea of the

statisti al

hara teristi s of a

approa h is to

ompare a referen e set of

ertain user with a test set of typing

hara teris-

ti s of the same user or a test set of a ha ker. The distan e between these
two sets (referen e and test) should be below a

ertain threshold or else the

2.1.
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user is re ognized as a ha ker. Data mining is a

olle tion of te hniques from

the eld of Arti ial Intelligen e and Ma hine Learning, and in ludes also
neural networks.

A data mining pro ess typi ally rst builds a predi tion

model from histori al data, and then uses this model to predi t the out ome
of a new trial (or to

lassify a new observation).

In

ontrast to statisti s,

data mining makes no assumption about the data. The key dieren e between the statisti al method and the data mining method is therefore the
information that is used. For example, in a data mining approa h, not only
the similarities between the patterns of the same user are

onsidered but also

the dieren es of this pattern with all the other patterns observed in building the model. Thus, Lee and Cho (2007) develop a retraining framework by
employing not only the user's but also ha kers'

hara teristi s. Our approa h

will be statisti al.
Leggett et al. (1991) and Hoquet et al. (2005) propose
ti ation, where the system

dynami

authen-

ontinuously monitors a user's typing pattern.

If the pattern doesn't mat h the prole of the logged-on user the

omputer

shuts down or asks the user or ha ker to type a password. With this method
one

ontinuously updates and monitors a logged-on user's prole.

An ex ellent review on statisti s and fraud is given by Bolton and Hand
(2002). More spe ialized reviews on keystroke dynami s

alia,

an be found,

inter

in Lipton and Wong (1985) and Pea o k et al. (2004). Distinguishing

between real users and ha kers

an also be viewed as a one- lass

tion problem where one tries to distinguish one

lassi a-

lass of obje ts (real users)

from all other possible obje ts (ha kers) by learning from a training set
taining only the obje ts of that

on-

lass; see Duin and Tax (2005), Loog and

Duin (2004), Zeng et al. (2006), and Kwak and Oh (2009) for dis ussion and
examples of one- lass

lassi ation problems.

One problem with the empiri al appli ations is the la k of data. Gaines
et al. (1980) have seven parti ipants, and the studies by Umphress and
Williams (1985), Obaidat and Sadoun (1997), Gutiérrez et al. (2002), Monrose et al. (2002), Hoquet et al. (2005), and Kang et al. (2008) employ

12
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between fteen and twenty-ve parti ipants.

Monrose and Rubin (1997)

and Clarke and Furnell (2007)  in a study on mobile devi es  employ
around thirty parti ipants.

Somewhat larger are the studies by S honlau

et al. (2001), Bergadano et al. (2002), and Bartlow and Cuki

(2006) 

studying shift-key patterns  who employ around fty parti ipants.
In

same

ontrast, our data set

onsists of 1254 parti ipants who typed

username and password, twenty times ea h. Of

made and not all parti ipants

the

ourse, mistakes were

ompleted the full session of twenty logins.

Nevertheless, the data set is large enough to be informative. The fa t that
ea h parti ipant has the same username and password is important, be ause
this allows us to

onsider ea h as a possible ha ker to the other.

In Se tion 2.2 we des ribe the data.
statisti

In Se tion 2.3 we develop a test

theoreti al riti al values for this test statisti
empiri al riti al values, whi h lead to better

and obtain

tion 2.4 we obtain

. In Se sizes and

are therefore preferable in our study. In Se tion 2.5 we study the power of
the tests, and Se tion 2.6

2.2

on ludes.

The data

The data were

olle ted in May and June 2007 by three students of the Sys-

tems and Network Engineering Group of the Fa ulty of S ien e at the University of Amsterdam; see Van Abswoude, Tavenier, and Van der S hee (Van
Abswoude et al.). The students

reated a website (no longer in existen e),

whi h they advertised through the website of the weekly magazine of the
University of Amsterdam (http://www.folia.nl ), the prin ipal Dut h website
read by those with an interest in se urity systems (http://www.se
and other

urity.nl ),

hannels.

When a potential parti ipant hits the website, a `session' is started. In
total, 3476 sessions were started in this way. The rst step for the parti ipant is to

li k the relevant link and download a

by the students) to his/her own

ash applet

(developed

omputer. The purpose of the ash applet

2.2.
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is to re ord the ne essary timings during the session, based on the
the parti ipant's
ti ipant's

lo k of

omputer. The main a tivity thus takes pla e on the par-

omputer and not on the website's server, and therefore te hni al

problems su h as network laten y or overloading the server are avoided. Understandably, many potential parti ipants did not download the ash applet
or logged o immediately afterwards, without re ording any timings. This
happened in 64% of the sessions.

This leaves us with 1254 sessions where

timings have been re orded.
The parti ipants were given a username (patri

ter83 ),

the same for all parti ipants.

name and password twenty times.
the press (P ) and release (R)
were re orded. This gives

k)

and a password (wa-

They were then asked to type user-

For ea h of the twenty login attempts,

lo k times of ea h of the fourteen

(Pi , Ri )

i = 1, . . . , 14.
times (F ) as

for

al ulate dwell times (D ) and ight

Di := Ri − Pi ,

hara ters

From these data we

an

Fi := Pi − Pi−1 .

Hen e, the dwell time re ords the time that ea h key is held pressed, and the
ight time re ords the time between two
has no meaning. We also disregard

F8 ,

onse utive press times. Clearly

F1

be ause we atta h no signi an e to

the time elapsed between the last letter of the username and the rst letter
of the password. This gives us fourteen dwell times and twelve ight times
per login attempt.
It might seem more natural to dene ight time as

Fi∗ = Pi − Ri−1 ,

so

that the login duration is broken up in `independent' non-overlapping pie es.
This is not, however, a good idea, be ause

F∗

an be (and often is) negative.

While the ash applet re ords both press and release times,
tered by the

omputer are

hara ters regis-

ontrolled only by the moment the key is pressed,

not by the moment the key is released, and one may (and often will) press
the next key when the previous key is not yet released.
If all parti ipants would

omplete their session (twenty logins) and would

make no typing errors, then we would have
points.

26 × 20 × 1254 = 652, 080

In fa t, some parti ipants quitted voluntarily (they

data

losed their

14
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browser) or involuntarily (their
omplete all twenty logins.

omputer

rashed), so that they did not

In addition, parti ipants made typing errors.

If a typing error is made in a username (or password), then all dwell and
ight times for that attempted username (password) are deleted. Errors
not be

orre ted using

ba kspa e, sin

e this would

an

onfuse the interpretation

of the dwell and ight times. If an error is made in the username but not
in the password (or vi e versa), then the
name) data are

not

orre tly typed password (or user-

deleted.

Some information about early exits and error rates is provided in Figure 2.1. Of the 1254 parti ipants who started, 104 made a mistake in both
Figure 2.1: Number of `half-su

essful' and

umulative `su

essful' login at-

tempts
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half−successful logins
cumulative successful logins
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14

16

username and password in the rst login; 1150 parti ipants `half-su

18

20

essfully'

ompleted the rst login (by being error-free in either username or password
or both). This is the rst point on the upper graph. Then, 995 parti ipants
half-su

essfully

ompleted the se ond login: the se ond point. Finally, 619

parti ipants half-su

essfully

ompleted the twentieth login: the last point.

2.2.
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Hen e, at least 619 parti ipants

ompleted the whole session  at least,

be ause some made an error in both username and password in the nal
login.

The

urve is de reasing be ause some parti ipants drop out during

the session. Of the 1150 parti ipants who were half-su

essful (error-free in

either username or password or both) in their rst login, 889 were `su
(error-free in both username and password). Of those, 627 were su
the rst two logins, and only 64 were su
in

essful'
essful in

essful in all twenty logins. Hen e,

ontrast to the upper graph, the lower graph in Figure 2.1 provides

umu-

lative information.
The parti ipants are taken from a small group,

onsisting primarily of

Dut h students, university employees, and those interested in se urity systems. We do not

laim that this is a representative sample. It is possible

that the typing behavior of the people in our sample diers from that of
individuals with less

omputer experien e. If there is a dieren e, then the

people in our sample are expe ted to be more homogeneous than the average population, making it more di ult to dete t dieren es in their typing
patterns. Hen e if we nd that we

an dete t dieren es in typing patterns

in our sample, then it should be easier in a less homogeneous group.
The username and password were

hosen to ree t

Both username and password have seven

hara ters.

ommon pra ti e.

They are simple and

easy to remember. The addition of two digits (83) in the password is also
quite

ommon (typi ally, year of birth). We note that there are no repeated

hara ters within username or password, whi h has pra ti al importan e in
our experiment be ause it means that di ult issues of identi ation are
avoided. All letters are lower ase symbols.
All parti ipants were given the same username and password. As we shall
see, this is of great pra ti al use in our analysis, be ause we

an

onsider ea h

parti ipant as a possible `ha ker' to everybody else.
To gain some insight into the dwell and ight times and their variation, we
onsider all parti ipants with at least six error-free username attempts (898
people) and all parti ipants with at least six error-free password attempts
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(897 people).

For ea h person we

al ulate the average dwell and ight

times: seven average dwell times and six average ight times per person for
username and password separately. These averages dene an empiri al distribution from whi h we

an

al ulate quantiles. The 10%, 50% (median),

and 90% quantiles are given in Figures 2.2 and 2.3.

We see from Fig-

Figure 2.2: Median dwell times with 80% bounds for username (upper panel)
and password (lower panel)
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ure 2.2 that the median dwell times u tuate around 90 ms for the username
and around 100 ms for the password, and that there is not mu h dieren e
between the fourteen
however,

2

hara ters.

The 10% and 90% quantile lines reveal,

onsiderable variation among parti ipants.

Figure 2.3 shows that the median ight times u tuate around 160 ms
for the username and around 219 ms for the password. The large dieren e
between average ight times in username and password
to the time it takes to move from

r

an be

to 8 in the password

ontributed

water83,

namely

465 ms. Apart from this, there is not mu h dieren e between the average
2 One

millise ond (ms) is one thousandth of a se ond.

2.2.
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Figure 2.3: Median ight times with 80% bounds for username (upper panel)
and password (lower panel)
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ight times. The rst four ight times of the password (only letters) u tuate
around 152 ms. Again, there is

onsiderable variation among parti ipants.

In fa t, there is more variation in ight times than in dwell times, be ause
of individual dieren es in keyboard- ontrol: a person who uses only two
ngers will have a larger ight time on average than a person who uses ten
ngers.
Finally we

omment briey on the within-person varian e. We

ompare

parti ipants from the group where the rst login is deleted and exa tly fteen of the remaining nineteen logins are

orre t (96 parti ipants, later

alled

group 15(1)) with the group of all parti ipants who have at least six errorfree attempts. We then

al ulate for ea h of the 96 parti ipants and for ea h

hara ter the standard deviation of the dwell times and

ompare this with

the average over one thousand random draws of fteen attempts on the same
hara ter from the entire population. The within-person standard deviation
is about 47% for the username and 44% for the password

ompared to the
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standard deviation in the whole population. We repeat the experiment for
a se ond group where the rst ve logins are deleted, and all fteen remaining logins are

orre t (136 parti ipants, later

alled group 15(5)). Then the

within-person standard deviation drops to about 42% for the username and
38% for the password

ompared to the standard deviation in the whole pop-

ulation. The per entages in the se ond experiment are lower be ause these
parti ipants make fewer errors and are therefore likely to be more

onsistent

typists. A drop in standard deviation of 50-60% may not seem mu h to develop a powerful test. Nevertheless we shall see that

onsiderable power

an

be a hieved.

2.3

The test statisti

and theoreti al

riti al

values
For a given parti ipant we have

n

observations on ea h of

m

hara teristi s,

n = 20 (number of logins) and m = 26 (number of hara teristi s:
dwell times and 12 ight times). Let xij denote the i-th observation
′
the j -th hara teristi . If we assume that the xi := (xi1 , . . . xim ) are

for example
14
on

independently and identi ally distributed as

2
Σ := diag(σ12 , . . . , σm
),

xi ∼ N(µ, Σ),
so that the

(2.1)

hara teristi s are independent of ea h other, then the maximum

likelihood estimators of

µj

1X
µ̂j = x̄j :=
xij ,
n i=1

and

σj2

n

Note that the means

µj

are given by

1X
=
(xij − x̄j )2 .
n i=1
n

σ̂j2

and varian es

σj2

are assumed to be individual-

spe i .
We have made two strong independen e assumptions: the
are independent of ea h other, and

hara teristi s

onse utive logins are independent. The

rst assumption means that if, for example, within one login the rst ight

2.3.
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and theoreti al
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time is smaller than expe ted, this has no impa t on the next ight time. This
is

3

ertainly not entirely true but it seems a reasonable simpli ation.

The

se ond assumption is more di ult to defend and to repair, and dependen e
between

onse utive logins

ould very well be the reason why the

riti al

values are unsatisfa tory, as we shall see.
For the moment we adopt these two independen e assumptions.
assume that, in addition to
independent of the

{xi }.

σj2
),
n

we have one other

Under the null hypothesis that

the same distribution as the

x̄j ∼ N(µj ,

x1 , . . . , xn ,
{xi },

y

m×1

Now

ve tor

y,

is generated by

we have

yj ∼ N(µj , σj2 ),

so that

n X (x̄j − yj )2
∼ χ2 (m).
2
n + 1 j=1
σj
m

As our test statisti

(2.2)

we propose

X (x̄j − yj )2
n
:=
,
m(n + 1) j=1
σ̂j2
m

Tm,n

whose distribution depends only on

tj :=
we

r

m

(2.3)

and

n.

Sin e

n − 1 x̄j − yj
·
∼ Student(n − 1),
n+1
σ̂j

an write

X
n
=
t2 .
m(n − 1) j=1 j
m

Tm,n

(2.4)

n, the statisti Tm,n an be approximated by a χ2 (m)/m-distribution.
For large m, it an be approximated by a normal distribution using the exa t

For large

moments

E(Tm,n ) =
3 We

n
,
n−3

var(Tm,n ) =

2
n2 (n − 2)
·
.
m (n − 3)2 (n − 5)

dis uss a possible extension to dependen e in the Con lusion.
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However, for values like

n = 20

and

m = 26,

the asymptoti

behavior is of

little use, and we have to resort to simulation.
For given values of
tribution of

Tm,n

m

n

and

and for given signi an e levels

an be simulated and quantiles

kα

α,

the dis-

satisfying

Pr(Tm,n > kα ) = α
an be estimated.

As shown in Shora k and Wellner (1986, Example 1,

p. 639), the sample quantiles

k̂α

are

onsistent and asymptoti ally normal,

and

var(
c k̂α ) ≈

provides a

α(1 − α)
r(fr (k̂α ))

2,

(2.5)

onsistent estimate of the varian e of

estimate of the density of
estimates for

kα

to be a

Tm,n

kα

at

r

where

independent bat hes of

100, 000

r.

fr (k̂α ) denotes

an

repli ations. Sin e we want our

urate to two de imal pla es, we

determine the number of repli ations

N

after

k̂α ,

ould use (2.5) to

In pra ti e, it is more e ient to take

repli ations ea h for every

ombination

m and n, and al ulate the mean and varian e over these N bat hes. For
N = 1000 we obtain a standard deviation of k̂α of about 0.0003 for α = 0.05
and 0.0004 for α = 0.01, whi h se ures the required a ura y. Thus we

of

Table 2.1: Theoreti al

α
n

riti al values of the

0.01

m

Tm,n

test

0.05

0.10

12

14

26

12

14

26

12

14

26

13

3.29

3.11

2.55

2.45

2.37

2.07

2.10

2.05

1.85

15

3.07

2.92

2.41

2.33

2.25

1.97

2.01

1.95

1.77

17

2.94

2.79

2.30

2.25

2.16

1.90

1.94

1.89

1.71

19

2.83

2.69

2.23

2.18

2.10

1.85

1.89

1.84

1.67

∞

2.18

2.08

1.76

1.75

1.69

1.50

1.55

1.50

1.37

obtain Table 2.1 with the relevant quantiles ( riti al values)
test statisti
of

α.

for fteen

(m, n)

ombinations and three

kα

of the

Tm,n

ommonly used values

2.4.
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Empiri al

riti al values

We will see shortly that the

riti al values of Table 2.1, di tated by statisti al

theory under the simplest assumptions, are not a

urate enough to make

predi tions about the power of the test.
Let us distinguish between the
times in our sample, and

m1 = 12

ight times and

m2 = 14

dwell

onsider two test statisti s, using (2.3),

1
X
(x̄j − yj )2
n
T1 =
,
m1 (n + 1) j=1
σ̂j2

m

2
X
n
(x̄j − yj )2
T2 =
,
m2 (n + 1) j=1
σ̂j2

m

for ight times and dwell times separately, together with the

ombined statis-

ti

T =
We shall

m1
m2
T1 +
T2 .
m
m
onsider four subsets of our data. Sin e the parti ipants are unfa-

miliar with their username and password, they need some time to pra ti e.
In the rst three subsets we therefore delete the rst of the logins, as follows:

Group 19(1): rst login is deleted, all nineteen remaining logins are

orre t

(78 parti ipants);

Group 17(1): rst login is deleted, exa tly seventeen of the remaining nineteen logins are

orre t (161 parti ipants);

Group 15(1): rst login is deleted, exa tly fteen of the remaining nineteen
logins are

orre t (96 parti ipants).

These three groups are mutually ex lusive.

In addition, we

onsider one

further subset where the rst ve logins have been deleted.

Group 15(5): rst ve logins are deleted, all fteen remaining logins are
orre t (136 parti ipants).
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Noti e that Group 19(1) is a subset of Group 15(5), and that Groups 17(1)
and 15(1) interse t with Group 15(5), but are no subsets.
For ea h of these four groups we perform a small experiment, as follows.
Suppose our group is 19(1). For ea h of the 78 people in this group we sele t

y(1) and y(2) , whi h
ways. From the remaining n = 17 login attempts
ea h j . For both y(1) and y(2) separately we then
we do this for ea

T2 ,

and

T.

an be done in

Repeating the experiment for ea h person and ea h

provides us with

78 × 171 × 2 = 26, 676

out ome is then

onfronted with the appropriate theoreti al

Table 2.1 for

19
2



= 171
2
we al ulate x̄j and σ̂j for
al ulate T1 , T2 , and T . If
h of the 78 people in the group, we obtain 156 values for T1 ,

two login attempts, labeled

n = 17

and

values for

T1 , T2 ,

m1 = 12 (T1 ), m2 = 14 (T2 ),

and

ombination

T.

Ea h test

riti al value in

and

m = 26 (T ),

respe tively, and the proportion of times that the test reje ts (the size) is
al ulated.

In Table 2.2 we report the empiri al sizes for two of the four

Table 2.2: Size of the

α
n

G

Tm,n

test based on theoreti al

0.01

m

riti al values

0.05

0.10

12

14

26

12

14

26

12

14

26

13

15(5)

0.15

0.04

0.15

0.18

0.08

0.19

0.21

0.12

0.22

17

19(1)

0.15

0.04

0.15

0.18

0.09

0.19

0.20

0.13

0.22

subsets, namely 15(5) and 19(1); the other two subsets behave similarly. We
see that the empiri al sizes are about 15 (T1 ) to 4 (T2 ) times as large as

α = 0.01, about 3.6 (T1 ) to 1.7 (T2 ) times as large when
about 2.1 (T1 ) to 1.3 (T2 ) times as large when α = 0.10. The

predi ted when

α = 0.05, and
larger is α, the

better the empiri al size is approximated by the theoreti al

size. Also, the approximation works better for

T2

(dwell times) than for

T1

(ight times).
Although the theoreti al sizes are possibly a
are not for

α ≤ 0.05.

eptable for

α = 0.10,

they

Hen e we shall obtain better results for the values

of interest when we use empiri al
riti al values of Table 2.1.

riti al values, instead of the theoreti al

2.4.
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riti al values

The empiri al

riti al values are obtained as follows. Suppose again that

the group of interest is 19(1). The

al ulations are the same as for Table 2.2

78 × 171 × 2 = 26, 676 values for T1 , T2 , and T . For α equal to
0.01, 0.05, and 0.10 we then estimate the riti al value kα satisfying Pr(T ∗ >
kα ) = α, where T ∗ takes the values T1 , T2 , and T , respe tively. We repeat
leading to

these

al ulations for ea h of seven groups:

19(1):

n = 17, n = 15, n = 13;

17(1):

n = 15, n = 13;

15(1):

n = 13;

15(5):

n = 13.

For example: group 17(1)

ontains all parti ipants where, ignoring the rst

login, pre isely 17 of the remaining 19 logins are

n

orre t logins we sele t
Table 2.3, whi h

(15 or 13) at random.

orre t.

From these 17

The results are given in

onrms that these (empiri al)

riti al values are quite

dierent from the theoreti al values in Table 2.1.

We noti e that, within

Table 2.3: Empiri al

α
n

G

riti al values: one draw

0.01

m

0.05

0.10

12

14

26

12

14

26

12

14

26

13

15(5)

86.44

5.53

57.66

14.82

2.81

8.35

5.21

2.21

3.79

13

19(1)

103.35

5.99

54.41

17.58

2.93

9.88

5.81

2.27

3.97

13

17(1)

71.77

7.32

42.42

15.62

2.86

9.39

5.74

2.26

3.91

13

15(1)

90.06

6.58

54.36

18.27

2.70

10.68

6.38

2.20

4.35

15

19(1)

82.41

5.20

41.26

15.47

2.69

8.54

5.24

2.14

3.56

15

17(1)

66.22

5.36

34.49

14.51

2.72

8.25

5.38

2.15

3.65

17

19(1)

85.41

4.77

42.17

15.48

2.60

8.27

4.90

2.06

3.36

two login attempts, y(1) and y(2) , and for ea h
ulated T1 , T2 , and T . Let us denote these statisti s

ea h group, we have sele ted
separately we have

al
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(1)

T1

,

(1)

T2

, and

T (1)

for

T1min := min(T1 , T1 ),
(1)

(2)

y(1) ,

and

(2)

T1

,

(2)

T2

, and

T2min := min(T2 , T2 ),
(1)

(2)

T (2)

for

y(2) .

Dening

T min := min(T (1) , T (2) ),

78 × 171 = 13, 338 values for T1min , T2min , and T min . For α equal
to 0.0001, 0.0025, and 0.0100 (the squares of the previous α-values), we then
estimate the riti al values kα , and we repeat these al ulations for ea h of
we obtain

seven groups. This leads to Table 2.4. Sin e
Table 2.4: Empiri al

α
n

G

13

riti al values: two draws

0.0001

m

0.0025

0.0100

12

14

26

12

14

26

12

14

26

15(5)

106.20





14.53

4.61

14.12

6.02

2.40

4.43

13

19(1)

137.90

131.66

92.99

25.99

3.57

18.93

7.49

2.52

4.81

13

17(1)

117.22





19.95

5.51

17.77

6.21

2.52

4.75

13

15(1)







25.93

4.01

20.88

8.26

2.42

5.35

15

19(1)

106.79

71.73

49.71

15.39

3.14

9.36

6.42

2.31

4.09

15

17(1)

120.13





17.27

3.48

10.25

5.79

2.31

3.92

17

19(1)

121.46

17.81

56.44

15.59

2.90

8.29

6.07

2.24

3.75

Pr(T (1) > kα and T (2) > kα ) = Pr(min(T (1) , T (2) ) > kα ) = Pr(T min > kα ),
we see that Table 2.4

ontains the required

riti al values for two

onse utive

draws. If these two draws were independent (whi h they might not be), then
we would have

Pr(T (1) > k1 and T (2) > k2 ) = Pr(T (1) > k1 ) Pr(T (2) > k2 )
for all

k1

and

k2 ,

and the numbers reported in Tables 2.3 and 2.4 would be

identi al. The results in Tables 2.3 and 2.4 suggest that in fa t

Pr(T (1) > k1 and T (2) > k2 ) ≥ Pr(T (1) > k1 ) Pr(T (2) > k2 )
or, what amounts to the same, that

Pr(T (2) > k2 | T (1) > k1 ) ≥ Pr(T (2) > k2 ),

2.4.
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implying that

25

riti al values

T (1)

and

T (2)

are `positively quadrant dependent' (Lehmann,

1966). Although the two draws are

learly not independent, the deviation

from independen e does not appear to be large.
It is already

lear from Table 2.3 that the

less stable than those for
in Table 2.4: the
ertain

α = 0.05

riti al values for

n

α = 0.01

α = 0.10. This ee t is even
α = 0.0001 are very unstable.

and

are

stronger
In fa t,

riti al values be ome innite, due to the fa t that one or more of

2
the σ̂j in Equation (2.3) be ome zero. This
has

riti al values for

identi al logins. If a

an empiri al power

an only happen if a parti ipant

riti al value is innitely large then we will nd

lose to zero, and hen e a ha ker is always treated as an

authorized user. This requires further investigation. We nd the following:
Group 19(1): No innite values were found, but for
for

n = 17) some may in fa

n = 13 and n = 15 (not

t be there be ause not all possibilities have

been examined.
Group 17(1): two parti ipants re orded fourteen (out of seventeen) identi al

patri k, and one re orded
fteen identi al dwell times on the letter a in patri k. It is possible that
there are more innite values for n = 13 (but not for n = 15) be ause

dwell times on the letter

i

in the username

not all possibilities have been examined.
Group 15(1):

one parti ipant re orded thirteen (out of fteen) identi al

dwell times on the letter

t

in the password

water83,

while another

w
te

parti ipant re orded thirteen identi al dwell times on the letter

in

water83,
water83.

in

Group 15(5):

and also thirteen identi al ight times on the passage

one parti ipant re orded fourteen (out of fteen) identi al

i in patri k,
water83.

dwell times on the letter
times on the letter

r

in

and also thirteen identi al dwell

This is rather surprising, at least it was surprising to us. Apparently some
parti ipants display a very high degree of regularity in typing behavior, whi h
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underlines the potential for using keystroke dynami s for user authenti ation.

2.5

Power of the test

Now that we have

α,

we

an

omputed the empiri al

riti al values for three given sizes

onsider the power of our test, that is, the probability that a

`ha ker' is re ognized as a ha ker.

Suppose one of the other people in the

same group `breaks in'. What is the probability that he/she is found out?
Based on the empiri al

riti al values of Tables 2.3 and 2.4, we perform

the following experiment. Choose one group, say 19(1) with

Choose

i is the potential
vi tim and person j is the ha ker. This an be done in 78 × 77 = 6006
ways. Draw randomly n observations from i and two observations from j ,
and al ulate the test statisti s. Thus we obtain 6006 × 2 = 12, 012 values
two people (ordered) in this group, say

(i, j),

n = 17.

for ea h of the three test statisti s. We then
appropriate

where person

onfront these values with the

riti al values in Table 2.3. This will give us the probability that

our tests will label a person as a ha ker when the login was indeed performed
by a ha ker, that is, the power of our tests. Table 2.5 shows that the power
Table 2.5: Empiri al power of the

α

test: one draw

0.05

0.10

n

G

12

14

26

12

14

26

12

14

26

13

15(5)

0.07

0.61

0.07

0.42

0.86

0.63

0.76

0.92

0.90

13

19(1)

0.05

0.57

0.06

0.31

0.84

0.53

0.68

0.90

0.88

13

17(1)

0.06

0.46

0.07

0.30

0.84

0.48

0.64

0.90

0.86

13

15(1)

0.04

0.46

0.04

0.22

0.82

0.38

0.55

0.88

0.78

15

19(1)

0.06

0.62

0.09

0.31

0.87

0.56

0.68

0.92

0.90

15

17(1)

0.06

0.58

0.08

0.30

0.84

0.52

0.64

0.90

0.86

17

19(1)

0.05

0.66

0.08

0.31

0.87

0.57

0.69

0.92

0.91

for

m

0.01

Tm,n

α = 0.01

α = 0.05 the test based
and for α = 0.10 the test

is not good. But for

(T2 ) gives a power of about 85%,

on dwell times
based on dwell

2.5.
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times (T2 ) gives a power of about 90% and the overall test (T ) gives a power
of about 87%. This suggests that dwell times are more dis riminatory and
therefore more powerful than ight times. For the dwell times (m

= 14)

we

Figure 2.4: Empiri al power versus size, dwell times: one draw

0.95
0.90
0.85
0.80

power

0.75
0.70
0.65
0.60

n=13 15(5)
n=13 19(1)
n=13 17(1)
n=13 15(1)
n=15 19(1)
n=15 17(1)
n=17 19(1)

0.55
0.50

0.01

0.02

0.03

0.04

0.05

0.06

0.07

0.08

0.09

0.10

size

visualize the trade-o between size and power in Figure 2.4. All data sets
behave in the same way, but obviously more information (larger number of
su

essful logins) leads to higher power.
The results in Table 2.5 assume that a person is labeled as a ha ker when

the test fails on e. In many situations one is allowed a se ond

han e, and a

person is only labeled as a ha ker when he/she fails twi e. The power of test
based on two attempts is similarly

al ulated, now using the

in Table 2.4. The results in Table 2.6

α = 0.0025

riti al values

onrm the results in Table 2.5. For

the test based on dwell times (T2 ) gives a power of about 67%
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Table 2.6: Empiri al power of the

α
n

G

13

0.0001

test: two draws

0.0025

0.0100

12

14

26

12

14

26

12

14

26

15(5)

0.03





0.35

0.62

0.33

0.64

0.86

0.82

13

19(1)

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.14

0.71

0.19

0.50

0.83

0.76

13

17(1)

0.01





0.16

0.51

0.17

0.52

0.82

0.73

13

15(1)







0.08

0.60

0.10

0.34

0.80

0.61

15

19(1)

0.02

0.02

0.04

0.22

0.76

0.44

0.52

0.86

0.81

15

17(1)

0.01





0.17

0.69

0.33

0.52

0.84

0.79

17

19(1)

0.01

0.14

0.03

0.22

0.78

0.48

0.53

0.87

0.83

and for

m

Tm,n

α = 0.01

the test based on dwell times (T2 ) gives a power of about

84%. The overall test (T ) gives a power of about 76%.
Re all that 19(1) denotes the group where the rst login has been deleted
and all remaining nineteen logins are

orre t, and that 17(1) and 15(1) denote

the groups where again the rst login has been deleted and where exa tly
seventeen or fteen of the remaining nineteen logins are

orre t. For

n = 13

we see that the power in reases when we move from 15(1) to 19(1), and for

n = 15
This

we see that the power in reases when we move from 17(1) to 19(1).

onrms that if a user exhibits more regularity, it will be easier to

establish his/her pattern, and it will be more di ult for a potential ha ker
to break in.

2.6

Con lusion

Based on our experiments we

on lude that keystroke dynami s

an be a

reliable se urity instrument for authenti ation. It appears that dwell times
(how long a key is held pressed) are more dis riminatory and therefore more
powerful than ight times (time between

onse utive press times),

a similar nding by Obaidat and Sadoun (1997). Our
times tells us that:

T2 -test

onrming

based on dwell

2.6.
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if we reje t a person if the

T2 -test

fails on e, then it will reje t the true

owner 5% of the time and re ognize a ha ker 85% of the time (Table 2.5,

α = 0.05,

power

= 0.85);

if we reje t a person if the

T2 -test

fails twi e, then it will reje t the true

owner 1% of the time and re ognize a ha ker 84% of the time (Table 2.6,

α = 0.01,

power

= 0.84).

In pra ti e, a biometri

test will be used in

ombination with another test

or perhaps several other tests. In su h, more realisti ,

Pr(ha

ker su

= Pr(our

essful )

= Pr(our

and

test fails

test fails | urrent tests fail)

the attempts, so that

Pr(

urrent tests fail)

urrent tests fail)

× Pr(

Suppose that the ha ker is re ognized with the

ases we have:

urrent tests fail).

urrent tests in about 99% of

= 0.01.

Suppose also that, if the

urrent tests do not re ognize the ha ker, our test does re ognize the ha ker
in about 85% of the attempts, so that

0.15.

Then we nd that

Pr(ha

ker su

Pr(our test fails | urrent tests
essful) = 0.0015, so that the

will be unmasked in 99.85% of the attempts.

The biometri

proved the power from 99.00% to 99.85%, and the
will be redu ed by 85% if the biometri

ost

fail)

=

ha ker

test thus im-

aused by ha kers

test is added to the authenti ation

pro edure.
It is di ult to

ompare our results to the literature, be ause every paper

has a dierent number of parti ipants, a dierent set-up, and a dierent statisti al method. As a tentative guide we summarize below the type-I errors
(α) and type-II errors (β ) as reported in the literature:

α = 0.12, β = 0.06;
Bleha et al. (1990): α = 0.08, β = 0.03;
Leggett et al. (1991): α = 0.06, β = 0.05;
Monrose and Rubin (1997): 0.09 < α < 0.37;
Bergadano et al. (2002): 0.02 < α < 0.06, β < 0.01;
Umphress and Williams (1985):
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α = 0.20, β = 0.04;
Ka holia and Pandit (2003): 0.01 < α < 0.08, 0.01 < β < 0.08;
Gunetti and Pi ardi (2005): α = 0.01, β = 0.05.
Gutiérrez et al. (2002):

The high power (around 95%) obtained in these studies is a little puzzling
given the typi ally very small number of parti ipants. We have more parti ipants and obtain lower power. Nevertheless, the main

on lusion from our

analysis is that espe ially dwell times (how long a key is pressed)
to

an be used

reate a powerful test. At a size of 1% the power of our best-performing

two-draw test is 84% (β
Some

= 0.16).

aution is required in applying our results to dierent situations.

First, our data may not be representative. Mostly students and people interested in se urity systems take part in our experiment. We do not know
whether this ae ts our analysis, but if it does then the people in our sample
are expe ted to be more homogeneous than the average population, making
it more di ult to dete t dieren es in their typing patterns. Sin e we

an

dete t dieren es in typing patterns in our sample, it should be easier to dete t su h dieren es in a less homogeneous group. The reported power
thus be viewed as a lower bound. Se ond, we only
password

ombination, whi h together

the user, it is doubtful that the user
a

ura y.

onsider the username-

ontains fourteen

environment where fewer (sometimes only four)

an

hara ters.

In an

hara ters are required from

an be authenti ated with su ient

Third, the fa t that our set-up has no repeated

hara ters may

inuen e our results.
We have developed the test statisti

under the assumption that the

ra teristi s are independent. This is probably unrealisti and more power

haan

be obtained by allowing for some dependen e, perhaps using Markov models
(Jiang et al., 2007). Suppose, as before, that for a given parti ipant we have

n observations on ea h of m hara teristi s, and let xij denote the i-th obser′
vation on the j -th hara teristi . Assume again that the xi := (xi1 , . . . xim )

2.6.
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are independently and identi ally distributed, but now as

xi ∼ N(µ, Σ),
θ

where

assumed

Σ := Σ(θ),

k × 1 ve tor of unknown parameters. In Equation (2.1) we
2
2 ′
that θ = (σ1 , . . . , σm ) and k = m, implying that the hara teristi s

is a

are independent of ea h other. If we drop this assumption, then the maximum
likelihood estimator of

µ

is again given by

maximum likelihood estimator of

θ

µ̂ = x̄ := (1/n)

is obtained by

P

i

xi ,

and the

!
n
1X
min log |Σ(θ)| +
(xi − x̄)′ Σ −1 (θ)(xi − x̄) .
θ
n i=1
More expli itly, letting

1X
S :=
(xi − x̄)(xi − x̄)′ ,
n i=1
n

the

θ̂'s

are found by solving the



tr Σ

−1 ∂Σ

∂θh





k

= tr Σ

equations

−1

SΣ

−1 ∂Σ

∂θh



(h = 1, . . . , k),

from whi h we see that the maximum likelihood estimator
observations only through

S.

θ̂

depends on the

Instead of (2.2) we then have

n
(x̄ − y)′ Σ −1 (x̄ − y) ∼ χ2 (m),
n+1
and the test statisti

Tm,n :=

be omes

n
(x̄ − y)′Σ(θ̂)−1 (x̄ − y).
m(n + 1)

Sin e we have to estimate more parameters, we would require more data in
this

ase. We re ommend this extension only if the number of observations is

large, be ause otherwise the additional noise generated by having to estimate
more parameters might outweigh the additional power of the test.
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We have taken a

ount of the fa t that username and password are unfa-

miliar to our parti ipants, by deleting either the rst or the rst ve logins.
When

n = 13
α = 0.05

omparing the power for

tively, we see in Table 2.5 at

G = 15(1)

and

15(5), respe the T2 statisti

and

that the power of

in reases from 0.82 when only the rst login is deleted to 0.86 when the rst
ve observations are deleted. Similarly, in Table 2.6 at
of the

T2

statisti

α = 0.01,

the power

in reases from 0.80 to 0.86.

We also note that in pra ti e the number of observations on a spe i
user (n in our analysis) will be larger than what we use in our experiment
(maximum 17) and hen e will in rease the power of our tests. For example,

α = 0.05 and G = 19(1), the power of the T2 statisti in reases
from 0.84 when n = 13 to 0.87 when n = 17, and, similarly, in Table 2.6 at
α = 0.01 and G = 19(1), the power of the T2 statisti in reases from 0.83
to 0.87. This onrms that a larger value of n will in rease the power of our
in Table 2.5 at

test.
In pra ti al appli ations, the user will be familiar with his/her username
and password, and also the number of observations will be larger than 17.
It seems therefore reasonable to believe that our power estimates are lower
bounds, and that the power of our tests will be higher in pra ti e.
Finally, the balan e between type-I error and type-II error
trolled by the
ompany may

ompany.

an be

on-

In a period when many ha kers are a tive, the

hoose to in rease

α,

thus in reasing the power. Users may

be annoyed be ause they may be denied a

ess to their own a

ounts, but

ha kers will nd it more di ult to break in.
In

on lusion, keystroke dynami s

an be a reliable and exible se urity

instrument for authenti ation, if used in addition with other instruments. It
seems more suitable for authenti ation (veri ation) than for identi ation.
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3.1

Introdu tion

Living together in a so iety is guided by formal and informal rules. Violations of these rules

an be

ostly to so iety and they are, in the

rimes, followed by prose ution. Minor misbehaviors  small
not usually result in legal pro eedings, be ause the
sation of small
prose ution.

ase of large
rimes  do

ost of enfor ing

ompen-

rimes would be too high or be ause the law does not permit

Although the e onomi

will be low, su h

onsequen es of a single small

rimes are often quite

ommon and

rime

an, in the aggregate,

generate substantial losses. For example, in the year 2000, surng the Internet at work for private use may have

ost so iety worldwide $50 billion per

year and employee theft around $200 billion (Greenberg and S ott, 1996).
In standard e onomi

models of

riminal behavior Be ker (1968), individ-

uals who undertake illegal a tions evaluate the probabilities and
of being punished, and

ommit a

onsequen es

rime only if the expe ted value of doing

so ex eeds the utility of the status quo. Thus, an individual would
1 This

hapter is based on Douhou et al. (2011b).
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rime if the risk-san tion trade-o is favorable. The legal san tion

a ts as a market pri e, and the individual treats the san tion as an

nal

onstraint. Alternatively, the individual may

internalize

asso iated with the san tion. When many people in a

exter-

the obligation

ommunity do this,

it be omes a so ial norm (Cooter, 1998). Sin e the Be ker model is at odds
with the data, an extension of this model with so ial norms seems appropriate.
Balestrino (2008) uses the la k of so ial norms as an explanation why digital pira y (downloading and

opying lms or musi

ommon than other types of small

illegally) is mu h more

rimes. Orviska and Hudson (2002) use

survey data on attitudes towards tax evasion and the tenden y to evade to
show that so ial norms.

Traxler (2010) introdu es a formal model for tax

evasion in whi h the utility of evading taxes depends negatively on the so ial
norm, whi h in turn depends on how many others evade taxes. Kube and
Traxler (2011) emphasize the relevan e of so ial norms for publi

poli y on

legal enfor ement, sin e higher penalties not only have a dire t ee t on the
expe ted gains of non- omplian e, but also an indire t ee t by
the so ial norm.

hanging

The variation in the per eption of the severity of small

rimes in so iety, rather than (or, in addition to) the (low) probability of
being

aught or the punishment in

norms vary a ross

ase of being

aught, shows how so ial

rimes and a ross so io-e onomi

groups.

So ial norms

are in reasingly important in theoreti al and empiri al work in e onomi s,
and the value of our study mainly relies on the link to and the relevan e for
the so ial norms literature.
Measuring the per eption of
ing guidelines

rime

orrespond to publi

an be useful to evaluate how senten -

sentiment and to the allo ation of poli e

resour es (Miethe, 1982). The per eption of larger
extensively in the

rimes has been studied

riminology literature (see, e.g., the survey of Stylianou,

2003). The rst to study the per eptions of ` rime seriousness' were Sellin and
Wolfgang (1964) who developed a new method to measure seriousness, thus
providing new insights on publi

onsensus and relative ordering of

riminal
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a ts. The existing literature in
perty

riminology fo uses on serious

rimes or pro-

rimes (O'Connell and Whelan, 1996; Rosenmerkel, 2001; Rossi et al.,

1974), and white- ollar

rimes (Isenring, 2008; Piquero et al., 2008; Rosen-

merkel, 2001). This literature ranks
that there is relative

rimes in terms of seriousness, and nds

onsensus in the sense that dierent groups usually

give the same ranking, but not absolute

onsensus in the sense that the seri-

ousness s ores are approximately equal.

Harmfulness

and

wrongfulness

are

found to be the key dimensions driving per eived seriousness (Rosenmerkel,
2001; Warr, 1989). While harmfulness refers to the per eived

onsequen es

for the vi tims, wrongfulness refers to morality and the so ial norms in so iety
or a so io-e onomi group. Dieren es were sometimes found between groups
of dierent gender, age, edu ation, degree of urbanization, et ., but in many
ases the dieren es were statisti ally insigni ant, so that no
ati

pi ture emerges. There is also eviden e that the per eived seriousness of

rimes may depend on
the

hara teristi s (su h as age or gender) of who

rime (Rossi et al., 1997), on whether the

rime is

peatedly (Herzog and Oreg, 2008), and on other
the

lear system-

rime is

ommitted.

ommits

ommitted on e or re-

ir umstan es under whi h

For example, the justiability of employee theft

depends on behavior of superiors and the peer group of

o-workers (Jones

and Kavanagh, 1996). All this shows that the per eived seriousness not only
depends on the

onsequen es for vi tims but also on so ial norms in so iety

or an organization. There is more variation in the per eived seriousness of
vi timless

rimes and less serious behaviors (Stylianou, 2003), probably be-

ause of larger dieren es in so ial norms towards su h
more violent and more serious
to study less serious

rimes than towards

rimes. This makes it parti ularly interesting

rimes.

Our study diers from the existing literature be ause we look at in orre t behaviors (`small
publi . These small

rimes') that are not always
rimes go beyond white- ollar

dividuals within an organization.

ondemned by the general
rimes

ommitted by in-

Our analysis is related to Halman and

Luijkx (2008) who examined the publi 's opinion on small

rimes from a
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so ial values point of view. Some of our small

rimes are the same as the

short des riptions used by Halman and Luijkx (2008), taken from the 1999
and 2008 waves of the European Values Study (EVS). Our approa h is different in that it in ludes both short des riptions and hypotheti al settings of
spe i

small

rimes (vignettes). This allows us to investigate the inuen e

of oender and oense
temati

hara teristi s on a respondent's per eption in a sys-

way.

In this

hapter we measure per eptions of small

information on

rimes

rime and relate these to

ommitted, based on a questionnaire developed by us

and administered to parti ipants of the CentERpanel, a large representative
sample from the Dut h population. In the questionnaire we ask the respondents to subje tively rate the severity or justiability of a number of small
rimes.

We also ask them to evaluate six small

ting with more (hypotheti al)

rimes presented in a set-

ontext. In su h `vignette' questions, several

hara teristi s of a  titious person

ommitting the small

rime and other

fa tors related to the situation are in luded in the des ription.
Using survey questions to measure per eived seriousness of
ommon in the

rime is quite

riminology literature (see, e.g., Rosenmerkel, 2001, or Herzog

and Oreg, 2008, and the referen es in these studies). In the literature on the
e onomi s of

rime, some studies use survey questions but many others use

a tual data or experimental data. The use of survey data has both advantages
and disadvantages. The main advantages for our purpose are that our survey
is representative for a broad population and that many ba kground variables
on the respondents are available, su h as various indi ators of so io-e onomi
status (edu ation, in ome, wealth). A potential disadvantage is that the respondents do not get any in entives to reveal their true opinions. On the other
hand, there is no reason why they would give strategi ally biased answers,
and the temptation to give so ially desirable answers is likely to be small
sin e the interview is an Internet survey with no personal

onta ts with an

interviewer (see Chang and Krosni k, 2009). Moreover, there is eviden e in
the experimental e onomi s literature that for relatively simple questions,

3.2.
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respondents do not need real in entives to reveal their true preferen es (see,
e.g., Beattie and Loomes, 1997; Camerer and Hogarth, 1999).
The plan of the

hapter is as follows.

In Se tion 3.2 we des ribe the

set-up and framework of the questionnaire and present des riptive statisti s,
in luding an ordering of the small

rimes by their mean per eived severity.

The statisti al analysis of the short questions and the vignette questions is
presented in Se tions 3.3 and 3.4. Se tion 3.5 dis usses some poli y impliations and

on ludes.

Se tion 3.A provides more details on the vignette

questions.

3.2

Questionnaire and des riptive statisti s

The results in this

hapter are based on an survey

ondu ted in the Summer

of 2008 through CentERdata at Tilburg University. CentERdata manages a
panel of over two thousand `respondents' (the CentERpanel, hereafter CP),
forming a representative sample of the adult Dut h population. The sample
is based on a probability sample of the non-institutionalized Dut h population of ages 16 years and older. Sele ted households without Internet a

ess

or without a personal

omputer are provided with the ne essary equipment

so that the sample also

overs the non-Internet part of the population. Every

week a questionnaire is sent out (through the Internet) to all respondents,
ea h week on a dierent topi . The response rate is generally above 70%.
Sin e respondents have typi ally parti ipated in previous surveys, detailed
ba kground information is available, in luding gender, age, in ome, edu ation, role in the household, and area of residen e.
Respondents who did not respond to the survey in the rst weekend
were asked again a few weeks later. The
(1932 respondents). The average

ombined response rate was 83%

ompletion time was about thirty minutes.

It seems reasonable to assume that parti ipating and
tionnaire is independent of the variables of interest,

ompleting the quesonditional on several

ba kground variables (gender, age, edu ation) that are used to

onstru t sur-
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onstru ts these weights by

omparing the sample

with a larger household survey administered by Statisti s Netherlands. These
weights will be used below in

omputing some of the des riptive statisti s.

3.2.1 Short questions
Our survey

onsists of three parts.

First, the respondents were asked to

rate the severity of 18 oenses and the justiability of 6 other oenses. The
oenses range from taking a ballpoint from the o e for private use to a epting a bribe. The wording of the questions for the rst 18 oenses is:
Below we list examples of situations that might o

ur in daily

life. Please evaluate the severity of these a tions as you per eive
them on a s ale from 1 (very severe) to 10 (not severe).
The other six oenses are taken from EVS; their wording is

omparable but

uses `justiability' instead of `severity' (exa tly as in EVS). Some of the types
of small

rime in luded in the survey were also used by Traxler and Winter

(2012), but our list of small

rimes is mu h longer.

Table 3.1: European Values Study (EVS) 1999 and 2008 versus CentERpanel
(CP) 2008

Oense
Claiming government benets to
whi h one is not entitled
A epting a bribe at work
Throwing away litter in a publi pla e
Avoiding a fare on publi transport
Cheating on taxes if one has a han e
Smoking in a publi building

EVS 1999
CP
EVS 2008
mean (std) mean (std) mean (std)
1.52
1.60
1.74
2.79
2.74
3.81

(1.28)
(1.31)
(1.30)
(2.21)
(2.22)
(2.65)

1.44
1.65
1.98
2.47
2.92
2.98

(1.04)
(1.26)
(1.42)
(1.81)
(2.14)
(2.16)

1.52 (1.33)
1.55 (1.23)
2.58 (2.10)
2.28 (1.96)

Answers are on a s ale from 1: never justiable to 10: always justiable.
All statisti s are weighted. The number of observations N varies over
studies and also (slightly) over oenses. We have 10011003 observations
for the EVS 1999, 1929 for the CP, and 15421549 for the EVS 2008.
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In Table 3.1 we present the means and standard deviations for the answers to the six short questions that appear in both the European Values
Study and our CentERpanel survey. Two questions from EVS 1999 were not
asked in EVS 2008. Applying for so ial benets to whi h one is not entitled
is

onsidered the least justiable of all oenses

epting a bribe in the
publi

onsidered, followed by a -

ourse of duty. Remarkably, throwing away litter in

pla es also ranks quite high.

There seems to be general agreement between the CentERpanel and the
EVS data for most questions.

An ex eption is smoking in a publi

pla e,

whi h is seen as less justiable in the CentERpanel than in EVS 1999. This
is explained by the nine-year gap between the two data sets.
tion of smoking in The Netherlands has

The per ep-

hanged in those nine years, be ause

smoking was banned from governmental organizations in 1990 and from the
private se tor (in luding restaurants and bars) in July 2008, just after the
rst weekend that our survey was elded.

A widely publi ized event like

the introdu tion of a smoking ban may well lead to a (possibly temporary)
hange of the so ial norm (Ram hand et al., 2009). Comparing the two EVS
waves, it appears that people

onsider most oenses less justiable in 2008

than in 1999. This parti ularly applies to

heating on taxes. Surprisingly,

the CentERpanel mean for the per eived justiability of
mu h

heating on taxes is

loser to EVS 1999 than to EVS 2008, even though EVS and CP were

ondu ted in the same year. Three of the six oenses in Table 3.1 (littering,
fare dodging, and evading taxes) were also
(2012), and their ordering

onsidered by Traxler and Winter

orresponds to what we nd.

Table 3.2 des ribes the 18 short questions on small
in luded in EVS. They are ordered a
most severe to least severe.

rimes whi h were not

ording to their mean severity, from

The two most severe oenses are harmful to

other individuals, stressing the importan e of `harmfulness' for another private person (Rosenmerkel, 2001). Not

leaning up the dog's pooh (ranked 3)

also ranks quite high, in line with the high ranking of throwing away litter in
publi

pla es, the oense related to polluting the environment in Table 3.1.
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violations like driving 170 km/h on a highway where the speed limit is

120 km/h, are not

onsidered as very severe, suggesting perhaps that many

people see the maximum speed rules as unne essarily stri t.

Table 3.2: Ordering of small

rimes in terms of per eived severity

Oense

mean (std)

Damaging a ar by a ident and not informing the owner
Turning up the volume of musi late in the evening
Walking the dog and not leaning up the dog's pooh
Pretending to be si k and staying at home for two days
Driving 170 km/h on a highway (maximum is 120 km/h)
Leaving a barking dog alone at home
Taking utlery from a anteen
Taking a bundle of printing paper and 5 ballpoints from the o e
Pra ti ing the piano in an apartment building from 7:0010:00 am
Taking software from the o e to install it at home illegally
Taking a bundle of printing paper from the o e
Breaking a oee mug in a store and not informing the owner
Making daily private phone alls from the o e
Working two evenings per week without paying in ome tax
Driving 60 km/h within town (maximum is 50 km/h)
Downloading musi illegally from time to time
Taking a ballpoint from the o e
Taking soap and shampoo from a posh hotel room

2.10
2.15
2.71
2.84
3.09
3.19
3.21
3.30
3.47
3.94
4.09
4.13
4.49
4.51
5.19
5.98
6.27
7.03

(1.36)
(1.40)
(1.73)
(1.90)
(2.13)
(1.78)
(1.91)
(2.01)
(1.96)
(2.31)
(2.28)
(2.10)
(2.33)
(2.34)
(2.56)
(2.53)
(2.70)
(2.66)

Answers are on a s ale from 1: very severe to 10: not severe. All statisti s
are weighted. The formulation of some oenses is shortened to t the table.
The full survey is available upon request.
As expe ted, taking away soap and shampoo from a hotel room is
sidered the least severe of small
this as a small

rimes. Most respondents do not

on-

onsider

rime at all, but see the soap and shampoo as a gift from the

hotel. Taking a ballpoint home from the o e is also one of the least severe
small rimes. It is an example of `internal fraud' and, a
(2002), this o
employees

ording to Greenberg

urs more frequently when employees feel underpaid or when

onsider the de ision-making riteria as unfair. In general, oenses
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at the

ost of the employer seem to be per eived as less severe than oenses

at the

ost of another individual. Downloading musi

in the bottom three of the ranking; downloading musi

illegally also appears
is not illegal in The

Netherlands as long as it is for private use and from a legal sour e, but the
majority of musi

oered at peer-to-peer networks

Apparently, there is no strong so ial
has no per eived so ial

omes from illegal sour es.

ondemnation of digital pira y as this

ost. This is in line with the theoreti al arguments

of Balestrino (2008).

3.2.2 Vignettes
In the se ond part of the survey we asked our respondents in 12 questions
to rate the per eived justiability of six oenses, this time des ribed in short
stories (so- alled `vignettes')

on erning hypotheti al persons in a hypothet-

i al setting. The vignette questions were asked after the short questions to
avoid framing ee ts on the short questions, whi h would hamper

omparing

the answers to the short questions with other studies. The six oenses are:
(a) not having a valid (train) ti ket; (b) a

epting a bribe; ( ) reporting a

lower in ome than the a tual in ome to the tax authorities; (d) breaking a
oee mug and not reporting it; (e) taking a bundle of printing paper; and
(f ) driving too fast on a highway.
Ea h of the six oenses was des ribed in two vignettes with varying
ra teristi s of the hypotheti al person (the `vignette person')
the oense and of the hypotheti al setting. A typi al example,

ommitting
on erning

oense (a), is:
[Ja k℄ is [27℄ years old and earns [A
C2500℄ per month before tax,
a [low℄ wage for the type of work he does. Ea h day he takes the
train to work, a trip of about [5℄ minutes. Today he is in a hurry
sin e he does not want to arrive late at work. He jumps on the
train without a valid ti ket.

It has [not℄ happened before that

he knowingly did not have a valid ti ket. The probability that
someone will

ha-

he k the ti kets on this route is [very small℄. Do
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you think [Ja k℄'s behavior is absolutely not justiable (1),. . . ,
always justiable (10)?
The parts in square bra kets vary a ross vignettes. For ea h situation and
ea h respondent the oender's in ome is lower in the rst variant than in the
se ond, guaranteeing that the two vignettes on the same oense are always

2

dierent.

The other parts in square bra kets are randomized (independently

of ea h other). In the example, the name of the oender is either Ja k or
Diana, both with probability 0.5; the oender's age is randomly set to 27, 43,
or 55 years (with equal probabilities); and the absolute in ome level (A
C2500
or A
C3500)

an be low or usual for the type of work the oender does (both

with probability 0.5). The other randomizations do not
but the

ontext in whi h the

rime is

(5 or 15 minutes); is the oense
are the

han es of getting

ommitted: how long does the trip take

ommitted repeatedly or only on e; what

aught (low or 50%)? Similar randomizations are

used for the other vignettes.

A full des ription of the vignette questions

and the randomizations is provided in Se tion 3.A.
that

apture the

on ern the oender

The dummy variables

hara teristi s of the oender and the

ir umstan es in the

vignettes are listed in Table 3.3. These are used as explanatory variables in
our models for the vignette justiability evaluations.
In Table 3.4 we

ompare the means and standard deviations of the vi-

gnette evaluations for the six oenses with the answers to the
short questions. A

epting a bribe in the

ourse of duty is

orresponding

onsidered least

justied, both in the short questions and in the vignette questions.
ding a fare on publi

transport is

onsidered less justiable than

Avoi-

heating

on taxes in the short questions, but this reverses in the vignette questions,
where avoiding a fare is evaluated as the least serious oense of all.

The

opposite dieren e between short questions and vignette questions is found
for the justiability (severity) of breaking a

oee mug, taking a bundle of

printing paper, or driving too fast on a highway. There are substantial dieren es between the answers to the short questions and the vignette questions.
2 In

the example, A
C2500 in the rst variant and A
C3500 in the se ond.
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Table 3.3: Binary vignette variables with explanation

vign_wage
vign_female
vign_27y
vign_43y
vign_55y
vign_freq
vign_ at h
vign_distan e
vign_boss
vign_entrepr
vign_wage_hi
vign_wage_us

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

if
if
if
if
if
if
if
if
if
if
if
if

vignette person (vp) has a high wage
vp is a woman
vp is 27 years old
vp is 43 years old
vp is 55 years old
small rime has been ommitted more often before
the probability of getting aught is 50% (0 if very small)
the travel distan e is 20 minutes (0 if 5 minutes)
the boss of the vp behaves orre tly
the vp is an independent entrepreneur
vp re eives substantial wage for type of work, given vign_wage = 1
vp re eives usual wage for type of work, given vign_wage = 0

Table 3.4: Mean (standard deviation) of dependent variables

EVS questions
(a) Avoiding a fare
(b) A epting a bribe
( ) Cheating on taxes

Our own questions

Short

Vignette

Justiability
2.47 (1.81)
1.65 (1.26)
2.92 (2.14)

Justiability
3.88 (2.33)
2.10 (1.59)
2.81 (1.96)

Severity
(d) Breaking a oee mug
4.13 (2.10)
(e) Taking a bundle of printing paper 4.09 (2.28)
(f) Driving too fast on a highway
3.09 (2.13)

Justiability
3.47 (2.08)
3.19 (2.05)
2.73 (1.96)

Answers are on a s ale from 1: very severe/never justiable to 10:
not severe at all/always justiable. All statisti s are weighted.
N varies between 1929 and 1932 for short questions and between 3840
and 3846 for vignette questions.
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There may be several reasons for this. Sin e the vignette questions provide
more information about the
explanation is that

ontext in whi h the oense is

ommitted, one

ontext matters. This is in line with Riedel (1975) who

asked respondents to rate the importan e of oense and oender
risti s for judging the seriousness of a des ribed oense. He

hara te-

on luded that

respondents need external fa tors to make a judgement. On the other hand,
Rossi et al. (1997) found that the oender's ba kground only has a small
impa t on senten ing preferen es.

How

ontext matters will be studied in

detail in Se tion 3.4. An alternative explanation for dieren es between the
ratings of short questions and vignettes might be framing ee ts: there are
many small rimes in the short questions, and it is likely that respondents try
to rank these with their ratings. On the other hand, there are only six small
rimes in the vignettes. This may explain dieren es in the absolute ratings,
but it seems implausible that it explains the observed reversal of some of the
average ratings.
The sample standard deviations in the answers to the short questions and
the vignette questions are of similar size; two of the six standard deviations
are larger for the vignette questions; the other four are larger for the short
questions.

Herzog (2003) argued that when judgements are based on less

information regarding the

ir umstan es of the

rime (e.g. oender

hara te-

risti s) respondents will make qui k judgements based on shared norms in a
so iety, whi h would suggest that the dispersion in the answers to the short
questions would be smaller than for the vignette questions. We do not nd
any su h eviden e in Table 3.4.
Figures 3.1 and 3.2 provide the

omplete distributions of the answers.

We have almost twi e as many observations (3840) for the vignette questions
as for the short questions (1930), be ause the respondents evaluated two vignette questions for ea h type of oense. As explained above, the in ome of
the person

ommitting ea h oense is always lower in the rst vignette than

in the se ond vignette (while other

hara teristi s are randomized).
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Figure 3.1: Answers to sele ted short questions (items (a)( ) refer to justi-
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Figure 3.2: Answers to vignette questions (all items refer to justiability)
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Figure 3.2 shows separate histograms for the answers to these two questions,

learly illustrating that respondents tend to per eive an oense as more

severe if the in ome of the person

ommitting the oense is higher.

3.2.3 Respondent hara teristi s
The respondent

hara teristi s used as explanatory variables are presented in

Table 3.5 (denitions and des riptive statisti s). Roughly 47% of the sample
is female. The age of the respondents ranges from 15 to 93 with a mean of
51. Highly-edu ated respondents are overrepresented: 36%

ompleted higher

vo ational s hool or has a university degree in our sample as

ompared to 25%

in the population in 2006 (Statisti s Netherlands, 2008). This is be ause the
higher edu ated have a larger probability to parti ipate in the CentERpanel.
We use sample weights to
To
lude

orre t for this.

apture the ee t of how familiar respondents are with

rime_rate

(the number of registered

rimes per

rime, we in-

apita) at the provin-

ial level, whi h varies from 4.6% to 9.0%. Within a given provin e,
are more

ommon in

rimes

ities than in rural areas. Hen e, we also in lude the

degree of urbanization. About 41% of our respondents live in

ities, 20% in

larger towns, and 39% in small towns or villages.
It is likely that one's o
rime.

upational status inuen es one's per eption of

For example, employees may be more sympatheti

than others to

someone taking a bundle of printing paper from the o e for private use,
be ause they are more familiar with this kind of situation. We distinguish
between four types of o
in paid employment (o

upations. The largest group (48%)

ontains those

up_empl ).

The majority of the respondents (62%) are head of a household. In about
67% of all

ases, household heads live together with a partner (married or

unmarried). Being head of a household or the partner of the household head
may imply that one's behavior is an example to the rest of the household,
whi h may lead to a dierent attitude to (small)

rimes. About four out of

ve respondents reported that they support a national politi al party; the
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Table 3.5: Respondent variables with explanation

Variable

Mean (std) Explanation

Non-binary variables

age
hh_lin ome
rime_rate

Binary variables

female
edu_prim
edu_se on1
edu_se on2
edu_vo at1
edu_vo at2
edu_univer
urban_low
urban_high
urban_middle
o up_empl
o up_pension
o up_indep
o up_nowork
position_head
partner
party_no hr
party_ hrist
party_other

50.7 (16.1) age of respondent (in years)
7.93 (1.43) log of gross monthly household in ome
7.31 (1.22) % number of rimes in total population per provin e

0.47
0.07
0.26
0.12
0.19
0.24
0.12
0.39
0.41
0.20
0.48
0.23
0.05
0.24
0.62
0.79
0.59
0.22
0.19

(0.50)
(0.25)
(0.44)
(0.33)
(0.39)
(0.43)
(0.32)
(0.49)
(0.49)
(0.40)
(0.50)
(0.42)
(0.21)
(0.43)
(0.49)
(0.41)
(0.49)
(0.42)
(0.39)

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

if respondent is a woman
if respondent's highest edu ation is primary s hool
if  lower general se ondary s hool
if  higher general se ondary s hool
if  intermediate vo ational s hool
if  higher vo ational s hool
if  university
if respondent lives in a less urbanized area
if  more urbanized area
if  an intermediate urban hara ter
is respondent has an (unpaid) job
if  is retired or ≥ 65 years
if  works as independent entrepreneur or in a family rm
if  has no o upation (in l. students)
if respondent is head of the householda
if head of household has a partner (married or unmarried)
if respondent votes for non-Christian national politi al party
if  Christian national politi al party
if  lo al party or does not vote

The `head' is the person who owns the house or signed the rental ontra t; if this applies
to more than one person, then the one with the highest personal in ome is the head.
Statisti s are not weighted. N varies between 1918 and 1931.
a

others support a lo al party or do not feel aliated with any politi al party.
Of those supporting a national party, about one-quarter supports a Christian
party. We in luded a dummy for supporting a Christian party as a proxy for
ethi al norms and values that may possibly ae t attitudes towards (small)
rime.
Finally, we asked some questions about the respondent's past vi tim-
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ization in iden e and exposure to
not analyzed in the

urrent

rimes in daily life. These questions are

hapter. The

omplete survey is available upon

request.

3.3

Models

We analyze the determinants of the per eived justiability (and severity in
the
ri

ase of some of the short questions) of small

rimes using e onomet-

models. We fo us on explaining the answers to the vignette questions,

from respondent
des ribing the

hara teristi s, oender

ontext of the oense.

hara teristi s, and other variables

In addition, we

onsider models ex-

plaining the answers to the six short questions on the same types of oenses
des ribed in the vignettes from respondent

hara teristi s only.

order to investigate to whi h extent providing the

ontext

This is in

hanges the

on-

lusions about the asso iation between per eived seriousness and respondent
hara teristi s. We model the answers to the short questions and the vignette
answers to ea h of the six oenses separately. Sin e the response s ale is disrete and ordered, ranging from 1: never justiable to 10: always justiable
 or from 1: very severe to 10: not severe at all  we use ordered probit
models: a standard ordered probit model for ea h of the short questions, and
a panel-data version of this model for the vignettes.

3.3.1 Model for short questions
The model for ea h of the short questions des ribes the reported evaluation as
the

ategory

ontaining the value of an unobserved (latent)

∗
able yi , whi h is driven by a ve tor of explanatory variables
hara teristi s, in our

ase) and an error term

′

yi∗ = xi β + ǫi ,
yi = j

if

αj−1 < yi∗ ≤ αj ,

ǫi :

ontinuous vari-

xi

(respondent
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where

ǫi ∼ N(0, 1)

independent of

xi ,

i = 1, . . . , N denote the respondents, and j = 1, . . . , m are the possible
values that yi an have. We set m = 10 and let α0 = −∞ and αm = ∞.
and

3.3.2 Model for vignette questions
The fa t that ea h respondent answers two vignette questions on ea h oense
(with dierent values of the randomized vignette variables; see Se tion 3.2)
allows us to use a random-ee ts panel-data ordered probit model with

T =2

`time periods':
′

yit∗ = xit β + ǫit ,
yit = j

if

i = 1, . . . , N,

αj−1 < yit∗ ≤ αj ,

t = 1, 2,
j = 1, . . . , m,

where

ǫit = ui + υit ,
ui ∼ N(0, σu2 ),

independent of

υit ∼iid N(0, συ2 ),
Again, we set

independent of

m = 10

xi1 , xi2 .

α0 = −∞ and αm = ∞. Without loss of
2
σu + συ2 ) to 1. For the explanatory variables in

and let

2
generality we normalize σǫ (=

xit ,

xi1 , xi2 , υi1 , υi2 ,

we distinguish between respondent

edu ation, o
mitting the

upational status),

hara teristi s (in ome, age, gender,

hara teristi s of the vignette person
ontext in whi h the

rime is

ommitted. This allows us to disentangle the ee ts of respondent

hara -

teristi s and

rime, and variables des ribing the

om-

hara teristi s of the oender on the per eived severity of ea h

oense. Note that vignette hara teristi s vary with
hara teristi s vary with

i

i and t, while respondent

only.

The model is estimated by maximum likelihood, integrating out the random ee ts. The random ee ts
servable

apture the

orrelation between the unob-

omponents in the two vignette questions for ea h individual, and
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this

orrelation is automati ally taken into a

dard errors (so that a

3.4

ounting for

ount in

lustering is not needed).

Results

In the baseline model for the vignette questions,
dent

omputing the stan-

xit

in ludes the respon-

hara teristi s that are also used for the short questions (gender, age,

household in ome, edu ation, the

rime rate in the provin e of residen e,

and the urbanization rate), as well as the vignette
of the design, there is some variation in vignette
situations. An example is

vign_boss,

hara teristi s. Be ause

hara teristi s a ross the six

apturing the ee t on per eived justi-

ability if the boss of the vignette person behaves

orre tly under the same

ir umstan es. This variable is only in luded in two of the six situations.
We also estimated models with intera tions.

For example, it might be

that the dieren e between per eived justiability of a young and an older
person

ommitting an oense varies with the age of the respondent, or it

ould be the

ase that the ee t of in ome of the oender on the seriousness

per eption is dierent for respondents with lower or higher in ome.

Su h

intera tions, however, were hardly ever signi ant and adding them did not
lead to additional insights.

Sin e the intera tions also make it harder to

interpret the results, we de ided to only present the results of the models
without intera tions.
The estimation results for the short questions are presented in Table 3.6,
and the results for the baseline model of the vignettes are in Tables 3.7a
and 3.7b. We fo us on the results for the vignettes and the dieren es between the ee ts (of respondent

hara teristi s) a

ording to the vignette

evaluations and the short questions.

3.4.1 Respondent hara teristi s
We rst

onsider the respondent

fo us on measuring the degree of

hara teristi s. Some of the earlier studies
onsensus between dierent demographi
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Table 3.6: Ordered probit on short questions

Situation
Variable

1

2

3

4

5

6

female

−0.1887∗∗∗ −0.2170∗∗∗ −0.1430∗∗∗ −0.3282∗∗∗ −0.1572∗∗∗ −0.2653∗∗∗
(0.0509)
(0.0477)
(0.0481)
(0.0496)
(0.0575)
(0.0498)

age

−0.0153∗∗∗ −0.0111∗∗∗ −0.0216∗∗∗ −0.0192∗∗∗ −0.0123∗∗∗ −0.0012
(0.0017)
(0.0016)
(0.0016)
(0.0016)
(0.0018)
(0.0015)

hh_lin ome

−0.0101
(0.0186)

−0.0059
(0.0185)

−0.0273∗
(0.0162)

−0.0034
(0.0167)

0.0111
(0.0212)

rime_rate

0.0155
(0.0217)

0.0254
(0.0205)

0.0234
(0.0200)

0.0242
(0.0204)

0.0026
(0.0244)

edu_se on1

−0.0330
(0.1085)

−0.0662
(0.1048)

−0.0549
(0.1063)

0.1592
(0.1019)

−0.1906∗
(0.1120)

edu_se on2

−0.0693
(0.1198)

−0.0520
(0.1121)

−0.1256
(0.1179)

0.1782
(0.1117)

−0.3303∗∗∗ −0.1198
(0.1243)
(0.1137)

edu_vo at1

−0.0718
(0.1090)

−0.1210
(0.1070)

−0.0518
(0.1075)

0.3209∗∗∗ −0.1598
(0.1025)
(0.1128)

edu_vo at2

−0.2870∗∗∗ −0.1863∗
(0.1074)
(0.1032)

−0.1638
(0.1054)

0.1592
(0.0993)

−0.6597∗∗∗ −0.4281∗∗∗
(0.1133)
(0.1032)

edu_univer

−0.1151
(0.1186)

−0.0707
(0.1130)

0.2409∗∗
(0.1130)

−0.5960∗∗∗ −0.2650∗
(0.1305)
(0.1112)

urban_high

0.0307
(0.0589)

0.1348∗∗
(0.0546)

0.1006∗
(0.0557)

−0.2780∗∗∗ −0.1212∗
(0.0582)
(0.0673)

−0.1982∗∗∗
(0.0583)

urban_middle

0.0133
(0.0703)

0.0865
(0.0668)

0.0788
(0.0658)

−0.1731∗∗∗ −0.0500
(0.0655)
(0.0758)

0.0248
(0.0684)

1914

1917

1917

N

−0.1348
(0.1115)

1917

−0.0191
(0.0184)

0.0557∗∗∗
(0.0216)
−0.1030
(0.1012)

−0.2684∗∗∗
(0.1041)

1914

1914

= {p < 0.01}; ∗∗ = {0.01 ≤ p < 0.05}; ∗ = {0.05 ≤ p < 0.10}
Standard errors in parentheses.
Situations: 1 = not having a valid (train) ti ket; 2 = breaking a oee mug;
3 = taking a bundle of printing paper; 4 = driving too fast on a highway;
5 = a epting a bribe; 6 = reporting a lower in ome to the tax authorities.

∗∗∗

groups (Kwan et al., 2002; O'Connell and Whelan, 1996; Rossi et al., 1974;
Sellin and Wolfgang, 1964), sin e publi
a generally supported seriousness s ale of

onsensus is required to develop
riminal a tivities.

Dieren es
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Table 3.7: Random ee ts ordered probit

(a) Respondent hara teristi s
Situation
Variable

1

2

3

4

5

6

female

−0.1775
(0.1105)

age

−0.0087∗∗∗ −0.0082∗∗
(0.0032)
(0.0039)

−0.0430∗∗∗ −0.0509∗∗∗ −0.0416∗∗∗ −0.0237∗∗∗
(0.0036)
(0.0042)
(0.0034)
(0.0037)

hh_lin ome

−0.0067
(0.0378)

−0.0272
(0.0298)

rime_rate

0.0880∗∗
(0.0446)

edu_se on1

−0.1647
(0.3054)

edu_se on2

0.0167
(0.3286)

edu_vo at1

−0.4754∗∗∗ −0.3359∗∗∗ −1.4000∗∗∗ −1.2307∗∗∗ −0.9644∗∗∗
(0.1142)
(0.1135)
(0.1350)
(0.1142)
(0.1259)

−0.0476
(0.0477)

0.2405∗∗∗
(0.0432)

0.1691∗∗∗
(0.0642)

0.3897∗∗∗
(0.0570)

0.2232∗∗∗
(0.0450)

0.3639∗∗∗
(0.0487)

−0.0977
(0.2764)

−0.6907∗∗∗ −0.2853
(0.1839)
(0.2572)

−0.3468
(0.3007)

0.4387
(0.2875)

−1.3166∗∗∗ −0.3959
(0.2252)
(0.2761)

−0.1069
(0.3065)

−0.8834∗∗∗ −0.0484
(0.2167)
(0.3069)

0.2829
(0.2517)

−1.3366∗∗∗ −0.8246∗∗∗
(0.1862)
(0.2629)

edu_vo at2

−0.2527
(0.3208)

−0.8612∗∗∗ −0.4725∗
(0.2196)
(0.2762)

−0.6029∗∗
(0.2403)

−2.2939∗∗∗ −1.3780∗∗∗
(0.2173)
(0.2868)

edu_univer

0.3684
(0.3327)

−1.4330∗∗∗ −0.2069
(0.2530)
(0.2965)

−0.1554
(0.2738)

−2.6853∗∗∗ −1.9023∗∗∗
(0.2152)
(0.2703)

urban_high

−0.1307
(0.1227)

0.0079
(0.1219)

0.1733
(0.1274)

−1.8075∗∗∗ −0.0109
(0.1769)
(0.1156)

0.2656∗
(0.1424)

−0.0118
(0.1356)

0.0984
(0.2282)

−1.1946∗∗∗
(0.1780)

0.0501
(0.1604)

0.1816
(0.1557)

3816
0.8382

3812
0.8813

3810
0.8564

3810
0.9258

3810
0.9166

3810
0.9176

urban_middle

N
ρ

−0.8979∗∗∗ −0.1432
(0.2229)
(0.2766)

−0.1745∗∗∗ −0.0924∗∗∗ −0.1762∗∗∗
(0.0364)
(0.0340)
(0.0269)

−0.4125∗
(0.2436)

= {p < 0.01}; ∗∗ = {0.01 ≤ p < 0.05}; ∗ = {0.05 ≤ p < 0.10}
Standard errors in parentheses.
Situations: 1 = not having a valid (train) ti ket; 2 = breaking a oee mug;
3 = taking a bundle of printing paper; 4 = driving too fast on a highway;
5 = a epting a bribe; 6 = reporting a lower in ome to the tax authorities.

∗∗∗

−0.8207∗∗∗
(0.1429)
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Table 3.7: Random ee ts ordered probit ( ont.)

(b) Vignette hara teristi s
Situation
Variable

1

vign_wage

2

3

4

5

6

−0.3496∗∗∗ −0.5564∗∗∗ −0.3154∗∗∗ −0.2604∗∗∗ −0.3403∗∗∗ −0.3813∗∗∗
(0.0594)
(0.0637)
(0.0632)
(0.0700)
(0.0798)
(0.0688)

vign_female

0.0014
(0.0499)

−0.0937∗
(0.0527)

0.0095
(0.0520)

0.1205∗∗
(0.0590)

−0.0878
(0.0610)

−0.1146∗∗
(0.0568)

vign_43y

0.0683
(0.0594)

0.1153∗
(0.0631)

0.0875
(0.0625)

0.1039
(0.0717)

−0.0330
(0.0759)

0.0030
(0.0733)

vign_55y

0.0937
(0.0599)

0.1683∗∗∗
(0.0625)

0.0584
(0.0622)

0.0176
(0.0761)

−0.0189
(0.0743)

0.0246
(0.0699)

vign_freq

−1.2838∗∗∗
(0.0531)

−0.4162∗∗∗ −0.5922∗∗∗ −0.3840∗∗∗ −0.2644∗∗∗
(0.0518)
(0.0624)
(0.0616)
(0.0570)

vign_ at h

−0.0390
(0.0484)

−0.1340∗∗∗
(0.0508)

−0.2631∗∗∗
(0.0556)

vign_distan e −0.0719
(0.0482)
vign_boss

−0.5716∗∗∗
(0.0519)

vign_entrepr

−0.3429∗∗∗
(0.0608)

0.0138
(0.0622)

vign_wage_us −0.0941
(0.0684)

−0.0117
(0.0726)

−0.1123
(0.0730)

−0.1171
(0.0879)

−0.1473∗
(0.0873)

−0.1626∗∗
(0.0787)

vign_wage_hi −0.0520
(0.0685)

−0.1416∗
(0.0728)

−0.0974
(0.0730)

−0.0830
(0.0878)

0.0658
(0.0885)

−0.1025
(0.0798)

= {p < 0.01}; ∗∗ = {0.01 ≤ p < 0.05}; ∗ = {0.05 ≤ p < 0.10}
Standard errors in parentheses.
Situations: 1 = not having a valid (train) ti ket; 2 = breaking a oee mug;
3 = taking a bundle of printing paper; 4 = driving too fast on a highway;
5 = a epting a bribe; 6 = reporting a lower in ome to the tax authorities.
∗∗∗

between groups were studied by Rosenmerkel (2001), who also looks at a
larger set of respondent
e onomi

hara teristi s, in luding detailed indexes of so io-

status. We interpret our results as follows.
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Gender:

Women

onsider the oenses less justiable than men, espe ially

regarding driving too fast on a highway. A

ording to the short questions

as well as the vignette questions, women per eive all six small
more serious than men with the same

rimes as

hara teristi s (that is, the same age,

edu ation, household in ome, urbanization rate, and provin ial

rime rate).

This is in line with the results reported by Herzog and Oreg (2008), O'Connell
and Whelan (1996), and Rossi et al. (1985), and may be due to the fa t
that women are more vulnerable and have a stronger fear of being vi timized
(Warr, 1984). On the other hand, Kwan et al. (2002) nd a gender ee t only
for

rimes that disproportionately ae t women, and Isenring (2008) nds no

gender ee t on the per eived seriousness of white- ollar

rimes. Kwan et al.

(2002) nd that bribery (similar to our situation 5) is rated as more serious
by men than by women. Orviska and Hudson (2002) nd that women are
more likely to approve tax evasion (spe i ally, value-added tax), whi h is
in

ontrast to our result for situation 6 (reporting a lower in ome to the tax

authorities). The large dieren es in magnitude a ross oenses in Table 3.7a,
mu h larger than in Table 3.6, suggest a violation of relative

onsensus. For

example, speeding on the highway will be higher in the seriousness ranking
for women than for men.

Age:

The signs and signi an e levels for the short and vignette ques-

tions largely

orrespond; older respondents always give signi antly more

severe ratings in all situations.

For tax evasion, the negative age ee t is

signi ant and larger in magnitude than for some of the other small

rimes

in the vignette questions, while it was insigni ant in the short questions.
The negative age ee ts are in line with Orviska and Hudson (2002) and
O'Connell and Whelan (1996); older people may have stri ter so ial norms
than younger people, perhaps due to dierent behavior of their peer group
(Traxler, 2010).

In ome:

In the short questions, we nd no signi ant in ome ee ts. But

in the vignette questions, household in ome has a negative and signi ant
ee t in three of the six situations:

respondents with a higher household
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epting a bribe, and tax evasion as more

serious than low-in ome respondents. This is in

ontrast to the ndings of

Rossi et al. (1985), who report that higher in ome is asso iated with
eran e towards white- ollar

more

tol-

rimes. On the other hand, Rosenmerkel (2001)

found no in ome ee t on white- ollar

rime, and reports that respondents

with higher in ome

rimes as less serious than lower in-

onsidered violent

ome respondents. Again, the most likely reason for the in ome ee t seems
dieren es in so ial norms, probably in relation to dieren es in peer groups.

Edu ation:

In the vignette questions, edu ational dummies are jointly

signi ant in ve of the six situations.

More edu ation leads to harsher

evaluations. These ee ts are quite dierent from those in the short questions, where no

lear pattern

an be found, although edu ational dummies

are jointly signi ant in four out of six

ases. The strongest ee t is found

for bribery followed by tax evasion, parti ularly a

ording to the vignette

questions: higher-edu ated respondents rate tax evasion as mu h more severe than the lower edu ated.

This is in line with Orviska and Hudson

(2002), who also nd that a higher edu ation level in reases disapproval of
tax evasion.

This suggests that the so ial norm to disapprove tax evasion

is stronger for the higher edu ated. Our results for the short questions are
loser to Rossi et al. (1985), who also nd an in onsistent pattern of the
ee t of edu ation on the per eption of dierent types of
higher edu ation would lead to

less

rime.

That a

harsh judgements is found by Rossi et al.

(1974), Isenring (2008), Payne et al. (2004), O'Connell and Whelan (1996),
and, for white- ollar

rime, S hrager and Short (1980). We nd this only for

the short question on situation 4 (driving too fast).

Crime rate:

Respondents in provin es with higher

harshly than respondents in provin es with lower

rime rates judge less

rime rates. The ee t is

signi ant in all six situations for the vignette regressions, but only in one
situation for the short questions. The size of the ee t varies. A

ording to

the vignette questions, the ee t is highest for driving too fast and for tax
evasion, and lowest for using publi

transport without a valid ti ket.

The
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signi ant ee t of the
in areas with a higher

rime rate may seem surprising. Respondents who live
rime rate are expe ted to be more familiar with serious

rime, and this may, indire tly, also ae t their so ial norm
rime. On the other hand, the provin ial

on erning small

rime rate might also proxy other

dieren es in so ial norms a ross provin es, parti ularly between the more
densely populated North-West of the
and the rest of the

Urbanization:
per eption of
in large

ountry (where the

rime rate is higher)

ountry.

Living in an urbanized area may have an ee t on the

rime through so ial norms. Moreover,

rime rates are higher

ities than in smaller towns or rural areas (Glaeser and Sa erdote,

1999). Sin e we in lude the

rime rate by provin e but not by muni ipality

(sin e we do not have the data on the latter), this implies that the degree
of urbanization
exposure to

an be seen as a proxy for within-provin e variation in the

rime. Important is also that people in

erant than people in the
issues.

ountry, not only on

ities tend to more tol-

rime but also on many other

Oenses 4 and 6 (speeding and tax evasion, whi h are among the

more serious of the small

rimes

onsidered), are

onsidered less serious by

respondents living in a (highly) urbanized area, both in the short and in the
vignette questions. This is in line with Rose and Prell (1955) who dis uss the
ee t of urbanization on `punitiveness' and nd that respondents who do not
live in an urban area think that punishments should be harsher than respondents in urban areas. Stylianou (2003) also

ites several studies that nd an

ee t of the degree of urbanization on other so ial norms, su h as abortion.
On the other hand, no signi ant ee ts (at the 5% level) are found for the
other vignettes and in the short question on traveling without a ti ket, we
even nd an unexpe ted ee t in the opposite dire tion. Apparently, if so ial
norms

on erning small

apply to all small
We also

rime vary with degree of urbanization, this does not

rimes in the same way.

onsidered extensions of the baseline model for the vignette eval-

uation with more respondent

hara teristi s (respondent's o

upation, posi-

tion within a household, and preferen e for a Christian politi al party). The
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latter two were only in luded for the oenses where they played a signi ant
role. Adding these additional
dent and vignette

hara teristi s leaves the ee ts of the respon-

hara teristi s in the baseline model virtually un hanged,

and we therefore only present and dis uss the ee ts of the additional respondent

hara teristi s in the extended model (Table 3.8).

Table 3.8: Random ee ts ordered probit: extended spe i ation

Situation
Variable

1

2

3

4

5
0.4226∗∗
(0.1989)

o up_pension

0.0522
(0.1641)

0.0410 0.1931
(0.1724) (0.1947)

0.0990
(0.1654)

o up_indep

0.7616∗∗∗
(0.2042)

0.8261 0.7554∗∗∗
(0.5943) (0.2578)

1.2896∗∗∗ 1.6483∗∗∗
(0.2014) (0.2008)

o up_nowork −0.2611∗∗
(0.1328)

−0.0872 0.0908
(0.1608) (0.1726)

−0.6818∗∗∗ 0.1566
(0.1613) (0.1731)

6
−0.2838
(0.1791)

0.9740∗∗∗
(0.2355)
0.6460∗∗∗
(0.1610)

position_head

0.0537
(0.2110)

0.1817
(0.1937)

partner

0.3436
(0.2175)

0.8216∗∗∗
(0.2191)

party_ hrist

−0.4256∗∗∗
(0.1283)

party_other

0.4221∗∗∗
(0.1288)
3816
0.8406

N
ρ

3812
0.8825

3810
0.8559

3810
0.9319

3810
0.9139

3806
0.9214

= {p < 0.01}; ∗∗ = {0.01 ≤ p < 0.05} Standard errors in parentheses.
The extended spe i ations in lude the same respondent and vignette
hara teristi s as in Tables 3.7a and 3.7b.
Situations: 1 = not having a valid (train) ti ket; 2 = breaking a oee mug;
3 = taking a bundle of printing paper; 4 = driving too fast on a highway;
5 = a epting a bribe; 6 = reporting a lower in ome to the tax authorities.
∗∗∗

O upational status:
on ve types of small

Self-employed respondents are signi antly less harsh

rime than employees, while pensioners are less harsh

in only one situation. The latter result is not in line with Herzog and Oreg
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(2008) who nd that part-time employees
tiable than full-timers.
self-employment or o

Politi al party:

onsider

rimes relatively less jus-

Wärneryd and Walerud (1982) nd no ee t of

upation on the attitude towards tax evasion.

The nal additional variable is aliation with a Christian

politi al party. The literature is ambiguous on this issue. Herzog and Oreg
(2008)) found that individuals who lead a
onservative views towards
that

rime.

onservative life also have more

Similarly, Payne et al. (2004) reported

onservativeness is positively related to the tenden y to punish harder.

On the other hand, Isenring (2008) did not nd a signi ant ee t of politi al
preferen es on

rime seriousness ratings. We nd no signi ant ee t either,

with one ex eption: respondents who feel atta hed to a Christian party rate
tax fraud as a more serious oense than other respondents.

3.4.2 Vignette hara teristi s
In 1996 the Catholi

Dut h Bishop Tiny Muskens de lared that the poor

have a right to steal bread when they are hungry and see no other way to
survive.

This statement

aused some turmoil, espe ially in the bakery in-

dustry, but was also applauded, and some years later Bishop Muskens was
appointed Honorary Citizen of Breda. We nd that the most salient ee t of
the vignette hara teristi s is the ee t of the vignette person's earnings level
(vign_wage ). For all situations, respondents
able if the person who

onsider the oense less justi-

ommits it earns more. The explanation is probably

that the respondents feel that people with higher in ome
be honest. The

an better aord to

oe ients for this variable are of approximately the same

size, ex ept for situation 2 (breaking a

oee mug in a shop), for whi h the

ee t is by far the largest, and situation 4 (speeding) for whi h the ee t is
lowest.
In addition to the absolute earnings level, ea h vignette situation also provides information on how earnings

ompare to those of others with a similar

job. This information depends on the earnings level: if the earnings level is
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high, then the vignette states either `this in ome is usual for this type of work'
or `this in ome is high for this type of work' (vign_wage_hi = 1). If absolute
earnings are low, the vignette states either `this in ome is low for this type of
work' or `this in ome is usual for this type of work' (vign_wage_us = 1). A
negative sign on both

vign_wage_us

vign_wage_hi

and

implies that respon-

dents are harsher if earnings of the oender are relatively high, given the type
of work. It seems that relative in ome matters more if the oender's absolute
in ome is low than if it is high: the
in two situations; that of

oe ient of

vign_wage_hi

vign_wage_us

is signi ant

in only one situation. These ee ts

are mu h smaller than those of absolute earnings. Perhaps surprisingly, the
relative wage level plays no signi ant role for the only work-related situation
(taking a bundle of printing paper home).
As expe ted, if a vignette person has
(vign_freq = 1), it is

ommitted the same

onsidered less justiable than if the

rime before

rime is

ommit-

ted for the rst time. The ee t is signi ant in all ve situations where this
information is provided. This nding that people are generally harsher if the
oense is repeated

orresponds to the results of Herzog and Oreg (2008) and

Rossi et al. (1985).
Important is also the probability that the oender gets
probability to get

aught (vign_

at h

= 1) leads to a harsher judgement, and

the ee t is signi ant in two out of three
a small probability to get

aught. A larger

ases. An explanation ould be that

aught (for example in evading taxes) suggests that

the oense is taken less seriously by so iety, so that the respondent interprets
it as a proxy for the so ial norm. A

ording to the theory of expressive law,

the expression of so ial values is an important, perhaps the most important,
fun tion of the

ourts (Cooter, 1998). See also Kube and Traxler (2011) who

fo us on the intera tion of formal (legal) and informal (so ial) enfor ement
of

omplian e with the law.
The behavior of the oender's superior also matters. The superior sets an

example to the employees and inuen es the norms within the organization.
If the superior behaves

orre tly (e.g. does not take printing paper home for
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private use), then the respondents think it is less justiable for the employees
to behave in orre tly and

onsider the oense signi antly more severe. This

type of behavior is referred to as `parallel devian e', where unethi al behavior
on the part of a superior sends a message to an employee that deviant behavior is legitimate or even the standard within an organization (Greenberg
and S ott, 1996; Jones and Kavanagh, 1996). Jones and Kavanagh (1996)
nd that unethi al behavior of the superior signi antly raises intentions to
behave unethi ally in one of their two experiments.
The ee ts of other vignette

hara teristi s are spe i

to the situation.

Older oenders are judged signi antly less harshly than others when breaking a

oee mug in a shop and not reporting it (situation 2).

between ratings of small

rimes

Dieren es

ommitted by male and female oenders are

insigni ant in four situations, and marginally signi ant with opposite signs
in the other two situations. These results are not in line with those of Rossi
et al. (1985) who nd, in the

ase of property

rimes, that older oenders

are judged more severely than young oenders, and females are judged more
mildly than males.

3.5

Con luding remarks

There are many studies on the per eption of
onsider serious

rime.

The studies typi ally

rimes su h as murder and armed robbery and sometimes

also white- ollar rimes. The literature on the per eived justiability of small
rime or in orre t behavior is, however, small. This
gap. An analysis of the per eption of small

hapter tries to ll this

rime at the individual level is

of interest be ause it tells us something about the so ial norms held by different so io-e onomi

groups in so iety, and so ial norms play a

in many re ent models of e onomi
In this

ru ial role

and so ial behaviors.

hapter we have tried to disentangle the fa tors that drive per-

eptions of small

rime using data on subje t, oender, and oense

teristi s. One of the strengths of the

hara -

hapter is the quality and quantity of
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ess to an ex ellent panel, representative for a broad

population and with a high response rate, and we were able to ask almost
2000 respondents many questions on in orre t behavior of whi h some a tivities are forbidden by law while other a tivities are not forbidden but

an be

per eived as morally wrong.
A methodologi al novelty of our approa h is that we use vignette questions to in orporate
the oense is

hara teristi s of the oender and the

ommitted. Our results

tions (Tables 3.6 and 3.7a)

ontext in whi h

omparing vignettes and short ques-

onrm that respondents evaluate a given (small)

rime dierently if they know more about the oender and the

ir umstan es.

From a methodologi al point of view, this means that the analysis through
vignettes is useful, even if we are only interested in how the so ial norms
vary a ross so io-e onomi

groups.

We nd interesting ee ts of the
norms
the

on erning

ontext variables, showing that so ial

rime not only depend on the

ontext in whi h it is

rime itself but also on

ommitted. The respondents judge a small

rime

ommitted by an underprivileged person less harshly than the same oense
ommitted by a wealthy person.

Not everyone would agree with Bishop

Muskens that a poor man is allowed to steal bread, but in ome does play a
role in people's judgment. This is true even for non-nan ial

rimes su h as

speeding (see Table 3.7b, situation 4). If this is indeed the publi 's sentiment,
then one may wonder why punishments are not in ome-dependent. It is not
unusual to make

ompany nes dependent on the revenue earned in a

tain period, for example when breaking
nes for individuals are not

er-

ompetition laws. In ome-dependent

ommon in The Netherlands, although they do

exist in some other European

ountries, su h as Germany and Switzerland.

This study does not dis uss the impli ations for deterren e. For example, if
lower san tions were applied to less well-o individuals, this would send a
signal to other similarly pla ed individuals thinking about the oense. Our
ndings do not ne essarily allow

on lusions about law enfor ement, despite

the fa t that some results (for example about repeat oenders)

an be related
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to the law.
No doubt, one
The

urrent study

an learn mu h from the experien es in other

ountries.

onsiders only The Netherlands. Evans and S ott (1984)

ompared per eption in two dierent

ultures: United States and Kuwait.

While violent, property, and white- ollar oenses were per eived similarly,
moral oenses (selling illegal drugs, prostitution, having an illegal abortion,
ommitting perjury) were per eived very dierently.
study involving more

ountries would be of great interest.

Various other extensions
vi tims of a (small)

A new international

ould also be of interest. It is likely that past

rime judge more harshly than subje ts who have never

been a vi tim; see the dis ussion on the ee t of vi timization on a subje t's judgment in Pease (1988). Hen e, in luding a measure of vi timization
may provide additional insight. In addition, a multivariate approa h would
identify fa tors driving a subje t's judgment in general, hen e not only in
a spe i

situation. Finally, it would be interesting to

ompare the survey

answers with a tual behavior, for example in experiments. The fa t that, for
example, older people per eive small

rimes as more serious than younger

people, might ree t dieren es in interpreting the answering s alesolder
people might more easily

all something `severe' instead of really having a

dierent attitude. This is an issue that has not been addressed in the survey
literature on

rime per eption, but is prominent in subje tive evaluations of

aspe ts of well-being su h as health or politi al e a y (see, e.g., King et al.,
2004).
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Vignette questions

In the vignette part of the questionnaire we

onsider six oenses. For ea h

oense we study two variants. Hen e we ask twelve vignette questions.
all

ases we randomize over men and women (and adjust the name a

3

In

ord-

ingly), and over age (27, 43, or 55 years old). In the rst variant, in ome
is either low or usual (randomized) for the type of work that the vignette
person does. In the se ond variant, in ome is set higher and is either usual or
high (randomized) for the type of work. This is the only dieren e between
the two variants. At the end of ea h question we ask whether the vignette
person's behavior is absolutely not justiable (1),. . . , always justiable (10)
on a s ale from 1 to 10. Below we give one example for ea h of the six offenses, ea h time for the rst variant (low in ome). Randomizations other
than those mentioned above are itali ized and explained.

Not having a valid (train) ti ket:

Ja k is 27 years old and earns A
C2500 per

month before tax, a low wage for the type of work he does. Ea h day he takes
the train to work, a trip of about

5 minutes.

Today he is in a hurry sin e he

does not want to arrive late at work. He jumps on the train without a valid
ti ket. It has

not

happened before that he knowingly did not have a valid

ti ket. The probability that someone will

very small.

he k the ti kets on this route is

[There are three additional randomizations: travel time is either

5 or 20 minutes; it has not happened before or it has happened often; and
probability of dete tion is very small or 50%.℄

Breaking a oee mug and not reporting it: Anne is 27 years old and earns
A
C1335 per month before tax, a low wage for the type of work she does. While
shopping in a department store, she a

identally drops a

oee mug, pri ed

C4. Anne puts the broken mug ba k and leaves the store without informat A
ing the owner about the a
3 In

ident. [No additional randomizations.℄

fa t, we ask fourteen questions, but two of these are not analyzed in this hapter.
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Taking a bundle of printing paper: John is 27 years old and works at an
o e. He earns A
C1335 per month before tax, a low wage for the type of work
he does. John has noti ed that his boss o asionally takes printing paper
home for private use. John takes a bundle of printing paper home for private
use. This is the rst time that he does this. The probability that someone
will noti e it is very small. [Three additional randomizations: `John has noti ed that his boss o

asionally takes printing paper home for private use' or

`John's boss is a prin ipled man and never takes things home from work for
private use'; this is the rst time or John does it often; and probability of
dete tion is very small or 50%.℄

Driving too fast on a highway: Sandra is 27 years old and earns a living
by delivering pa kages in her own ar. She earns A
C1750 per month before
tax, a low wage for the type of work she does. On her way to a

lient she

drives 170km/h on a highway where the maximum speed limit is 120km/h.
It has

not happened before

that Sandra drove so fast on a highway. [Two ad-

ditional randomizations: Sandra either has her own

ar or she works for a big

ourier ompany; and it has not happened before or it often happened before.℄

A epting a bribe:

Patri k is 27 years old and works as a

a muni ipal department responsible for building permits.

ivil servant in
He earns A
C2000

per month before tax, a low wage for the type of work he does. Patri k's boss
is

known to o asionally a ept gifts from building rms.

Patri k a

epts a

gift from someone applying for a building permit, in ex hange for speeding
up the pro edure. This is the

rst time

that Patri k does this. [Two addi-

tional randomizations: Patri k's boss is either known to o

asionally a

gifts from building rms or he is a prin ipled man and does not a
and this is the rst time or Patri k often a

ept

ept gifts;

epts gifts.℄

Reporting a lower in ome to the tax authorities:

Linda is 27 years old and
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works freelan e. She earns A
C2500 per month before tax, a low wage for the
type of work she does. To the tax authorities she reports A
C2000 per month.
This is the

rst time

authorities

he k Linda's tax return is

that Linda does this.

The probability that the tax

very small.

[Two additional random-

izations: This is the rst time or Linda has been doing this for several years;
and probability of dete tion is very small or 50%.℄

Chapter 4
Peer Reporting and the

1

Per eption of Fairness

4.1

Introdu tion

A young boy goes to a supermarket and sees an expensive pen whi h he likes
a lot. He puts the pen in his po ket and walks out of the shop, but the shop
assistant has seen him, grabs him, and hands him over to the poli e. At the
poli e station, the boy's father is

alled and appears.

Father: Son, why did you do this?
Boy: I liked the pen so mu h!
Father: But you know you should not steal.
Boy: I liked the pen so mu h!
Father: Why did you not tell me? I ould have

brought one for

you from the o e.
It is the father, rather than the son, who is of interest in this story. Apparently he nds taking a pen from the shop bad, but taking the same pen from
his work not. Why not?
1 This

hapter is based on Douhou et al. (2011a).
67
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Be ker (1968) would explain this by saying that the expe ted monetary
loss

aused by being

pen. This

aught is smaller than the gain obtained by having the

an be viewed as the traditional e onomi

approa h. But there are

many additional or alternative views. Maybe the father's o e la ks normative pressure (so ial norms). Normative pressure triggers guilt and shame,
and this may prevent

riminal a tivities (Weibull and Villa, 2005). A re ent

eld study whi h relies on the morality of its

ustomers is the honor-based

ower pi king business in the Bla k Forest in Germany (S hlüter and Vollan,
2011). Classi al e onomi

theory would predi t that this market would break

down, but it does not, even though serious money is involved. So, here is
a preferen e for honesty in a situation where it is di ult or impossible to
dete t

heating. This is

are more likely to

losely related to ` onditional

ooperation': people

omply when a larger population fra tion adheres to the

norm (Traxler, 2010; Traxler and Winter, 2012; Weibull and Villa, 2005).
Maybe the father feels it is fair to take a pen from the o e. Greenberg
(1990) and Houser et al. (2011) showed that if a situation (like a pay- ut) is
per eived as unfair, employees are more likely to
by per eptions of fairness.
environment.

heat. Honesty is ae ted

Or perhaps, the father works in a disorderly

This is the `broken windows theory', whi h suggests that a

disorderly environment triggers petty

rime. An experiment by Keizer et al.

(2008) showed that this may indeed be the

ase. The father may well work

in a large rm. Gneezy (2005) suggested that fraudulent behavior in a large
organization is

onsidered less severe than against individuals, even if the

monetary damage is similar, be ause the

onsequen es of the de eption are

valued dierently.
To take a pen from the o e to give to your son is a small
misdemeanor, an example of in orre t behavior. In the
study another small

urrent

rime, a

hapter we

rime, namely to take home a bundle of printing paper

from the o e for private use. Employing our 2008 In orre t behavior in
every day life survey taken from a Dut h household panel with about 2000
respondents, two

entral questions drive our

urrent study: how `justiable'
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do you (the respondent) nd the behavior of someone at the o e taking
paper home?; and, if this person were your

olleague, would you report this

behavior? If so, how? If not, why not?
The answers to these questions will depend on many things. They will
depend on who the person is taking printing paper home (the oender): age,
gender, in ome, and whether the oender does this often or not. They will
depend on the situation: does the oender's boss also take paper home for
private use or not, is it likely that someone

at hes the oender or not. And

they will depend on who the respondent (the reporter) him/herself is: age,
gender, in ome, edu ation, religion, living in town or not, his/her own history
as a `small
or large

riminal', whether the respondent has been a vi tim of a small

rime, and some information on the respondent's trust and so ial

norms. All these fa tors will play a role in our analysis.
In order to answer the question what determines whether the respondent
would peer report or not, a major modeling issue arises, namely the fa t that
one of the explanatory variables (justiability) may be endogenous, be ause
both peer reporting and justiability are

hoi es of the same individuals.

To solve this endogeneity issue, we propose an instrumental-variable-like approa h (not exa tly instrumental variables be ause the model is not linear).
We introdu e `instruments', show that these are valid, and estimate a fourequation panel data probit model with random individual ee ts.
This modeling issue is one of the distinguishing features of the
hapter. In addition, unlike most of the existing literature, we
ra teristi s of the reporter, the oender, and the `small

urrent

ombine

ha-

rime' with justi e

evaluation and information on a respondent's past vi timization. Finally, our
data set

onsists of a large representative sample of the Dut h population and

is not limited to students or employees of a spe i

organization.

Studies in the area of peer reporting and whistleblowing have investigated,

inter alia,
so ial

fa tors related to the individual, the situation, the organization,

ontext, justi e evaluation, and ethi al ideology and religion.

Sims

and Keenan (1998) analyzed a sample of 248 full-time employees enrolled
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in an undergraduate or graduate business program and found that external
whistleblowing was signi antly related to supervisor support, informal poliies, gender, and ideal values. Vi tor et al. (1993) used a eld survey in a
fast food restaurant to test the inuen es of so ial

ontext (role responsibility

and interests of group members) and justi e evaluations on the respondent's
in lination to report theft and the a tual theft-reporting behavior. Trevino
and Vi tor (1992) found support for a positive relation between the extent to
whi h the oender damages the interest of group members and the in lination
to peer report. King and Hermodson (2000) analyzed a tual peer reporting
of unethi al behavior by

olleagues in a sample of 197 registered nurses and

found that the observer's individual

hara teristi s, situational fa tors su h

as severity of the misdemeanor, as well as organizational issues like

ompli-

an e or non- omplian e with poli y and pro edures played a signi ant role.
Barnett et al. (1996) analyzed peer reporting of a ademi

heating, fo using

on the role of religion and ethi al ideology, and found a positive asso iation
between peer reporting and religiosity among 267 Ameri an business students.
The stru ture of the remainder of this hapter is as follows. In Se tion 4.2
we briey des ribe the survey design and the elements of the survey relevant
for the

urrent

hapter.

Some des riptive statisti s are provided and dis-

ussed in Se tion 4.3. The e onometri

method is explained in Se tion 4.4.

Our main equation is an equation for peer reporting, in whi h justiability
of the

ommitted oense is one of the explanatory variables. To allow for

onfounding unobserved fa tors

orrelated with justiability as well as peer

reporting, we treat justiability as endogenous and estimate an equation for
justiability jointly with the equation for peer reporting. Estimation results
are dis ussed in Se tion 4.5. Se tion 4.6

on ludes. Se tion 4.A gives details

on the denitions of respondent and vignette variables used in the analysis.
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The CentERdata resear h institute at Tilburg University manages a panel
of over two thousand `respondents' (the CentERpanel), who parti ipate in
an online websurvey on a weekly basis, ea h week on a dierent topi . Respondents are randomly sele ted from a population register. If they do not
have a

omputer with Internet a

ess, they are provided with the ne essary

equipment. Detailed ba kground information on the respondents is available
from prior surveys and the response rate is generally high. Our `small
survey was
bers

rime'

ondu ted in the Summer of 2008. A total of 1932 panel mem-

ompleted the survey, amounting to a response rate of about 83%. The

respondents form a representative sample of the Dut h population, aged 16
years and older.
We briey des ribe the stru ture of the survey; a more detailed des ription
an be found in Douhou et al. (2011b) where the same data sour e is used.
The

omplete questionnaire (in Dut h) is available upon request from the

authors.
blo k

Our survey was divided into three blo ks of questions.

The rst

onsisted of a set of 24 small oenses, ranging from taking a ballpoint

from the o e for private use to a

epting a bribe. The respondents were

asked to rate the severity of 18 oenses and the justiability of six other
oenses.
In the se ond blo k we

on entrated on six oenses: (i) not having a valid

(train) ti ket, (ii) breaking a

oee mug and not reporting it, (iii) taking a

bundle of printing paper for private use, (iv) driving too fast on a highway,
(v) a

epting a bribe, and (vi) reporting a lower in ome than the a tual in-

ome to the tax authorities. This time the oenses were des ribed in short
stories (`vignettes')

on erning hypotheti al persons in a hypotheti al set-

ting. Ea h of the six oenses was des ribed in two vignettes with varying
hara teristi s of the hypotheti al person (the `vignette person')

ommitting

the oense, and of the hypotheti al setting. Vignettes have often been used
in the so ial s ien es. They were rst introdu ed in e onomi s by Van Beek
et al. (1997) in the

ontext of employer evaluations of hypotheti al job appli-
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ants. An advantage of vignettes is that the
oenders, in our

hara teristi s (of oenses and

ase) are part of the design, making it possible to

large exogenous variation within and a ross respondents.

reate

Moreover, using

hypotheti al oenses rather than oenses a tually experien ed by the respondents avoids endogeneity problems (whi h would arise if
of a tually experien ed oenses are

hara teristi s

orrelated to unobserved respondent

ra teristi s) as well as sele tion problems (possibly arising if a spe i
of respondents has never experien ed the type of oense).
gnettes makes it therefore mu h easier to obtain

ha-

group

The use of vi-

onsistent and relatively

e ient estimates of how justiability and peer reporting vary with oense
and oender

hara teristi s.

A typi al example ( on erning oense (iii)) is:
Anne is 27 years old and works at an o e.

C1335
She earns A

per month before tax, a low wage for the type of work she does.
Anne has noti ed that her boss o

asionally takes printing pa-

per home for private use. Anne takes a bundle of printing paper
home for private use.

This is the rst time that she does this.

The probability that someone will noti e it is very small. Do you
think Anne's behavior is never justiable (1),. . . , always justiable (10)?
In the rst variant of this vignette question the vignette person (Anne) earns

A
C1335;

in the se ond variant A
C2500. Both variants were put to the respon-

dents in the survey. Other items were randomized. In this

ase, the following

six aspe ts of the vignettes were randomized:

• Gender:
• Age:
• Boss:

Anne or John;

27, 43, or 55 years old;
o

asionally takes printing paper home for private use, or is a

prin ipled man and never takes things home from work for private use;

• Frequen y:

this is the rst time or Anne does it often;
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• Cat h:

probability of dete tion is very small or 50%;

• Wage:
A
C2500.

low or average if wage is A
C1335; average or high if wage is

The asso iated randomized binary vignette variables are presented in more
detail in Se tion 4.A, Table A.1. Note that ea h respondent sees two vignettes
for ea h

rime, and that in all of these pairs the rst vignette always presents

a low-in ome person and the se ond vignette a high-in ome person. Sin e the
order of the in ome levels was not randomized, there might be a `demand
ee t': Respondents realize that in ome varies between vignettes and feel
that they should rea t by adjusting their responses.

We

annot test the

existen e of this ee t, but spe ulate that the repetitive sequen ing of the
in ome levels made the low versus high in ome treatment variation quite
salient to respondents.
In this

hapter we

on entrate on the above vignette question on taking

a bundle of printing paper from the o e, be ause it was the only one that
was followed by a question on reporting behavior, phrased as follows:
Suppose Anne/John is your

olleague, would you report this be-

havior?
The respondents

•

•

ould then

hoose from the following options:

Yes,



I would talk with Anne/John about it (1)



I would talk with my



I would immediately report this behavior to my boss (3)



I would report this to someone else (4);

olleagues, but not with my boss (2)

No,



be ause I am worried about the rea tion of my

olleagues (5)
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be ause I am worried about my position within the



be ause I don't know to whom to report this behavior (7)



be ause this is too futile to worry about (8)



for some other reason (9).

ompany (6)

The third blo k was designed to provide more detailed ba kground information of the respondents. The following two questions about past vi timization
are parti ularly relevant:

•

Have you been a vi tim of a serious

rime in the past ve years (i.e.,

burglary, holdup, violen e, or something similar)?

•

Have you been a vi tim of `in orre t' behavior in the past ve years?

If either question is answered `yes', then a follow-up question asks to rate the
severity of the most serious

rime on a s ale from 1: very severe to 10: not

severe. We used this information to

onstru t an index of self-reported sever-

ity of past vi timization. The reason that we only ask about the past ve
years is to avoid a bias towards older respondents that have a higher probability of being vi timized.
seriousness and severity of a

Note that there is a subtle dieren e between
rime. Seriousness ree ts our judgment, while

severity ree ts the judgment of the respondent. In the questionnaire, `inorre t' behavior is dened as an infringement or misdemeanor whi h

arries

(almost) no punishment, but disadvantages others, su h as the government,
the employer,

o-users of the road, or the neighbors.

Sin e `in orre t' be-

havior ranges from stealing a pen to smoking in a publi

pla e, it is highly

unlikely that a respondent has never been a vi tim of this type of behavior. Still, only about one quarter of the respondents reported being a vi tim
of in orre t behavior, suggesting that the answer ree ts the respondent's
attitude or sensitivity towards so ial norm violations.
Sin e peer reporting may be asso iated with trust in other people (Trevino
and Vi tor, 1992), we used a trust index as one of our explanatory variables.
Questions on trust were not in luded in our survey, but they were asked to
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the same panel of respondents in another CentERpanel survey,

ondu ted

around the same time, entitled `Vi tims of (attempt to) fraud' (Oudejans
and Vis, 2008).

This survey was merged with our own data to obtain an

index for trust. Three questions were used to

•

Would you say that most people
too

trust_index :

an be trusted or that you

annot be

areful in dealing with people? Please answer on a s ale from 1:

you have to be

•

onstru t

areful to 11: most people

an be trusted;

Do you think that most people would try to take advantage of you if
they got the

han e, or would they try to be honest? Please answer on

a s ale from 1: most people would try to make advantage of me to 11:
most people would try to be honest; and

•

Would you say that most of the time people try to be helpful or that
they are mostly looking out for themselves? Please answer on a s ale
from 1: people look mostly of themselves to 11: people try to be helpful.

4.3

Des riptive statisti s

Des riptive statisti s of the respondent variables used in our analysis are presented in Table 4.1. Peer reporting and justiability are the main variables
of interest (and the dependent variables in our e onometri

model); the other

variables are used as explanatory variables for peer reporting, justiability,
or both. The

orresponding variable denitions are listed in Se tion 4.A, Ta-

ble A.2. We mentioned in Se tion 4.2 that the response rate is high, namely
83%. Still, the non-respondents may have an ee t on the estimates due to
sele tion bias. Upon further investigation we nd that the average age of the
non-respondents is 44.9 (50.68 for the respondents),
(0.20 for the respondents), and

hh_lin ome

A probit regression of key respondent
variable

onrms these results.

sented in our sample.

urban_middle

is 0.25

7.79 (7.93 for the respondents).

hara teristi s on the binary response

Older people, in parti ular, are overrepre-
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Table 4.1: Des riptive statisti s  respondent

Binary

hara teristi s

Non-binary

female
edu_middle
edu_high
urban_high
urban_middle
religion
vi tim_small
vi tim_serious
takematerial
peer_report∗

Mean
0.47
0.39
0.55
0.41
0.20
0.58
0.25
0.12
0.33
0.66

N
1931
1924
1924
1924
1924
1932
1919
1919
1919
3840

Mean N
age
50.68 1931
hh_lin ome
7.93 1931
vi t_index
1.87 1919
trust_index 21.69 1635
so ial_norm 7.01 1929
justiability∗ 3.19 3840

* Dependent variable

Figure 4.1: Peer reporting
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Our prin ipal dependent variable is
pondents would report a
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peer_report.

olleague if this

8

9

About 66% of the res-

olleague would take a bundle of

printing paper from the o e for private use. As explained in Se tion 4.2,
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labels 14 in Figure 4.1 refer to the situation where the respondent de ides
to report, while labels 59 refer to the situation where the respondent does
not report. Most respondents, if they report,
(label 1). If respondents

hoose to talk to the oender

hoose not to report the oense, it is usually be ause

they nd the oense too futile to worry about it (label 8).
Figure 4.2: Justiability
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Our se ond variable of main interest (used both as a dependent variable and as an explanatory variable for peer reporting) is
Figure 4.2 presents its empiri al distribution.

justiability,

and

The mean and median are

around 3. Sin e a low value of justiability means that the respondent does
not nd the a tion justiable, the gure shows that most respondents disapprove of taking a bundle of printing paper home. Some authors
is the per eived severity of a small

laim that it

rime rather than its justiability whi h

should play a role in the analysis (King, 1997; King and Hermodson, 2000).
The relationship between justi e evaluations and the severity of a small

rime

was dis ussed by De Graaf (2010) based on interviews performed with employees of publi

organizations. He shows that the two

on epts are

losely
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related.
The explanatory variables in lude a set of basi
mographi

so io-e onomi

and de-

hara teristi s. The age of the respondents ranges from 15 to 93

with a mean of 51 (Table 4.1).

Median household in ome before tax was

about A
C2780 per month. A slight majority of the respondents is male and
has at least a degree from an intermediate vo ational s hool (edu_high=1 ).
About 41% live in more urbanized areas ( ities,
The other explanatory variables are spe i

urban_high=1 ).

to the

urrent analysis. There

are three variables relating to vi timization. In our sample of 1932 respondents, 488 (25%) reported that they had been vi tim to a `small'

tim_small )

rime (vi

-

in the past ve years, and 226 (12%) that they had been vi tim

to a `serious'

rime (vi

tim_serious )

during the same period. The range of

`in orre t' a tions is wide, and this makes it unlikely that someone has never
been a `vi tim' of in orre t behavior. The fa t that only one quarter of the
respondents reported being a vi tim of in orre t behavior therefore suggests
that the answer may not only ree t vi timization, but also the respondent's
sus eptibility to harm or injusti e.
Figure 4.3: Degree of vi timization
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In Figure 4.3 we

onsider only respondents that have been a vi tim at

least on e. The gure shows that people who have been a vi tim of a serious
rime in the past ve years typi ally experien ed a serious
while the empiri al distribution of the number of small
spread.

rime only on e,

rimes is more evenly

If a respondent reported having been vi tim of a

rime (small or

Figure 4.4: Severity of vi timization
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very severe
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serious) in the past ve years, then the per eived severity of this

8

9

rime (or

the worst of them, if they experien ed more than one) was also asked (on
a ten-point s ale: 1 is very severe, 10 is not severe). Figure 4.4 shows that
a few vi tims of a serious

rime judge the

while most respondents nd the
a few do not nd the

rime to be very severe (1 or 2),

rime rather severe (mode is 3), and only

rime severe at all. For small

is more even, as one would expe t.
is 5.3 (median is 5), and of a serious

rimes the distribution

The average severity of a small
rime 4.5 (median 4). We

rime

onstru ted

an index for the degree of severity of vi timization from these two variables
(vi

t_index ) ranging from 0 (not a vi

small and serious

tim of any

rime) to 20 (vi tim of both

rime and both rated as very severe).

Respondents were also asked three questions relating to their own

riminal

behavior. In parti ular, they were asked about shoplifting, taking materials
from work for private use, and

laiming government benets they were not

10
not severe
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entitled to. Few respondents reported that they had

ommitted these

rimes

(whi h may or may not be truthful), with the ex eption of taking work material home for private use (the variable

takematerial ).

One third of the

respondents admitted having done this at least on e, and 26% at least twi e.
This variable is of interest be ause it relates

losely to the vignette question

used in our analysis, and it allows us to verify whether the respondents' own
in orre t behavior in a similar situation is asso iated with their a tion in the
hypotheti al situation.
Ethi al judgements of a situation and the rea tion to it

an also be in-

uen ed by religious views, so ial norms, and trust. The literature on moral
attitudes suggests that religious people hold more traditional views on moral
issues than non-religious people (Barnett et al., 1996).

There is reason to

believe that people with a religion may respond dierently to an unethi al
a t (in this

ase: taking a bundle of printing paper from the o e for private

use). About 58% of our respondents reported being religious (interpreted in
a broad sense). Regarding so ial norms, we

onstru ted a so ial norms index

as the average of the responses on severity (on a s ale from 1: not severe
to 10: very severe) of a list of 18 oenses that dier in the level of damage
aused; see Table 2 in Douhou et al. (2011b) for the 18 questions and the
mean answer to ea h of them. The overall mean (and the mean of our index) is 7.01. A low value of the index means that the respondent
small

onsiders

rimes as less severe, indi ating a lower value pla ed on so ial norms.

Finally, a variable measuring how mu h trust the respondent has in other
people

an be important for one's a tions and beliefs in general (Deuts h,

1958), and for peer reporting in parti ular (Trevino and Vi tor, 1992). The
variable

trust_index

is

onstru ted as the sum of three variables, formulated

at the end of Se tion 4.2, that measure several aspe ts of a person's trust,
ea h on a s ale from 1 to 11 (a higher value means more trust), so that the
trust index ranges from 3: very low trust to 33: maximum trust level. Sin e
these questions

ome from a dierent CentERpanel survey, they were asked

in a dierent week, and therefore they were not answered by all respondents
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Figure 4.5: Trust
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who answered our peer reporting and justiability questions. This explains

2

why for this variable we have fewer observations.

Figure 4.5 with a mode

of 24 and a mean of 21.7 shows that respondents on the whole seem to have
trust in others.
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Ea h respondent

i answers questions on two vignettes des

ribing taking home

a bundle of printing paper from work for private purposes. In the rst variant (t

= 1)

it is A
C2500.

the oender's in ome is A
C1335; in the se ond variant (t

= 2)

In addition, several other aspe ts of the vignettes dier in a

randomized way, as des ribed in Se tion 4.2. Our main dependent variable is
peer reporting (peer_report,

yit ),

and this is a binary variable: respondents

hoose to report (yit
two vignettes.
2 Respondents

= 1) or not to report (yit = 0) the oense for ea h of the
Observations on dierent respondents i are all assumed to be

who answered the trust questions but did not parti ipate in our small
rime survey are not in luded.
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independent of ea h other, but it is very likely that there is a positive
relation between the two answers of the same respondent (t
and we shall take this

orrelation expli itly into a

=1

and

or-

t = 2),

ount.

For this purpose, we use the following bivariate probit model (whi h is
similar to a panel data probit model with random individual ee ts, where

t=1

and

t=2

are the (two) time periods):
′

yit∗ = β0 + xit β + δzit + ǫit
yit = 1

if

yit∗ > 0,

yit = 0

(i = 1, . . . , N; t = 1, 2);
if

yit∗ ≤ 0.

(4.1)

In our spe i ation there are 21 regressors in the model: the
19 regressors

{xit }

(vignette

hara teristi s and respondent

and attitudes), and the justiability assessment

zit ,

ǫi =

ǫi1
ǫi2



∼iid N2 (0, Σ),

and also that ǫi is independent of

var(ǫi2 );

xit .

Σ=



1
ρ1

hara teristi s

whi h plays a spe ial

role (see below). Regarding the unobserved error terms



onstant term,

ǫit we

ρ1
,
1

assume that

The spe i ation implies that

var(ǫi1 ) =

the fa t that both are equal to one is a harmless normalization. The

parameter

ρ1

is expe ted to be positive sin e

individual-spe i

ǫi1

and

ǫi2

ontain a

ommon

omponent (a random individual ee t in panel data mo-

deling terminology).
In our rst model, given in Equation (4.1), we assume that justiability

zit

is exogenous.

This exogeneity assumption may, however, be

sin e both justiability and peer reporting are

riti ized,

hoi es of the same individu-

als, and it seems plausible that there are unobserved

onfounding fa tors 

unobserved variables that have an inuen e on both justiability and peer
reporting. This leads to a

orrelation between

zit

and

ǫit ,

making justiabil-

ity potentially endogenous. In a linear model it would be natural to use an
instrumental variables approa h to deal with the endogeneity problem. Our
approa h is similar in terms of identifying assumptions, but be ause of the
nonlinear nature of the model, we do not use instrumental variable estimation as su h. Instead, we add equations for assessed justiability of the two
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vignette oenses and estimate these equations jointly with the equations for
peer reporting (using maximum likelihood). By allowing for arbitrary

or-

relations between the error terms of the peer reporting and the justiability

zit

equations, we allow

yit .

to be endogenous in the equation for

To identify the model (other than through fun tional form assumptions),
we have to ex lude at least one variable from the equation for
in the equation for
(a ve tor

wit ,

zit .

yit that appears

For this purpose, we in lude three vignette variables

our `instruments') in the justiability equation that are not in-

luded in Equation (4.1): two dummies des ribing the relative wage of the vignette person (vign_wage_low and
getting

vign_wage_high ) and the probability of
aught given in the vignette (vign_ at h ). These instruments indeed

ontribute to explaining justiability of the oense des ribed in the vignette
(see Se tion 4.5), giving them enough power to serve as instruments. The key
identifying assumption that makes these three variables suitable instruments
is that they do not to have a dire t ee t on peer reporting (keeping justiability

onstant). This seems a plausible assumption. There is no apparent

reason why there should be su h a dire t ee t. Note that these variables
are part of the randomized design (they are vignette
respondent

hara teristi s), so that they are by

the unobserved

ǫit .

onfounding fa tors leading to

hara teristi s and not

onstru tion independent of
orrelation between

zit

and

This also applies to the other vignette variables, but these might have

a dire t ee t on peer reporting.

For example, behavior of the supervisor

(vign_boss ) may matter sin e a respondent may de ide not to peer report if
the behavior of the supervisor indi ates that the in orre t behavior is apparently

ommon in the organization, even though justiability does not hange.

For the three variables in

wit

no su h argument applies.

The equation for justiability is spe ied as follows:
′

′

zit∗ = xit α + wit γ + ζit
zit = j
where

if

λj−1,t < zit∗ ≤ λj,t

(i = 1, . . . , N; t = 1, 2),
(j = 1, . . . , 10; t = 1, 2),

(4.2)
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∼iid N2 (0, Ω),

is assumed to be independent of

generality in normalizing the

Ω

be ause of an individual-spe i

matrix.

Ω=




1 ρ2
,
ρ2 1

(xit , wit ). Again, there is no loss of
Like ρ1 , we expe t ρ2 to be positive,

omponent in both justiability assessments.

We allow ζi to be orrelated with ǫi . More pre isely, we assume that the ve tor
′
(ǫi1 , ǫi2 , ζi1 , ζi2 ) is multivariate normal with varian es normalized to one and
with unrestri ted
respondent

orrelation

oe ients

ρst = corr(ǫis , ζit ).

Sin e unobserved

hara teristi s that are asso iated with a stronger tenden y of

peer reporting are likely to be also asso iated with harsher assessments of the
vignette oenses, that is, to lower s ores on the justiability s ale (whi h runs
from never justiable to always justiable), we expe t the four

ρst

orrelations

all to be negative.
The six
eters to be
We set

λ0,t

ρ1 , ρ2 , and ρst (s, t = 1, 2) are auxiliary model paramestimated, as well as the thresholds λj,t (j = 1, . . . , 9; t = 1, 2).
= −∞ and λ10,t = ∞. By means of normalization, there is no
orrelations

onstant term in (4.2).

The four equations (4.1) and (4.2) are estimated

jointly by maximum likelihood using Roodman's (2009)

onditional mixed

pro ess (CMP) routine.

4.5

Results

We present the estimation results in Tables 4.2 (for the equation with justiability as the dependent variable) and 4.3 (for the equation in whi h peer
reporting is the dependent variable). In the se ond and third

olumns of Ta-

ble 4.3, labeled `exogeneity', we assume that justiability is exogenous and
explain peer reporting from the bivariate probit model (4.1) with exogenous

zit .

In the fourth and fth

olumns, labeled `endogeneity', we allow justi-

ability to be endogenous and present the estimates of the peer reporting
equation in the

omplete model given by (4.1) and (4.2). Table 4.2 reports

the estimates of the justiability equation in this

omplete model. Table 4.4
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presents the estimated orrelation stru ture of the error terms in the omplete
model.
The number of observations is always 1615, whi h is lower than the number of respondents to our survey be ause we also used data from another
survey (see Se tions 4.2 and 4.3), and not all respondents of our small

rime

survey parti ipated in this other survey.
From the three tables, we

an draw three broad

on lusions. First, most

of the exogenous variables have both a dire t and an indire t (via justiability) ee t on peer reporting. Se ond, the

orrelations between the error

terms of (4.1) and (4.2) in Table 4.4 are negative and signi ant,

onrming

our hypothesis that justiability should be treated as an endogenous variable.

Third, in spite of this nding, the dieren es between the estimates

of the peer reporting equation allowing and not allowing for endogeneity of
justiability are generally rather small. We also note that
to one and that

ρst ≈ −0.2

in all four

ρ1

and

ρ2

ases, irrespe tive of whether

are

lose

s=t

or

not (Table 4.4). This suggests that the individual ee ts play a mu h larger
role than the vignette-spe i

idiosyn rati

error terms.

4.5.1 Justiability
Although our main interest is in the peer reporting estimates (the se ond
olumn in Table 4.3), let us briey

onsider Table 4.2, whi h reports the

estimates when justiability is the dependent variable.
The behavior of the boss is important:
in orre tly a

if the oender's boss behaves

ording to the vignette, then the oense is

onsidered more jus-

tied. First-time oenders are evaluated less harshly. When the probability
of getting

aught is higher, the in orre t behavior is

onsidered less justied.

If the oending employee in the vignette re eives a relatively low wage for
the work he or she does, the oense is

onsidered more justiable than if

the employee re eives a usual or high wage (keeping other variables

onstant,

in luding the absolute wage level). Both of these variables (two of the three
variables used as instruments in the peer reporting equation, see Se tion 4.4)
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Table 4.2: Regression results  justiability

vign_female
vign_43y
vign_55y
vign_boss
vign_freq
vign_ at h
vign_wage_low
vign_wage_high
female
age
hh_lin ome
edu_middle
edu_high
urban_high
urban_middle
religion
vi t_index
trust_index
so ial_norm
vi tim_small
vi tim_serious
takematerial

0.014
0.046
0.045
−0.253∗∗∗
−0.188∗∗∗
−0.064∗∗∗
0.073∗∗
−0.022
0.032
−0.001
0.002
−0.036
−0.116
0.028
−0.040
−0.001
−0.007
−0.015∗∗∗
−0.487∗∗∗
−0.121
0.020
0.280∗∗∗

(0.024)
(0.029)
(0.029)
(0.024)
(0.024)
(0.024)
(0.034)
(0.034)
(0.052)
(0.002)
(0.019)
(0.107)
(0.105)
(0.057)
(0.068)
(0.051)
(0.016)
(0.005)
(0.022)
(0.101)
(0.101)
(0.058)

= {p < 0.01}; ∗∗ = {0.01 ≤ p <
0.05}; ∗ = {0.05 ≤ p < 0.10} Standard
errors in parentheses. Dependent
variable is justiability.
∗∗∗

are signi ant and the three instruments are also jointly signi ant,

onrm-

ing that our instruments have su ient predi tive power ( onditional on the
exogenous variables

xit )

for the justiability variable that is instrumented.

Neither having been a vi tim of a serious or a small

rime, nor the vi tim-

ization index are signi ant, so that vi timization has no apparent inuen e
on the justiability assessments (keeping other variables

onstant). As ex-

pe ted, own involvement in employee theft (takematerial ) is asso iated with
judging the hypotheti al oender more lightly. A lower s ore on the so ial
norm index implies that a respondent

onsiders small

rimes as relatively less

severe. Respondents with higher trust in others (a higher s ore on the variable

trust_index ) also tend to assess the oenses in the vignettes signi

antly
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more harshly.

4.5.2 Peer reporting
In dis ussing the estimates of the peer reporting equation in Table 4.3, we distinguish between three types of explanatory variables, following the analysis
of Mesmer-Magnus and Viswesvaran (2005) in the
hara teristi s of the oense,

ontext of whistleblowing:

ontext of the oense, and

hara teristi s of the

reporter. Before we dis uss these types, one by one, we

omment briey on

the validity of our `instruments'.

Table 4.3: Regression results  peer reporting

Exogeneity
vign_female
vign_43y
vign_55y
vign_boss
vign_freq
female
age
hh_lin ome
edu_middle
edu_high
urban_high
urban_middle
religion
vi t_index
trust_index
so ial_norm
vi tim_small
vi tim_serious
takematerial
justiability

−0.008
0.002
0.027
0.010
0.098∗∗∗
−0.160∗∗∗
0.003
0.000
0.156
0.229∗∗
0.008
−0.105
0.023
−0.022
0.013∗∗
0.043∗
0.337∗∗∗
0.226∗∗
−0.116∗
−0.207∗∗∗

(0.028)
(0.033)
(0.033)
(0.028)
(0.027)
(0.051)
(0.002)
(0.021)
(0.100)
(0.098)
(0.055)
(0.066)
(0.051)
(0.016)
(0.005)
(0.023)
(0.101)
(0.103)
(0.063)
(0.014)

Endogeneity
−0.008
−0.002
0.024
0.029
0.116∗∗∗
−0.180∗∗∗
0.003
0.001
0.108
0.219
0.025
−0.118
0.028
−0.031
0.015∗∗
0.092∗∗
0.403∗∗∗
0.283∗∗
−0.160∗∗
−0.161∗∗∗

(0.029)
(0.034)
(0.033)
(0.030)
(0.029)
(0.068)
(0.002)
(0.024)
(0.138)
(0.136)
(0.075)
(0.088)
(0.067)
(0.021)
(0.007)
(0.036)
(0.138)
(0.137)
(0.076)
(0.032)

= {p < 0.01}; ∗∗ = {0.01 ≤ p < 0.05}; ∗ = {0.05 ≤
p < 0.10} Standard errors in parentheses. Dependent
variable is peer_report.
∗∗∗
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Table 4.4: Regression results 

ρ1

ρ2

ρ11

ρ12

orrelations

ρ21

ρ22

Exogeneity 0.97
Endogeneity 0.97 0.81 −0.15 −0.23 −0.16 −0.22
Dependent variable is peer_report.

Chara teristi s of the oense
There is only one variable in this group, namely justiability.

We know

from Figure 4.2 that most respondents disapprove of taking a bundle of printing paper home. Justiability has a signi ant negative ee t on reporting:
respondents who disapprove more are more likely to report (keeping other
variables

onstant). This is not as trivial a result as it may appear, be ause

it shows that the potential respondent's moral judgement is mu h involved
in the de ision on whether or not to report. In our

ase, most respondents

nd the ` rime' of taking a bundle of printing paper home too futile (see
Se tion 4.3), and would therefore not report it.

In luding justi e evalua-

tion as a possible explanation for peer reporting was

onsidered by Vi tor

et al. (1993), who distinguished between dierent forms of justi e evaluations
(distributive, pro edural, and retributive justi e) and

on luded that justi e

evaluations matter for peer reporting. This is in line with our ndings.
The magnitude of the estimated

oe ient (−0.161) implies that, for a

ben hmark respondent with average peer reporting probability, an in rease
of 1 in the justiability s ore leads to a redu tion of 0.054 in the probability
of peer reporting, keeping

xit

onstant. Sin e the sample standard deviation

of the justiability s ores is 2.05, a one standard deviation in rease would
lead to a fall in the probability of peer reporting of about 11 per entage
points.

The ee t is therefore not only statisti ally but also e onomi ally

signi ant. A

ording to the estimates in the se ond

olumn of Table 4.3,

the ee t of justiability would be even larger if we assume peer reporting
to be exogenous.
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Context of the oense
The

ontext is

aptured by ve vignette

hara teristi s, relating peer report-

ing to the hypotheti al situation (for example, behavior of the boss) and to
the hypotheti al oender (for example, age and gender).

Interestingly, we

nd no eviden e that peer reporting is inuen ed by the age of the oender,
nor by the fa t whether the oender is a man or a woman. The behavior of
the boss does not matter,

eteris paribus.

The only thing whi h does matter

is whether the oender has engaged in this type of in orre t behavior before
or not (vign_freq ).

Chara teristi s of the reporter
While we nd no eviden e that peer reporting is inuen ed by the age or gender of the oender, the gender of the potential reporter does matter: Men
are signi antly more likely to report than women (keeping other
teristi s

hara -

onstant, in luding justiability and personal traits like trust and

so ial norms). This

orresponds with other ndings (Near and Mi eli, 1985;

Sims and Keenan, 1998), although the reason for the dierent reporting behavior of men and women is not

lear. We nd no signi ant ee t for age.

The literature is also ambiguous in this respe t (Jones and Kavanagh, 1996;
Mesmer-Magnus and Viswesvaran, 2005; Sims and Keenan, 1998). Neither
do we nd a signi ant ee t of in ome. If we assume that justiability is
exogenous then we nd that higher-edu ated respondents are more likely to
report than respondents with less edu ation ( olumn 2 of Table 4.3), but if
we assume endogeneity then this ee t is no longer signi ant. The literature
on the ee t of edu ation is mixed. Mesmer-Magnus and Viswesvaran (2005)
ite studies that nd an edu ation ee t, but Sims and Keenan (1998) nd
no signi ant ee t. Whether the respondent lives in a

ity or in the

ountry

does not matter either. We nd no eviden e that religious people are more
likely to report than non-religious people, possibly be ause religion has an
indire t ee t on reporting, through ethi al ideology (Barnett et al., 1996).
Trust is signi antly asso iated with peer reporting: More trust in others
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signi antly in reases the likelihood of peer reporting, probably be ause a
violation of trust ae ts trusting people more than it ae ts suspi ious people. Important is also

so ial_norm, whi

h measures the per eived severity of

a wide range of situations of in orre t behavior. We nd, as expe ted, that
someone who judges in orre t behavior mildly (low value of

so ial_norm )

is signi antly less likely to report su h behavior, keeping justiability and
other variables

onstant. The size of the parameter estimate implies, for ex-

so ial_norm

ample, that a one standard deviation de rease in

redu es the

probability of peer reporting by about 6 per entage points for an average respondent. The ee t of so ial norms is mu h stronger in the model allowing
for endogeneity than in the model assuming that justiability is exogenous.
While the existing literature emphasizes the importan e of so ial

ontext

(Vi tor et al., 1993), we are not aware of other studies on peer reporting that
in orporate so ial norms.
New in the literature on peer reporting is also to

onsider past vi timiza-

tion of the potential reporter. We in lude a vi timization index (vi
that measures the per eived severity of the dierent types of

t_index )

rime a respon-

dent has possibly been a vi tim of, and we also in lude the fa t whether a
respondent has been a vi tim of a small or a serious
that vi tims of serious
report.

rimes and vi tims of small

rime or not. We nd

rimes are more likely to

The marginal ee t of having been a vi tim of a small

rime (an

in rease of about 13 per entage points in the probability of reporting, for
the average respondent) seems to be larger than the ee t of

vi tim_serious

(an in rease of about 9 per entage points). Regarding the impa t on one's
behavior regarding a small

rime, this implies that vi timization of a small

rime has a larger impa t than vi timization of a serious
Finally, we in luded a variable

takematerial

rime.

whi h measures whether the

respondent him/herself has taken material from work for private use at home.
This allows us to see whether a person's own past behavior in a similar situation is of inuen e on the reporting de ision.

Note that

takematerial

is

negative and signi ant, whi h means that respondents that have been in a
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similar situation as the oender in the vignette are less likely to report.

4.6

Con luding remarks

In this

hapter we have

onsidered one `small

rime', namely taking printing

paper home from work for private use, and asked whether or not a
would report this

olleague

rime. Peer reporting is viewed as a behavioral response

to the per eption of fairness (i.e., justiability) regarding employee theft, beause it may be

onsidered an additional task for the employee to help the

management or to do justi e (see Vi tor et al., 1993). We learn about the
per eption of fairness from the vignette question, where the CentERpanel
respondents were asked to rate the justiability on a 10-point s ale. We nd
that situational hara teristi s, su h as the behavior of the oender's boss and
the probability of getting

aught, inuen e fairness per eption. This per ep-

tion is also inuen ed by

hara teristi s of the respondent him/herself, su h

as the level of trust in others and whether or not the respondent

ommitted

employee theft him/herself. Fairness per eption and peer reporting are not
inuen ed by age, in ome or edu ation, but they are inuen ed by gender:
women are less likely to report than men.
The most important aspe t triggering peer reporting is the internal attitude towards in orre t behavior. Other important aspe ts are fairness pereption, trust in others, and the potential reporter's own behavior in a

om-

parable situation of employee theft.New in the literature of peer reporting is
that we look at the reporter's past vi timization. We

onsider vi timization

of in orre t behavior in general, and also vi timization of a serious

rime.

We nd that the rst type of vi timization is mainly an attitude variable
towards misdemeanors in daily life.

The range of misdemeanors a person

ould possibly have been a vi tim of in the past ve years is so wide that it
would seem impossible to nd a person that never en ountered su h a situation. However, only one quarter of the respondents reported being a vi tim of
in orre t behavior, from whi h we

on lude that this group

ontains people
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with a greater awareness or sensitivity to so ial norms. We also nd eviden e
that serious

rime vi timization

hanges a person's willingness to report al-

though this ee t is smaller than the ee t of small

rime vi timization.

We also looked at reasons for people not to report a misdemeanor. The
most important reason for respondents not to report is that the misdemeanor
is not important enough to worry about. The loss to a

ompany as a result

of stealing a bundle of printing paper is

onsidered to be very small. This

is a well-known result: in general, people

onsider theft from a vi tim with

larger assets (in this

ase a

ompany) easier to ex use (Greenberg and S ott,

1996).
We mention four possible extensions. First, one

ould

onsider group dy-

nami s su h as group norms and role responsibility. Su h aspe ts have been
found to have an important impa t on peer reporting (Vi tor et al., 1993), but
they are di ult to implement in the

ontext of vignette questions, be ause

the des ription of the hypotheti al situation would be ome too long and too
omplex. Se ond, one

ould look at more serious types of employee theft (in

terms of monetary losses to the employer), and ask whether peer reporting
happens more often in large than in small organizations or vi e versa. Third,
it may be the

ase that organizations with an established ethi s program have

lower employee theft than organizations without su h a program (Greenberg,
2002). Possibly, an ethi s program stimulates awareness to so ial norms in
a

ompany and

reates a more open environment for allowing employees to

report. Fourth, while taking printing paper home for private use would generally be

onsidered as a very minor

report it on average. Our

rime, two-thirds of respondents would

urrent questionnaire does not enable us to answer

the question how this behavior

hanges with the severity of oenses, sin e we

observe peer reporting behavior only for one situation. Still, this question is
of interest and it would also help in dierentiating with justiability.

4.A.
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Table A.1: Binary vignette variables with explanation

vign_female
vign_27y
vign_43y
vign_55y
vign_boss
vign_freq
vign_ at h
vign_wage
vign_wage_low
vign_wage_high

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

if
if
if
if
if
if
if
if
if
if

vignette person (vp) is a woman
vp is 27 years old
vp is 43 years old
vp is 55 years old
the boss of the vp behaves orre tly
small rime has been ommitted more often before
the probability of getting aught is 50% (0 if very small)
vp has a high wage
vp re eives low wage for type of work, given vign_wage = 0
vp re eives high wage for type of work, given vign_wage = 1

Table A.2: Respondent variables with explanation

Non-binary variables

age
hh_lin ome
vi t_index
trust_index
so ial_norm
justiability

Binary variables

female
edu_middle
edu_high
urban_high
urban_middle
religion
vi tim_small
vi tim_serious
takematerial
peer_report

age of respondent (in years)
log of gross monthly household in ome
severity of rime respondent has been vi tim of (0 if no vi tim)
degree of trust in other people (0 if no trust)
average of answers to short questions on severity of 18 small
rimes on a s ale from 1: not severe to 10: very severe
1 = rime is never justiable, 10 =  always justiable

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

if
if
if
if
if
if
if
if
if
if

respondent is a woman
respondent's highest edu ation is se ondary s hool
 at least vo ational s hool
respondent lives in an urbanized area
 in an area with intermediate urban hara ter
respondent has a religion
respondent was vi tim of in orre t behavior
 of a serious rime
respondent took material from the workpla e
respondent would peer report

Chapter 5
Explaining Subje tive
Well-Being: The Role of
Vi timization, Trust, Health,
and So ial Norms

5.1

1

Introdu tion

No s holar would disagree with the statement that

rime is ostly.

How

ostly

rime is has not led to an unambiguous answer, as dierent methodologies
and denitions of

rime have led to dierent results.

on three types of methodologies to estimate the
preferen e methods (mainly using the impa t of

S holars have relied

ost of

rime: (i) revealed

rime on housing pri es; see,

e.g., Gibbons, 2004) (ii) stated preferen e methods (leading to `willingnessto-pay' estimates for avoiding

rime; see, e.g., Dolan et al., 2005), and (iii)

subje tive well-being surveys (see, e.g., Di Tella and Ma Cullo h, 2008). The
osts of

rime

an be

lassied as either dire t, as a result of law enfor ement

and deterren e, or indire t, by means of, for example, lower housing pri es
1 This

hapter is based on joint work with Arthur van Soest.
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osts of medi al

are to fearful non-vi tims.

Dolan and Moore (2007),

for example, distinguish between tangible and intangible vi tim
respe t, while Cornaglia and Leigh (2011)
of

all this e onomi

rime, whi h essentially means the same. Resear h on the

important as it provides insight in where losses from

osts in this

and so ial
osts of

This

rime is

rime are highest and,

therefore, helps to analyze poli y measures to redu e the e onomi
burden that

and so ial

rime puts on so iety.

hapter uses the third method to analyze the importan e of

Our goal is to rethink and estimate the relation between
and well-being (or, happiness), thereby also
ae t happiness.

We will use a

asso iation between
measure of

osts

rime.

rime measures

onsidering other variables that

ross-se tional survey data to analyze the

rime and subje tive well-being. Sin e there is no single

rime that

aptures all

on epts related to a

will look at dierent types of measures of

rime. We will use data on personal

vi timization where we distinguish dierent types of
onsider the ee ts of the frequen y of

riminal a tion, we

rime, but we will also

rimes and the fear for

rimes in the

region.
Vi timization is of a
ways:

omplex nature as it inuen es well-being in many

in terms of physi al and mental health, but also e onomi ally and

through the individuals' per eption of their surroundings. It is a mis on eption that this only holds for vi tims: non-vi tims suer from fear of

rime

in their neighborhood and as a result display lower mental health (see, e.g.,
Cornaglia and Leigh, 2011) and take pre autionary measures against vi timization. We nd that vi timization is not only related to the usual variables
that

apture personal vi timization and fear in the area of residen e but that

it is also asso iated with health and so ial apital. The

ross-se tional nature

of our data and limited information available for our survey respondents do
not allow us to determine whether su h asso iations are

ausal. This makes

our analysis less ambitious than, for example, Cornaglia and Leigh (2011)
who use panel data to identify the
A se ond aim of this

ausal ee t of

rime on mental health.

hapter is to look at the well-known vi timization
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fear paradox: a general nding in
of

rime surveys is the large gap between fear

rime and a tual vi timization. We nd that indeed women and elderly

are the least vi timized, and estimate how men and women and younger and
older respondents dier in terms of the asso iation of vi timization with fear
in their area of residen e on their well-being. The results show that the relations are dierent for the subgroups under investigation.
The data we use in this

hapter

ome from several sour es. We mat hed

survey responses from a survey on in orre t behavior (see Douhou et al.,
2011b) with other surveys that have been set out in the same pool of respondents (the CentERpanel) in the same year (2008). Furthermore, we mat hed
these data to administrative data on vi timization and fear of

rime gures in

their region of residen e. Other than existing studies, we use broad measures
of personal vi timization and distinguish between two

rime types: serious

(assault, robbery, et .) and small (breaking a mug, littering, et .). In addition, we also

onsider the roles of health, trust, and so ial norms in driving

well-being and investigate whether

ontrolling for these fa tors

hanges the

relation between vi timization and subje tive well-being.
We try to

ontribute to three strands of the existing literature. First, stu-

dies that look at the asso iation between

rime and individuals' subje tive

well-being (see, e.g., Di Tella and Ma Cullo h, 2008; Mi halos and Zumbo,
2000; Møller, 2005).

Se ond, the literature on the ee t of so ial

whi h is assumed to be a

apital,

ombination of trust, so ial norms, and asso ia-

tional a tivity, on well-being (see, e.g., Bjørnskov, 2003; Helliwell, 2003). The
analysis of the relation between (self-reported) health and personal vi timization is the third literature stream: some referen es are Koss et al. (1991,
1990) and Britt (2001). Se tion 5.2 briey dis usses the main me hanisms
that lead to an asso iation between

rime, well-being, so ial norms, trust,

and health. In Se tion 5.3 we provide more details of the literature we try
to

onne t our resear h to. Se tion 5.4 des ribes the data and provides some

summary statisti s. The empiri al methodology and the empiri al results are
presented in Se tion 5.5. Se tion 5.6

on ludes.
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5.2

Crime, fear of

rime, trust, health, so ial

norms, and well-being

It is impossible to

apture the

exposed to in one measure.
vi timization and fear of
as dire t measures of

subje tive well-being.
frequent

rime to whi h a person is

We use personal vi timization experien e and

rime rates in the respondent's area of residen e

rime.

non-vi tims as frequent

onsequen es of

The latter two variables are also relevant to

rimes in the neighborhood may lead to a drop in

In addition to

reating feelings of fear and anxiety,

rime may make people feel less free in their daily routine and may

make them take pre autionary measures to deter future vi timization. On
the other hand, it might also be the
areas be ause they are

ase that people avoid living in

on erned about

of an individual's attitude towards

ertain

rime, leading to a sorting ee t

rimes on the

rime rate in the area.

Denkers and Winkel (1998) nd that people with lower well-being are more
likely to be vi timized and people with lower happiness are living in areas
with higher

rime. In this

rime a respondent

hapter we will distinguish between two types of

an be a vi tim of: (i) serious

robbery) and (ii) in orre t behavior (or, small

rime (e.g., assault and

rime) (e.g., damaging a

ar

and fare dodging). We expe t the asso iation between well-being and serious
rime vi timization to be stronger than the asso iation between well-being
and small

rimes. The latter are more widespread and we expe t their ee t

on well-being to be more of a transitory kind.
Happiness is about how we think and feel about our lives and is therefore
related to per eption of safety and se urity, norms and values, and (selfreported) health.

We will

onsider indexes measuring these

their asso iation with subje tive well-being,

on epts and

ontrolling for individual

ha-

ra teristi s su h as age and in ome. Someone who has been the vi tim of a
rime may experien e lower mental health, and perhaps also lower physi al
health. Moreover, a person's per eption of life may
in others or the person's so ial norms.

hange 

hanging trust
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Long before e onomists started to get interested in `happiness', resear hers in
the eld of psy hology were already working on this topi ; see, for example,
the review arti les of Diener et al. (1999) and Frey and Stutzer (2002). The
paradox that is revealed in Easterlin (1974) regarding the relation between
in ome and happiness triggered the interest of e onomists, starting with Inglehart (1996) and Blan hower and Oswald (2004). E onomists have not
only looked at the link between happiness and in ome, but also at the relation
between happiness and, to name a few, unemployment (Clark and Oswald,
1994; Winkelmann and Winkelmann, 1998), ma roe onomi

volatility (Di

Tella et al., 2003), airport noise (Van Praag and Baarsma, 2005), so ial

ap-

ital (Bjørnskov, 2003, 2006; Helliwell, 2003, 2006), and inequality (Alesina
et al., 2004). Other studies look at alternative measures of well-being su h
as indi ators of mental health problems. A re ent example is Cornaglia and
Leigh (2011) who look at the

rime-mental health intera tion. In this hapter

we will fo us on happiness as the measure of well-being and we will fo us
on several determinants of happiness:

rime vi timization, trust, (physi al)

health, and so ial norms.
The analysis of the link between well-being and

rime also has its roots

in psy hology and so iology. The fo us has mainly been on the psy hologi al
ee ts of having been a vi tim of a
ety and fear; see the studies

rime on well-being, e.g. through anxi-

ited in Powdthavee (2005) and Di Tella et al.

(2008). Some studies have also analyzed the ee ts of

rime on (subje tively

measured physi al) health (see Britt, 2001; Koss et al., 1991, 1990). Their
main

on lusion is that the expe ted negative asso iation between vi tim-

ization and health exists: people have signi antly worse health after they
have been the vi tim of a
health problems.

rime and more severe

rimes are asso iated with

Other studies have fo ussed on

rime vi timization and

well-being: Mi halos and Zumbo (2000) look at the relation between quality
of life and

rime-related issues su h as fear and a tual

ases of vi timization,

neighborhood safety, and beliefs about in reases in lo al

rime. They nd
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that vi tims and non-vi tims dier in their satisfa tion with life but not in a
onvin ing way. With regards to neighborhood satisfa tion, the reported differen e between vi tims and non-vi tims is mu h higher. Furthermore, these
authors nd that

rime-related issues a

ount for only 7% of the variation in

satisfa tion with life while explaining 38% of the variation in neighborhood
satisfa tion. Møller (2005)

ondu ts a similar study using South Afri an data

and nds that a tual vi timization is not as good a predi tor of well-being
as fear of vi timization or personal safety.
Powdthavee (2005) analyzed South Afri an survey data among heads of
households regarding the per eived quality of life of the household as a whole.
The author relates subje tive well-being to information on vi timization in
the past 12 months of one of the household members in a multiple regression
analysis,
head.

ontrolling also for so io-e onomi

hara teristi s of the household

Vi timized households report signi antly lower well-being and if a

household lives in a region with a high

rime rate this also appears to have a

negative ee t on well-being. A similar study by Kingdon and Knight (2003),
also using South Afri an data,

onrmed that household vi timization has

a signi ant and negative ee t on well-being.

In a similar vein, Davies

and Hinks (2010) use Malawian survey data and in lude vi timization of the
household head and the regional

rime rate, but also whether the respondent

feels unsafe. As expe ted, feelings of inse urity and vi timization (personal
and regional) have a detrimental impa t on happiness.
Denkers and Winkel (1998) fo us on the inuen e of vi timization on

2

well-being and fear using a sample from the Dut h population.
no dieren e between the well-being of vi tims of violent

They found

rime and property

rime, but a signi ant dieren e between vi tims and non-vi tims. Moreover, they found that vi tims of a
before they be ome the vi tim of a
hange after the

2 This

rime already appear to be more fearful
rime and their fear does not seem to

rime.

survey was arried out in the Telepanel, a prede essor of the CentERpanel whi h
was used to olle t our data; see se tion 5.4.
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Di Tella and Ma Cullo h (2008) use happiness responses from a random sample of Europeans (Euro-Barometer Survey Series) and Ameri ans
(General So ial Survey) for the period 1975-1997. They in lude aggregate
measures as they want to investigate the ee t of ma roe onomi
su h as in ome, unemployment, ination, and the (violent)
happiness. The ee t of the

rime rate is negative in the

indi ators

rime rate on

ombined European

and Ameri an sample but not signi ant in the regression that in ludes only
European respondents. Cohen (2008, p. 3) notes that due to the nature of
this

rime rate and sin e no other

rime-related variables are in luded, this

result does not ne essarily prove that violent

rime has a negative impa t;

it rather suggests that ` rime and so ial disarray in general' have a negative
impa t on well-being. Alesina et al. (2004) in lude the
variable (sin e it is

rime rate as a

ontrol

orrelated with their main variable of interest: inequality)

and nd no signi ant ee t on happiness.
The paper by Di Tella et al. (2008) has a more spe i
and well-being, investigating orrelations between

fo us on

rime

rime-related variables and

well-being and dierent measures of positive and negative emotions (e.g.,
anger, worry, smiling) for a sample from the Gallup World Poll in 2006 and
2007
an

overing a large number of

ountries. Results (ex luding Latin Ameri-

ountries) show that vi timization is negatively related to well-being.

A study by Cohen (2008)
regional

ombines previous resear h by looking at the

rime rate, per eived neighborhood safety, and personal vi timiza-

tion in the U.S. over the period 1993-2004 (using the General So ial Survey).
The author

on ludes that

rime rate and neighborhood safety have little

impa t on well-being. Vi timization is only negative and signi ant for the
spe i

ase of vi tims of burglary, while the more general measure, vi tim

of a violent
we

an

rime, is not signi ant. Taking all these studies in

onsideration

on lude that the relation between vi timization and well-being is not

straightforward. The literature agrees that the ee t of vi timization should
be negative but the relation is not always signi ant and
sures in general are not the most important

rime-related mea-

ontributors to explaining the
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variation in happiness.
Putnam (1993, p. 167) provides an appealing and intuitive denition of
so ial

apital:

networks, that

`features of so ial organization, su h as trust, norms, and
an improve the e ien y of so iety by fa ilitating

nated a tions'. So ial

oordi-

apital is hypothesized to improve life satisfa tion as

it makes life easier to have more trust in others and more so ial intera tion. A study by Stutzer and Lalive (2004), on the other hand, showed that
so ial norms are not always a blessing: so ial work norms put pressure on
the unemployed, redu ing their life satisfa tion. Bjørnskov (2003) looked at
ross- ountry dieren es in so ial

apital and their asso iation with happi-

ness. He used a so ial norm index that

aptures the three elements of so ial

apital and found that it is positively related to happiness. To identify mi ro
and ma ro measures that inuen e well-being at the individual and the national level, Helliwell (2003, 2006) in luded three separate measures of so ial
apital and found that all three are signi ant and have a positive inuen e
on well-being. Bjørnskov (2006) found, however, that only trust
signi antly to subje tive well-being: adding the other so ial
did not lead to signi ant improvement
as the only so ial

ontributes

apital indexes

ompared to a model in luding trust

apital measure.

The asso iation between health and subje tive well-being is not obvious
sin e health

onsists of dierent dimensions. Dolan et al. (2008) argues that

physi al health and well-being are positively asso iated and the
most likely to be from health to well-being. As health is

ausality is

onsidered to be one

of the domains of well-being, many studies in lude a (self-assessed) health
measure in happiness regressions, for example, Ravallion and Lokshin (2001)
and Cohen (2008). Both nd a positive relation between health and subje tive well-being. Clark and Oswald (1994) use

mental

well-being as a measure

of happiness in relation to unemployment.
The studies dis ussed above typi ally use
asso iation between well-being and
without

onsidering potential

ross-se tion data and analyze the

rime vi timization and other variables,

ausality or endogeneity issues. More re ent
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work by Dustmann and Fasani (2011) and Cornaglia and Leigh (2011) is
more ambitious and tries to isolate

ausal from non- ausal ee ts.

These

studies use mental well-being/health instead of happiness but now in relation to rime measures. They argue that damage of rime an also be ini ted
by non-vi tims, whi h may add signi antly to the

osts of

and Leigh (2011, p. 20) a knowledge endogeneity of the

rime. Cornaglia
rime variable(s)

 oined as a sorting problem as people `with mental distress symptoms
are at the same time more likely to rea t more strongly to
areas with higher

rime rates'.

They a

rime, or live in

ount for this by estimating panel

data models with xed ee ts. They nd that sorting is indeed a problem
but nevertheless the impa t of (area)

rime on mental well-being remains sig-

ni antly negative when sorting is taken into a

ount. Our data do not allow

us to use this identi ation strategy so that we
endogeneity of

5.4

annot a

ount for potential

rime or other variables in our happiness regressions.

Data and des riptives

5.4.1 Data design
Our data set is based upon several surveys

ondu ted in the Netherlands

in June/July 2008 through CentERpanel (CP). CP

onsists of about 2000

households representative of the Dut h population aged 16 years and

3

older, that are repeatedly invited to parti ipate in web-based surveys.

The

main sour e of information is a survey entitled In orre t Behavior in Everyday Life. See Douhou et al. (2011a) and Douhou et al. (2011b) for a detailed
des ription of the

omplete survey. In this

hapter, one of our main interests

is personal vi timization experien es of our respondents, whi h are asked as
follows:

•

Have you been a vi tim of a serious

rime in the past ve years (i.e.,

burglary, holdup, violen e, or something similar)?
3 Households

that have no a ess to the Internet are provided the ne essary means to
parti ipate in surveys.
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Have you been a vi tim of `in orre t' behavior in the past ve years?

If either question is answered `yes', then a follow-up question asks to rate
the severity of the most serious

rime on a s ale from 1: very severe to 10:

not severe. We use this information to
distinguish

onstru t four dummy variables that

rime types (serious and small) and severity of the

if the s ore is 4 or lower and not severe if it is 5 or higher).

rime (severe
The reason

that we only ask about the past ve years is to avoid a bias towards older
respondents that have a higher probability of having been a vi tim in the
past.
Most respondents in our small

rime survey also parti ipated in several

other surveys in the same year. We exploit this to get more detailed ba kground information. Questions on so ial trust and per eived norms of re ipro ity, whi h we use to

onstru t a trust index, are taken from the CP

survey Vi tims of (attempt to) Fraud (Oudejans and Vis, 2008).

These

questions were phrased as follows:

• trust1:

Would you say that most people

annot be too

areful in dealing with people? Please answer on a s ale

from 1: you have to be

• trust2:

an be trusted or that you

areful to 11: most people

an be trusted;

Do you think that most people would try to take advantage

of you if they got the

han e, or would they try to be honest? Please

answer on a s ale from 1: most people would try to make advantage of
me to 11: most people would try to be honest; and

• trust3:

Would you say that most of the time people try to be helpful

or that they are mostly looking out for themselves? Please answer on
a s ale from 1: people look mostly of themselves to 11: people try to
be helpful.
Health is one of the domains of (satisfa tion with) life and is frequently inluded as a

ontrol variable in happiness regressions. From the DNB House-

hold Survey (DHS), an annual survey also administered to respondents in

5.4.
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the CP, we use a question on self-assessed health: `What is the general status of your health?' Our health index simply

odes the ve answers from 1:

poor to 5: ex ellent, so that higher values indi ate better self-assessed health.
This survey is

ondu ted between February and September 2008, with most

questionnaires

ompleted in April 2008.

The impa t of

rime-related issues

onsists not only of a tual vi timiza-

tion but also of neighborhood problems, fear of vi timization, et etera (see
Mi halos and Zumbo, 2000). Sin e we do not have this information at the
individual level, we use data on feelings of fear and the rate of vi timization at a regional level.

The aggregation is at the level of poli e regions;

the Netherlands is divided into 25 poli e regions.
onsists of one big

A poli e region usually

4

ity with its surrounding areas.

These data

ome from

Veiligheidsmonitor Rijk 2008 (VMR), obtained from Statisti s Netherlands
and

ondu ted mid-2008.

The measure of per eived well-being

omes from a CP survey

ondu ted

in November/De ember 2008 entitled World Per eptions, Te hnology, and
Environment and is based upon the question: `Generally speaking, would
you say that you are ... 1: very unhappy ... 10: very happy? The respondents were shown a table with a ten point s ale but only the extreme values 1

5

and 10 are provided with verbal labels.

All survey data have been

olle ted

in the same year. Sin e all surveys ex ept the World Per eptions Survey are
ondu ted within a period of just a few weeks, we assume that these time
dieren es will not inuen e our

on lusions: it seems highly unlikely that

in the few weeks in between these surveys important sho ks have taken pla e
that may have ae ted response behavior.

The World Per eptions survey

was administered near the end of 2008. This time dieren e has the advantage that the

on ern that potential feedba k me hanisms from subje tive

well-being to some of the explanatory variables would be mitigated. It does
4 These

regions are based on population density and rime rate; that is, higher rime
rate and/or higher population density lead to a geographi ally smaller poli e region. Unfortunately, gures at a more detailed regional level were not available.
5 The respondents did not have the possibility to answer `don't know' or `no answer'.
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not, however, take away the

on ern that

ommon unobserved fa tors drive

well-being as well as, for example, vi timization, so that endogeneity is still
a potential problem ( f. Se tion 5.3).

5.4.2 Des riptive statisti s
Des riptive statisti s are shown in Table 5.1. This tells us that the majority
of the respondents are male, the majority nished at least a vo ational eduation, have a partner, and do paid work. Not all respondents from the small
rime survey parti ipated in the other CP surveys, resulting in missing values
for several measures gathered from other surveys, as

an be seen in the third

olumn of the table. The means in the table are very similar to those for the
subsample without any missing values, suggesting that non-parti ipation in
one of the surveys does not lead to sele tion problems.
Figure 5.1 shows the empiri al distribution of our subje tive well-being or
`happiness' variable (Sumner, 1996). The average s ore is 7.51 (Table 5.1),
whi h says that respondents are fairly happy on average. About 3.3% of the
respondents report a happiness level of 3 or lower while the majority of the
respondents are at the higher end of the s ale: 58.9% reports a happiness
level of 7 or higher.

6

Figure 5.2 shows that people who have been a vi tim of a serious
the past ve years typi ally experien ed a serious
empiri al distribution of the number of small

rime only on e, while the

rimes is more evenly spread.

This means that multiple vi timization is a more
small

rimes than for serious

rimes, as expe ted.

vi tims (whether of a serious or of a small

rime in

ommon phenomenon for
The number of unique

rime) is 618 and there are 96

respondents who report that they have been a vi tim of both a serious
and a small

rime in the past ve years.

been a vi tim of a

If a respondent reported having

rime (small or serious) in the past ve years, then the

per eived severity of this
6 The

rime

rime (or the worst of them in the

ase of multiple

empiri al results presented below did not hange when ombining the lowest
ategories.
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Table 5.1: Des riptive statisti s

mean

Non-binary

age
health
hh_lin ome
size_hh
so ial_norm
trust1
trust2
trust3
trust_index
fear_rate
vi t_rate
well-being

Binary

female
edu_middle
edu_high
o up_pension
o up_indep
o up_nowork
partner
urban_high
urban_middle
vi tsmall_sev
vi tsmall_notsev
vi tserious_sev
vi tserious_notsev

std

N

51.33 15.84 1735
3.85 0.72 1441
7.90 1.41 1735
2.60 1.27 1735
7.02 1.33 1734
7.34 2.06 1536
7.41 1.83 1520
6.94 1.93 1529
21.69 5.04 1516
0.20 0.04 1736
0.25 0.04 1734
7.51 1.35 1736
0.47
0.39
0.54
0.24
0.04
0.24
0.78
0.41
0.20
0.11
0.15
0.06
0.06

1735
1730
1730
1735
1735
1735
1736
1729
1729
1725
1725
1725
1725

vi timization) was asked using a ten-point s ale (1:

very severe, 10:

not

severe). The distribution of the reported answers is presented in Figure 5.3.
It shows that some vi tims of a serious

rime judge the

severe (1 or 2), while most respondents nd the

rime rather severe (the

modal answer is 3), and only a few do not nd the
small

rime to be very

rime severe at all. For

rimes the distribution is more even, as one would expe t. The average

severity of a small
4) for a serious

rime is 5.3 (the median is 5),

ompared to 4.5 (median

rime. For our empiri al analysis, we

onstru ted four binary
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Figure 5.1: Subje tive well-being
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Figure 5.2: Relative frequen y of vi timization (vi tims only)
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Figure 5.3: Severity of vi timization

(a) Serious rime

(b) Small rime
0.3

Relative frequency

Relative frequency

0.3
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0.1

0

0.2

0.1

0

1
very severe

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10
not severe

variables to distinguish between types of
A (serious or small)

rime is

the worst serious or small

1
2
very severe

3

4

5

6

7

rime and severity of a

8

onsidered severe if the per eived severity (of

rime in the past ve years) is rated 4 or lower

are respondents who were not a vi tim of any serious or small

the

10
not severe

rime type.

and not severe if the severity is rated 5 or higher. The referen e

example, the variable

9

victsmall_sev

is 1 if a vi tim of a small

ategory

rime.

For

rime gives

rime a rating of 4 or lower and 0 otherwise.
In order to provide more insight into the raw data, we present the number

of vi timized respondents for dierent groups in Table 5.2. Men and younger
people (aged below 55) are more likely to be a
ommon result in the empiri al literature on

rime vi tim.

This is a

rime vi timization: the most

fearful groups of so iety (women and elderly) are the least vi timized. When
we only look at vi timization of a small

rime the dieren e between men

and women is very small. Furthermore, the elderly are mu h less likely to
report that they have been the vi tim of a small

rime.

In Table 5.3 we present mean s ores for well-being of vi tims and nonvi tims by gender. Consistent with other studies we nd that non-vi tims
report a higher subje tive well-being than vi tims. In addition, well-being
for vi tims of a serious

rime is lower than for vi tims of small

rime. The
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∗
rime by gender and age

Table 5.2: Vi tims of

vi tim_small
vi tim_serious
vi tim

female

male

24.9
10.9
31.0

25.6
12.4
32.9

<55 years 55+ years

27.8
12.3
34.5

21.9
11.0
28.7

* Values are per entage of vi tims within
a subgroup.
dieren e in mean s ores for women is less obvious: it looks like it does not
matter mu h whether women have been vi timized or not. The male group
is not the same in this respe t: male vi tims report
than male non-vi tims.

learly a lower well-being

Despite the absolute dieren es in well-being we

nd that none of the mean dieren es are signi ant.

This shows us that

the vi timizationsubje tive well-being relation is not expe ted to be strong.
This does not dis ard our main interest as the fo al point of our resear h is
not on vi timization.
Table 5.3: Vi tim and subje tive well-being mean s ores

mean std
vi tim
non-vi tim

N

7.46
7.53

1.34 556
1.36 1169

vi tim_serious
7.41
non-vi tim_serious 7.52

1.47 207
1.34 1518

vi tim_small
non-vi tim_small

7.45
7.53

1.29 441
1.38 1284

female vi tim
female non-vi tim

7.52
7.53

1.34 250
1.30 556

male vi tim
male non-vi tim

7.42
7.55

1.34 306
1.41 612

How mu h trust the respondent has in other people

an be important for

a tions and beliefs in general (Deuts h, 1958) as well as for subje tive wellbeing, sin e more intense so ial linkages are expe ted to make people happier
(see Bjørnskov, 2003, 2006; Helliwell, 2003, 2006). The variable

trust_index

5.4.
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onstru ted as the sum of three variables that measure several aspe ts of

a person's trust, ea h on a s ale from 1 to 11 (a higher value means more
trust in others), so that
maximum trust level.

trust_index

ranges from 3: very low trust to 33:

Figure 5.4, with a mode of 24 and a mean of 21.7,

shows that respondents in general tend to have trust in others.
Figure 5.4: Trust_index
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See Table A.1b in Se tion 5.A for details on the three questions.

We

present the distribution of these three separate trust measures in Figure 5.5,
whi h shows that there are no large dieren es between the three distributions (see also Table 5.1).
We

onstru ted a so ial norm index as the average of the responses on

severity (on a s ale from 1: very severe to 10: not severe) of a list of 18
oenses that dier in the level of damage
damaging a

aused (from stealing a pen to

ar and not informing the owner); see Table 2 in Douhou et al.

(2011b) for the 18 questions and the mean answers to all of them. To simplify
interpretation, our index is dened as 11 minus the mean of the 18 answers,
so that a higher value ree ts a higher so ial norm; in the sense of nding
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rimes less justiable or more severe. The overall mean of our index is 7.02.
Figure 5.5: Histograms of trust variables
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Regression results

5.5.1 Model
Standard e onomi

theory assumes that individual preferen es

s ribed with a utility fun tion.

an be de-

Following Powdthavee (2005) we assume

there exists a utility fun tion for ea h respondent that des ribes subje tive

5.5.
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well-being and has as inputs so io-e onomi and demographi

hara teristi s,

in luding age, gender, household size, marital status, trust, and past vi timization.

We will also intera t some

vi timization for so io-demographi
We obviously

subgroups (dened by age and gender).

annot observe true well-being, only reported well-being. The

literature on psy hology shows
is

hara teristi s to study the ee t of

onvin ing eviden e that reported well-being

orrelated with physi al rea tions that are in turn related to true well-being

(see Di Tella and Ma Cullo h, 2008). A

ording to Frey and Stutzer (2002,

p. 405) `it is a sensible tradition in e onomi s to rely on the judgement of
the persons involved'. Hen e, we assume that respondents
a level of well-being that is

an

ommuni ate

lose to their true well-being.

Sin e the response s ale of subje tive well-being is dis rete and ordered
(ranging from 1: very unhappy to 10: very happy), we use an ordered probit
model.

7

This model des ribes the reported evaluation as the

taining the value of an unobserved (latent)
driven by a ve tor of explanatory variables

ategory

yi∗, whi
term ǫi :

ontinuous variable

xi

and an error

onh is

′

yi∗ = xi β + ǫi
ǫi ∼ N(0, 1),
yi = j

if

independent of

αj−1 <

yi∗

xi

(5.1)

≤ αj

i = 1, . . . , N denotes the respondent, and j = 1, . . . , 10 are the possible
values that yi an have. In the next subse tions we will dis uss, in turn, the

where

main variables we have in mind for the me hanism dis ussed in Se tion 5.2.

5.5.2 Vi timization
To show how vi timization varies with individual

hara teristi s, Table 5.4

presents regression results with the four personal vi timization dummies as
dependent variables and some basi

8

regressors.
7 An

respondent and area

hara teristi s as

Not many variables are statisti ally signi ant.

Living in a

ordered logit model leads to very similar results.
also ran a multivariate probit regression and found hardly any dieren es with the
results in Table 5.4.
8 We
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highly urbanized area signi antly in reases the probability of being vi timized

ompared to living in a non-urbanized area in three out of four

ases.

People living in an area with an intermediate urbanization are more likely
to be the vi tim of a severe serious
another type of

rime but less likely to be the vi tim of

rime than those living in big

own (small) business (occup_indep

= 1)

the vi tim of a severe (small or serious)

ities. Respondents with their

are signi antly more likely to be
rime than employees. This may be

be ause small businesses are vulnerable to burglaries and in orre t behavior
by

ustomers. Non-workers less often than employees report to be the vi tim

of a non-severe small

rime. We nd no relation between living in an area

that has a high rate of vi timization and/or fear of

rime and a tual vi tim-

ization at the individual level. This is not so surprising
lo al

onsidering that the

rime-related measures are dened for a relatively broad region, whi h

makes it di ult to nd a dire t link with personal vi timization.

5.5.3 Trust, health, and so ial norms
So io-e onomi

variables like gender and in ome are widely

ontrol variables in the well-being literature.
and so ial norms as additional
related to

onsidered as

We introdu e trust, health,

ontrols, but rst analyze whether they are

rime-related measures. This is important sin e if they are,

rime

may ae t well-being through these measures or dire tly. Personal vi timization might have an ee t on a person's trust in others and their judgement
of other

rimes. Existing studies show, in addition, that vi timization has a

negative inuen e on one's per eived physi al health (see Britt, 2001; Koss
et al., 1991, 1990).

Resear h on the relation between mental health and

vi timization (see Cornaglia and Leigh, 2011; Dustmann and Fasani, 2011)
omes to the same

9

health.

on lusion: vi timization is detrimental to one's (mental)

This suggests that personal vi timization

9 Admittedly,

an have an indire t rela-

the meaning of mental health is ambiguous as it an be related to physi al
health (people that are physi ally ill are more likely to be depressed and vi e versa) and
subje tive well-being (feeling bad is expe ted to make less happy and vi e versa).
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vi tsmall
severe
hh_lin
age
age2
female
edu_middle
edu_high
urban_high
urban_middle
o up_pension
o up_indep
o up_nowork
size_hh
partner
vi t_rate
fear_rate
onstant

N
pseudo R2

0.136
0.061∗∗∗
−0.001∗∗∗
−0.063
−0.067
0.032
0.194∗∗
0.126
−0.023
0.283∗
0.040
−0.008
−0.136
0.165
−0.536
−3.619∗∗∗

(0.091)
(0.019)
(0.000)
(0.085)
(0.181)
(0.179)
(0.098)
(0.110)
(0.166)
(0.169)
(0.115)
(0.040)
(0.114)
(1.798)
(1.802)
(0.881)

vi tserious
not severe

0.066
−0.004
0.000
0.045
−0.230
−0.072
0.202∗∗
0.075
−0.195
−0.027
−0.249∗∗
−0.046
0.088
1.574
−2.110
−1.203

1820
0.025

= {p < 0.01}; ∗∗ = {0.01 ≤ p < 0.05};
We in luded a dummy for zero in ome.
∗∗∗

(0.082)
(0.016)
(0.000)
(0.078)
(0.162)
(0.159)
(0.091)
(0.104)
(0.159)
(0.173)
(0.110)
(0.037)
(0.107)
(1.695)
(1.681)
(0.787)

1820
0.026
∗

severe
−0.145
0.021
0.000
−0.085
−0.037
−0.026
0.251**
0.301∗∗
−0.275
0.503∗∗∗
0.057
0.024
−0.224∗
0.677
0.029
−1.115

1820
0.038

(0.097)
(0.020)
(0.000)
(0.100)
(0.204)
(0.204)
(0.119)
(0.130)
(0.201)
(0.183)
(0.133)
(0.048)
(0.130)
(2.108)
(2.136)
(0.960)

not severe
0.087
0.006
0.000
−0.141
−0.435∗∗
−0.254
0.023
0.184
−0.264
−0.018
0.083
−0.050
0.000
3.439
−0.721
−2.665∗∗

(0.112)
(0.021)
(0.000)
(0.107)
(0.196)
(0.192)
(0.125)
(0.135)
(0.216)
(0.231)
(0.143)
(0.050)
(0.140)
(2.144)
(2.180)
(1.074)

Regression results

Table 5.4: Probit regression of personal vi timization

1820
0.032

= {0.05 ≤ p < 0.10} Standard errors in parentheses.
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tion with happiness via self-assessed health, trust, and so ial norms.
In Table 5.5 we present regression results with trust, health, and so ial
norms as dependent variables. We nd that females, older persons, higher edu ated respondents, and people with a high in ome have more trust in others
ompared to their

ounterparts (males, younger persons, et etera). Females

and older age groups are also found to have higher so ial norms, in the
sense that they nd small

rimes less justiable than males and younger age

groups. The gender dieren e is

onsistent with a fair part of the literature

on ethi al de ision-making, but the results for age in the existing literature
are ambiguous (O'Fallon and Buttereld, 2005). As expe ted, ri her, higher
edu ated, and younger people give themselves a better health rating, while
people without full-time work (occup_nowork

= 1)

have lower self-assessed

health.
The last

olumn of Table 5.5 shows that so ial trust and health are pos-

itively asso iated at the individual level,
ables.

ontrolling for so io-e onomi

vari-

This is in line with the existing literature (Barefoot et al., 1998;

Poortinga, 2006; Rose, 2000). As emphasized before, we
this ree ts a

annot

laim that

ausal ee t in a given dire tion: Poortinga (2006, p. 301)

notes that poor health may lead to so ial ex lusion and lower trust, but
Rose (2000) nds an ee t of so ial trust on health.
Being the vi tim of a severe small or serious

rime is negatively related

to trust in others and health, while a positive asso iation with so ial norms,
i.e., vi timization seems to make the respondent

more

dismissive of

On the other hand, being the vi tim of a not so severe small
one's judgement of small

rime makes

rimes milder or, in other words, it lowers so ial

norms. Being a vi tim of a serious
while a not severe

rimes.

rime has no signi ant ee t on health,

rime vi timization is negatively related to so ial norms.

hh_lin
age
age2
female
edu_middle
edu_high
urban_high
urban_middle
o up_pension
o up_indep
o up_nowork
size_hh
vi tsmall_sev
vi tsmall_notsev
vi tserious_sev
vi tserious_notsev
partner
vi t_rate
fear_rate
trust_index
so ial_norm
onstant

N
(pseudo) R2

1.319
0.127∗∗
−0.001∗
1.249∗∗∗
0.722
1.677∗∗∗
0.211
−0.664∗∗
0.912∗
0.669
−0.387
0.168
−0.879∗∗
0.238
−0.963∗
0.195
−0.709∗∗
0.070
−1.957

(0.286)
(0.051)
(0.001)
(0.264)
(0.543)
(0.541)
(0.304)
(0.335)
(0.500)
(0.631)
(0.352)
(0.123)
(0.411)
(0.356)
(0.529)
(0.539)
(0.351)
(5.651)
(5.540)

6.178∗∗

(2.702)

∗∗∗

1576
0.074

so ial_norm
0.015
0.034∗∗∗
0.000
0.324∗∗∗
0.111
0.141
−0.063
−0.071
0.032
−0.428∗∗∗
0.028
0.075∗∗
0.202∗∗
−0.251∗∗∗
0.047
−0.216∗
−0.196∗∗
0.564
−1.369

(0.063)
(0.012)
(0.000)
(0.061)
(0.124)
(0.124)
(0.071)
(0.079)
(0.116)
(0.139)
(0.083)
(0.029)
(0.095)
(0.083)
(0.122)
(0.127)
(0.082)
(1.315)
(1.302)

health
0.278
−0.023∗
−0.000
−0.076
0.324∗∗∗
0.356∗∗∗
−0.057
−0.041
−0.076
−0.101
−0.368∗∗∗
0.060∗∗
−0.223∗∗
−0.081
−0.156
0.136
0.025
−0.038
−0.194
∗∗∗

5.041∗∗∗ (0.603)
1820
0.176

1510
0.051

health
(0.068)
(0.012)
(0.000)
(0.064)
(0.123)
(0.123)
(0.073)
(0.081)
(0.118)
(0.149)
(0.085)
(0.030)
(0.099)
(0.086)
(0.125)
(0.132)
(0.084)
(1.374)
(1.364)

0.250∗∗∗
−0.030∗∗
0.000
−0.132∗∗
0.291∗∗
0.291∗∗
−0.050
−0.013
−0.108
−0.077
−0.362∗∗∗
0.052∗
−0.231∗∗
−0.077
−0.133
0.163
0.057
0.021
−0.219
0.032∗∗∗
0.067∗∗∗

(0.068)
(0.012)
(0.000)
(0.065)
(0.123)
(0.124)
(0.074)
(0.081)
(0.119)
(0.151)
(0.086)
(0.030)
(0.100)
(0.087)
(0.126)
(0.133)
(0.084)
(1.380)
(1.369)
(0.006)
(0.024)

1510
0.062
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= {p < 0.01}; ∗∗ = {0.01 ≤ p < 0.05}; ∗ = {0.05 ≤ p < 0.10} Standard errors in parentheses.
We in luded a dummy for zero in ome. Ordered probit is used for health and OLS for trust and
so ial norms.

∗∗∗

Regression results

trust_index

5.5.

Table 5.5: Regressions with trust, so ial norms, and health as dependent variables
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5.5.4 Happiness
We distinguish two models for subje tive well-being: a baseline model and an

10

extended spe i ation.

The results are presented in Table 5.6. The baseline

model shows a marginally signi ant negative asso iation between subje tive
well-being and being the vi tim of a not severe small
vi timization dummies are insigni ant. The

rime. The other three

ontrol variables that have a

signi ant relationship with subje tive well-being are similar to what is found
in the happiness literature: women are in general happier than men with
the same so io-e onomi
happiness.

hara teristi s and having a partner in reases one's

Additional household members are also signi antly asso iated

with more happiness but this ee t is mu h smaller than that of having a

11

partner. Higher household in ome is also asso iated with more happiness.
Retired people have more time for leisure whi h
happier: the ee t of
group

an explain why they are

occup_pension is positive and signi

ant (the referen e

onsists of people on a payroll).

The se ond spe i ation extends the basi

model with indexes for trust,

so ial norms, self-assessed health, and regional

rime-related measures.

the extended spe i ation the explained varian e (pseudo
roughly 0.03 to 0.07, whi h is

10 Dolan

reases from

lose to the results found in related studies.

The results for the so io-demographi
are generally

R2 ) in

In

hara teristi s in the extended model

omparable to those in the basi

model, though gender and

et al. (2008) riti ize studies on subje tive well-being for in luding a single
spe i ation only and not showing what the impa t is when other or more ontrols are
added. With this set-up we try to meet this riti ism.
11 Easterlin (1974) showed that happiness and in ome are positively orrelated but that
over time, as average in ome levels in reased, happiness did not in rease a ordingly. This
result, referred to as the Easterlin paradox, stirred a lot of resear h on how to measure
in ome to apture an in ome ee t in a well-being regression. Sin e our data are of ross
se tional nature we will keep matters simple and in lude the (log of) absolute in ome level
to a ount for the fa t that people with higher in ome have more means to satisfy their
needs and are therefore expe ted to be happier. In addition, gross monthly in ome is
ensored at 10,000 euros to a ount for outliers; sin e zero in omes may be misreported
(and thus ree t missing values) we also in lude a dummy variable for zero reported in ome
(not reported in the table).
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urbanization that were signi ant in the basi

model are no longer signi ant.

Health and happiness are found to be strongly positively related, whi h is in
line with expe tations and the existing literature.
Table 5.6: Ordered probit regression: basi

and extended model for total

sample

Basi
hh_lin
age
age2
female
edu_middle
edu_high
urban_high
urban_middle
o up_pension
o up_indep
o up_nowork
size_hh
vi tsmall_sev
vi tsmall_notsev
vi tserious_sev
vi tserious_notsev
partner
vi t_rate
fear_rate
health
trust_index
so ial_norm

N
pseudo R2

0.249∗∗∗
−0.015
0.000
0.108∗∗
0.071
0.076
−0.006
−0.118∗
0.212∗∗
0.101
−0.109
0.061∗∗
−0.065
−0.136∗
0.060
−0.018
0.439∗∗∗

Extended
(0.055)
(0.011)
(0.000)
(0.054)
(0.109)
(0.109)
(0.058)
(0.069)
(0.102)
(0.125)
(0.072)
(0.026)
(0.084)
(0.073)
(0.107)
(0.110)
(0.073)

0.153∗∗∗
−0.013
0.000
0.057
−0.059
−0.099
0.018
−0.091
0.231∗∗
0.099
0.003
0.046∗
0.025
−0.127∗
0.130
−0.046
0.491∗∗∗
−3.276∗∗∗
3.145∗∗∗
0.483∗∗∗
0.046∗∗∗
0.044∗∗

1713
0.026

(0.056)
(0.011)
(0.000)
(0.055)
(0.110)
(0.111)
(0.063)
(0.070)
(0.103)
(0.126)
(0.073)
(0.026)
(0.085)
(0.074)
(0.108)
(0.111)
(0.074)
(1.170)
(1.164)
(0.041)
(0.006)
(0.021)

1711
0.068

= {p < 0.01}; ∗∗ = {0.01 ≤ p < 0.05}; ∗ = {0.05 ≤ p < 0.10}
Standard errors in parentheses. We in luded dummies for
missing observations for health and trust_index and a dummy
for zero in ome.
∗∗∗

We also nd a strong and signi ant positive link between our broad

12

index of trust and subje tive well-being.
12 We

Another

omponent of so ial

ap-

also looked at a spe i ation where we in luded the three trust-type of variables
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ital, the so ial norms index, also positively and signi antly
well-being. This is

onsistent with the empiri al literature on so ial

13

We use the regional rate of vi timization
in the respondent's region of residen e to
tween

ontributes to
apital.

and the rate of fear of

apture area-spe i

rime

relations be-

rime and well-being. The rate of vi timization is signi ant and has

the expe ted sign: respondents living in an area with a high vi timization

eteris paribus. On the other hand, we nd a
between f ear _rate and well-being. This result

rate are less happy than others,
strong and
seems

positive

relation

ounterintuitive.

Cohen (2008) oers an explanation for this result:

people who live in unsafe areas are
ization via lower

ompensated for the higher risk of vi tim-

osts of living or adapt their behavior, whi h might result

in a higher well-being

ompared to people who live in areas

onsidered safer.

Regarding a tual vi timization we nd similar results as for the baseline model: vi tims of a not so severe small

rime have a lower well-being,

although this asso iation is only signi ant at a 10% level. The other vi timization dummies remain insigni ant. The

oe ients of vi timization in

the extended model ree t the dire t relation between personal vi timization
and well-being only (keeping trust, so ial norms, and health
vi timization in the basi

onstant), while

model measures the sum of the dire t and indire t

relation between vi timization and well-being. As trust, health, and so ial
norms are asso iated with vi timization (see Table 5.5) and well-being (see
Table 5.6), we expe ted an indire t relation to exist. Apparently, this is not
strong enough to lead to a substantial dieren e between the

oe ients on

14

vi timization in the two models.

separately (instead of ombining them into one index) and found that the ee t of trust2
(honesty by others) is slightly larger than that of trust1 and trust3. However, a likelihood
ratio test did not reje t the assumption that the three trust variables have the same
oe ient, whi h is what we assumed in the model presented here.
13 This measure in ludes vi timization from violent and property rimes and from vandalism; we did a similar analysis in luding separate vi timization rates for ea h rime type
and nd no signi ant results.
14 Sin e vi timization is not orrelated with f ear_rate and vict_rate (see Table 5.4)
we an safely say that the hanges to the oe ients of vi timization in Table 5.6 when
moving from the basi to the extended model ree t possible indire t relations.
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The relations we nd between personal vi timization and well-being are
not as strong as we expe ted. This is in line with Hanson et al. (2010, p. 193)
who

on lude in a literature review on the (fun tional) impa t of vi timiza-

tion on subje tive well-being that the ndings are `not robust'. There

an

be several explanations for this. First, endogeneity as a result of unobserved
individual hara teristi s inuen e the results. Se ond, the way personal vi timization is measured: the vi timization window in the survey is ve years,
whi h may be

onsidered too long to

apture a (robust) asso iation with

subje tive well-being. Moreover, other measurement errors, su h as the denition of the

rime types and teles oping, may be at work here. Despite this

we nd very

onvin ing results for the asso iation of happiness with health,

trust, and so ial norms.

5.5.5 Results by age and gender
The majority of the vi tims in our sample are males younger than 55. Female
and elderly groups are known for displaying the highest fear of vi timization
although

rime statisti s show that they have the lowest probability of being

vi timized. This suggests that the role of vi timization may dier for men and
women and for younger and older respondents. We therefore also estimated
the models separately by gender and age group (younger than 55 versus 55
years or older).

The results are presented in Tables 5.7 and 5.8.

Again

we distinguish a baseline and an extended spe i ation. The results by age
group in Table 5.7 show that vi timization is negatively related to subje tive
well-being for older respondent in both spe i ations.

In addition, retired

people are more satised than people (of the same age) who did not retire
yet. Looking at Table 5.8 it is interesting to see that the positive asso iation
between in ome and the happiness only applies to men. The ee t of severe
small

rimes is positive and marginally signi ant for women in the extended

model while it is negative for men.

Could this indi ate adaptive behavior

after a negative experien e by women and not by men?

The asso iation

between not working (whi h in ludes students, unemployed, in apa itated
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Table 5.7: Ordered probit regression: basi

and extended model by

Basi
<55 years

hh_lin
age
age2
female
edu_middle
edu_high
urban_high
urban_middle
o up_pension
o up_indep
o up_nowork
size_hh
vi tsmall_sev
vi tsmall_notsev
vi tserious_sev
vi tserious_notsev
partner
vi t_rate
fear_rate
health
trust_index
so ial_norm

N
pseudo R2

0.270∗∗∗
−0.031
0.000
0.197∗∗∗
0.198
0.183
0.017
−0.177∗

(0.082)
(0.029)
(0.000)
(0.072)
(0.163)
(0.167)
(0.082)
(0.095)

0.084
−0.232∗∗
0.113 ∗∗∗
−0.132
−0.086
0.054
0.073
0.455∗∗∗

(0.154)
(0.098)
(0.030)
(0.115)
(0.092)
(0.141)
(0.145)
(0.103)

936
0.038

age

Extended
55 years
+

0.237∗∗∗
−0.005
0.000
−0.026
−0.068
−0.022
0.007
−0.030
0.166
0.088
−0.052
−0.078
−0.024
−0.206∗
0.106
−0.122
0.505∗∗∗

777
0.022

(0.077)
(0.090)
(0.001)
(0.086)
(0.152)
(0.154)
(0.085)
(0.104)
(0.136)
(0.220)
(0.126)
(0.070)
(0.126)
(0.122)
(0.167)
(0.170)
(0.120)

<55 years

0.163∗
−0.020
0.000
0.178∗∗
0.049
0.015
−0.006
−0.182∗

(0.084)
(0.029)
(0.000)
(0.074)
(0.165)
(0.169)
(0.087)
(0.095)

0.046
−0.076
0.076∗∗
−0.060
−0.090
0.102
0.048
0.575∗∗∗
−3.099∗
4.428∗∗∗
0.507∗∗∗
0.039∗∗∗
0.038

(0.157)
(0.101)
(0.031)
(0.116)
(0.093)
(0.142)
(0.146)
(0.106)
(1.630)
(1.576)
(0.058)
(0.008)
(0.028)

936
0.076

55+ years
0.147∗
−0.020
0.000
−0.155∗
−0.219
−0.281∗
0.064
0.026
0.228∗
0.200
0.140
0.011
0.097
−0.217∗
0.184
−0.155
0.389∗∗∗
−3.369∗
1.820
0.471∗∗∗
0.056∗∗∗
0.043

(0.079)
(0.091)
(0.001)
(0.089)
(0.154)
(0.157)
(0.093)
(0.105)
(0.138)
(0.222)
(0.128)
(0.071)
(0.127)
(0.124)
(0.168)
(0.174)
(0.122)
(1.717)
(1.765)
(0.061)
(0.008)
(0.032)

775
0.072

= {p < 0.01}; ∗∗ = {0.01 ≤ p < 0.05}; ∗ = {0.05 ≤ p < 0.10} Standard errors in parentheses.
We in luded dummies for missing observations for health and trust_index and a dummy for zero
in ome.
∗∗∗

and extended model by

women
hh_lin
age
age2
female
edu_middle
edu_high
urban_high
urban_middle
o up_pension
o up_indep
o up_nowork
size_hh
vi tsmall_sev
vi tsmall_notsev
vi tserious_sev
vi tserious_notsev
partner
vi t_rate
fear_rate
health
trust_index
so ial_norm

men

women

men

0.109
−0.025
0.000

(0.078)
(0.016)
(0.000)

0.370
−0.006
0.000

(0.079)
(0.015)
(0.000)

0.029
−0.021
0.000

(0.079)
(0.016)
(0.000)

0.262∗∗∗ (0.080)
−0.003
(0.015)
0.000
(0.000)

0.013
−0.018
−0.018
−0.096
−0.017
0.149
−0.193∗∗
0.097∗∗∗
0.123
−0.142
0.135
−0.041
0.507∗∗∗

(0.157)
(0.161)
(0.085)
(0.101)
(0.158)
(0.197)
(0.095)
(0.037)
(0.128)
(0.107)
(0.159)
(0.167)
(0.102)

0.108
0.126
0.003
−0.147
0.322∗∗
0.065
−0.096
0.037
−0.209∗
−0.111
0.038
−0.024
0.368∗∗∗

(0.155)
(0.153)
(0.081)
(0.097)
(0.139)
(0.162)
(0.129)
(0.037)
(0.113)
(0.101)
(0.146)
(0.147)
(0.109)

−0.255
−0.279∗
0.053
−0.090
0.082
0.130
−0.070
0.076∗∗
0.246∗
−0.171
0.303∗
−0.069
0.553∗∗∗
−4.295∗∗
3.626∗∗
0.507∗∗∗
0.045∗∗∗
0.020

(0.160)
(0.164)
(0.091)
(0.101)
(0.160)
(0.200)
(0.097)
(0.038)
(0.129)
(0.108)
(0.160)
(0.171)
(0.103)
(1.784)
(1.780)
(0.063)
(0.009)
(0.030)

0.098
0.012
−0.018
−0.099
0.274∗
0.056
0.101
0.025
−0.130
−0.071
0.020
−0.036
0.434∗∗∗
−2.590∗
2.974∗
0.490∗∗∗
0.049∗∗∗
0.070∗∗

801
0.030

∗∗∗

912
0.028

800
0.072

(0.156)
(0.155)
(0.087)
(0.098)
(0.141)
(0.164)
(0.132)
(0.037)
(0.115)
(0.102)
(0.148)
(0.148)
(0.110)
(1.566)
(1.556)
(0.057)
(0.008)
(0.029)

911
0.073

= {p < 0.01}; ∗∗ = {0.01 ≤ p < 0.05}; ∗ = {0.05 ≤ p < 0.10} Standard errors in parentheses.
We in luded dummies for missing observations for health and trust_index and a dummy for zero
in ome.

∗∗∗
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for work, or otherwise) and happiness is negative for women in the basi
spe i ation. This ee t is

omparable to the well-known negative ee t of

unemployment (see Clark and Oswald, 1994; Winkelmann and Winkelmann,
1998), although our measure of non-employment is broader than (involuntary) unemployment.

15

Higher so ial norms are signi antly positively re-

lated to the well-being of men but insigni ant for women.
It

an be

on luded that the relation between personal vi timization and

well-being is weak for all groups.

In the extended spe i ation, we nd

some negative ee ts that are marginally signi ant, but almost as many
marginally signi ant

ounterintuitive positive ee ts.

Living in a region

with a high rate of vi timization is signi antly negatively asso iated with
subje tive well-being for all subgroups, and the asso iation is parti ularly
strong for women.
gional fear of

On the other hand, we nd a positive ee t of the re-

rime rate whi h is parti ularly strong for younger individuals.

The ee ts of trust and health are signi antly positive for all groups.

5.5.6 Some sensitivity he ks
Up to now we modeled our respondents as independent from ea h other while
they are a tually part of a household where interdependen ies regarding wellbeing may exist (Winkelmann, 2005). A rst attempt to
presented in Table 5.9 by means of

orre t for this is

lustered standard errors within a house-

hold. We see that this slightly elevates standard errors but no real dieren es
appear when we

ompare the results with Table 5.6.

Another way to

orre t for household interdependen ies is to expli itly

model it by using an ordered probit model with household spe i

random

ee ts. The results in Table 5.10 show that the personal vi timization variables are not signi ant anymore while all other results are similar to what
we have found before.
15 O

upational status and students or others in the `non-employment' group an have
a small job. Still, Bardasi and Fran es oni (2004) show that seasonal or asual work has
a negative ee t on well-being.
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Table 5.9: Ordered probit regression: basi

and extended model using

tered errors

Basi
hh_lin
age
age2
female
edu_middle
edu_high
urban_high
urban_middle
o up_pension
o up_indep
o up_nowork
size_hh
vi tsmall_sev
vi tsmall_notsev
vi tserious_sev
vi tserious_notsev
partner
vi t_rate
fear_rate
health
trust_index
so ial_norm

N
pseudo R2

0.249
−0.015
0.000
0.108∗∗
0.071
0.076
−0.006
−0.118
0.212∗
0.101
−0.109
0.061∗∗
−0.065
−0.136∗
0.060
−0.018
0.439∗∗∗
∗∗∗

1713
0.026

Extended
(0.055)
(0.011)
(0.000)
(0.049)
(0.123)
(0.122)
(0.066)
(0.080)
(0.109)
(0.113)
(0.074)
(0.029)
(0.087)
(0.071)
(0.121)
(0.126)
(0.074)

0.153∗∗∗
−0.013
0.000
0.057
−0.059
−0.099
0.018
−0.091
0.231∗∗
0.099
0.003
0.046
0.025
−0.127∗
0.130
−0.046
0.491∗∗∗
−3.276∗∗
3.145∗∗
0.483∗∗∗
0.046∗∗∗
0.044∗

(0.056)
(0.011)
(0.000)
(0.051)
(0.122)
(0.120)
(0.070)
(0.078)
(0.109)
(0.117)
(0.073)
(0.029)
(0.091)
(0.070)
(0.121)
(0.123)
(0.077)
(1.323)
(1.337)
(0.049)
(0.007)
(0.024)

1711
0.068

= {p < 0.01}; ∗∗ = {0.01 ≤ p < 0.05}; ∗ = {0.05 ≤ p < 0.10}
Standard errors in parentheses. We in luded dummies for
missing observations for health and trust_index and a dummy
for zero in ome.
∗∗∗

lus-
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Table 5.10: Random ee ts ordered probit regression: basi

and extended

model

Basi
hh_lin
age
age2
female
edu_middle
edu_high
urban_high
urban_middle
o up_pension
o up_indep
o up_nowork
size_hh
vi tsmall_sev
vi tsmall_notsev
vi tserious_sev
vi tserious_notsev
partner
vi t_rate
fear_rate
health
trust_index
so ial_norm

Extended

0.335∗∗∗
−0.027∗
0.000
0.161∗∗
0.022
0.020
−0.020
−0.136
0.285∗∗
0.159
−0.122
0.084∗∗
−0.034
−0.136
0.026
0.043
0.580∗∗∗

(0.081)
(0.014)
(0.000)
(0.065)
(0.138)
(0.139)
(0.086)
(0.103)
(0.133)
(0.162)
(0.092)
(0.038)
(0.111)
(0.095)
(0.141)
(0.146)
(0.101)

1713
0.450

N
ρ

0.186∗∗
−0.021
0.000
0.084
−0.125
−0.174
0.015
−0.098
0.284∗∗
0.158
−0.004
0.067∗
0.049
−0.136
0.097
−0.010
0.626∗∗∗
−4.003∗∗
3.547∗∗
0.562∗∗∗
0.062∗∗∗
0.057∗∗

(0.078)
(0.013)
(0.000)
(0.065)
(0.136)
(0.137)
(0.088)
(0.099)
(0.130)
(0.159)
(0.091)
(0.037)
(0.108)
(0.093)
(0.138)
(0.142)
(0.099)
(1.636)
(1.642)
(0.053)
(0.008)
(0.027)

1711
0.400

= {p < 0.01}; ∗∗ = {0.01 ≤ p < 0.05}; ∗ = {0.05 ≤ p < 0.10}
Standard errors in parentheses. We in luded dummies for
missing observations for health and trust_index and a dummy
for zero in ome.
∗∗∗

In Table 5.11 we in lude measures of vi timization that dis riminate between single and multiple vi timization (using the information on the number
of small or serious

rimes that respondents were a vi tim of in the last ve

years; see Figure 5.2). Higher values indi ate that a person has been more
often a vi tim of a
so severe small

ertain type of

rime.

Multiple vi timization of a not

rime has a negative but not very strong and marginally
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signi ant relation with well-being; the other variables are insigni ant.
Table 5.11: Ordered probit regression: basi

and extended model in luding

multiple vi timization

Basi
hh_lin
age
age2
female
edu_middle
edu_high
urban_high
urban_middle
o up_pension
o up_indep
o up_nowork
size_hh
mvi tsmall_sev
mvi tsmall_notsev
mvi tserious_sev
mvi tserious_notsev
partner
vi t_rate
fear_rate
health
trust_index
so ial_norm

0.250
−0.015
0.000
0.108∗∗
0.076
0.081
−0.004
−0.116∗
0.211∗∗
0.104
−0.108
0.062∗∗
−0.031
−0.065∗
0.013
0.010
0.436∗∗∗
∗∗∗

1713
0.026

N
pseudo R2

Extended
(0.055)
(0.011)
(0.000)
(0.054)
(0.109)
(0.109)
(0.058)
(0.069)
(0.102)
(0.125)
(0.072)
(0.026)
(0.041)
(0.034)
(0.082)
(0.078)
(0.073)

0.152∗∗∗
−0.013
0.000
0.056
−0.053
−0.094
0.019
−0.089
0.232∗∗
0.099
0.005
0.046∗
0.015
−0.057∗
0.071
−0.004
0.488∗∗∗
−3.280∗∗∗
3.155∗∗∗
0.481∗∗∗
0.046∗∗∗
0.044∗∗

(0.056)
(0.011)
(0.000)
(0.055)
(0.110)
(0.111)
(0.063)
(0.070)
(0.103)
(0.126)
(0.073)
(0.026)
(0.042)
(0.034)
(0.082)
(0.079)
(0.074)
(1.169)
(1.164)
(0.041)
(0.006)
(0.021)

1711
0.068

= {p < 0.01}; ∗∗ = {0.01 ≤ p < 0.05}; ∗ = {0.05 ≤ p < 0.10}
Standard errors in parentheses. We in luded dummies for
missing observations for health and trust_index and a dummy
for zero in ome.
∗∗∗

Finally, we
of our data, we

onsider some dynami ee ts. Due to the
annot

onsider

ross-se tion nature

hanges in all(left hand side or right hand

side) variables and follow a xed ee ts approa h like Cornaglia and Leigh
(2011).

But we are able to use values of the regional variables two years

earlier.

Moreover, we also know whether people still live at the same ad-
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dress as two years earlier. In our sample, about 8% of the respondents have
moved between 2006 and 2008.

First, in order to see whether for movers

the asso iation with the regional

rime rate is dierent than for non-movers,

we in luded a dummy for movers as well as an intera tion term between a
dummy for moving in the last two years and the rate of vi timization in the
area of residen e. Both variables are insigni ant, and in luding them hardly
hanges the other

oe ients  see the left hand

olumns in Table 5.12.

Table 5.12: Ordered probit regression: robustness

hh_lin
age
age2
female
edu_middle
edu_high
urban_high
urban_middle
o up_pension
o up_nowork
size_hh
vi tsmall_sev
vi tsmall_notsev
vi tserious_sev
vi tserious_notsev
partner
vi t_rate
d_mover
d_mover*vi t_rate
delta_vi trate
fear_rate
delta_fearrate
health
trust_index
so ial_norm
N
pseudo R2

0.154∗∗∗
−0.012
0.000
0.055
−0.060
−0.103
0.019
−0.092
0.091
0.007
0.048∗
0.025
−0.126∗
0.129
−0.044
0.486∗∗∗
−3.189∗∗∗
0.377
−1.049

(0.056)
(0.011)
(0.000)
(0.055)
(0.110)
(0.111)
(0.063)
(0.070)
(0.127)
(0.073)
(0.026)
(0.085)
(0.074)
(0.108)
(0.111)
(0.074)
(1.194)
(0.569)
(2.188)

3.118∗∗∗ (1.166)
0.484∗∗∗ (0.041)
0.046∗∗∗ (0.006)
0.045∗∗ (0.021)
1711
0.068

he ks with dynami s

0.169∗∗∗
−0.017
0.000
0.057
−0.059
−0.084
0.050
−0.090
0.126
0.012
0.053∗
0.054
−0.152∗∗
0.053
−0.055
0.474∗∗∗

(0.057)
(0.011)
(0.000)
(0.058)
(0.112)
(0.113)
(0.061)
(0.072)
(0.139)
(0.076)
(0.028)
(0.090)
(0.077)
(0.114)
(0.116)
(0.076)

−0.438

(0.351)

0.091
0.503∗∗∗
0.042∗∗∗
0.045∗∗

(0.311)
(0.044)
(0.006)
(0.021)

1589
0.068

= {p < 0.01}; ∗∗ = {0.01 ≤ p < 0.05}; ∗ = {0.05 ≤ p < 0.10}
Standard errors in parentheses. We in luded dummies for
missing observations for health and trust_index and a dummy
for zero in ome. d_mover = 1 if moved between 2006 and 2008.
Delta means % hange in respe tive rate between 2006 and 2008.
Dependent variable is well-being.
∗∗∗
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Con lusion

Se ond, we investigate whether well-being is asso iated with

hanges

in

an individual's regional vi timization and fear indexes rather than the levels.
The right hand

olumns of Table 5.12 present the results for the non-movers

only. We nd no signi ant ee t of the
Of

hanges in the regional variables.

ourse it is possible that this is due to the fa t that we only distinguish

25 regions, whi h gives too large regions to
ization and fear of

5.6

apture the probability of vi tim-

rime in the neighborhood.

Con lusion

This hapter studies subje tive well-being by means of a survey of about 2000
Dut h respondents in 2008, fo using on its asso iation with
measures as well as health, trust, and so ial norms.

The analysis allows

us to distinguish a dire t asso iation between vi timization of
regional

rime or fear of

rime-related

rime or the

rime rate from indire t relations through trust,

health, and so ial norms, whi h are related to

rime-related measures as well

as subje tive well-being. This approa h is dierent from the usual empiri al
strategy in the literature on well-being.
Vi tims in our sample are, as expe ted, more likely to be male and
younger than 55 years.

We nd that vi tims have a lower mean s ore for

subje tive well-being than non-vi tims but this dieren e is not signi ant.
This is

onrmed in the regression results: when we

ontrol for basi

ha-

ra teristi s (age, in ome, gender, urbanization et etera), we only nd a weak
ee t of not severe small
rimes. This does not

rimes and no signi ant ee t of more serious

hange if we extend the spe i ation with trust, so ial

norms, per eived health, the regional vi timization rate, and the regional fear
of

rime rate. On the other hand, we do nd a signi antly negative asso i-

ation between well-being and the regional rate of

rime but also a somewhat

unexpe ted positive asso iation with an index for fear of
regional level.

rime at the same

Moreover, we nd that people who are healthy, have more

trust in others, or have higher so ial norms are signi antly happier.
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That the relation between vi timization and well-being is not a

lear or

strong one is not new: Møller (2005), Mi halos and Zumbo (2000) and Cohen (2008)

on luded that

violent and property

rime-related issues (in luding vi timization of

rimes) have very little impa t on well-being.

They

nd a signi ant negative impa t but the results in studies that use regression analysis are not robust. There are some limitations regarding how we
measured personal vi timization that may explain the weak result for personal vi timization. First, the personal vi timization question may be prone
to measurement errors. We use a ve year window, whi h may be too long
to

apture a strong ee t. A sho k, typi ally, mainly ae ts a person's life

immediately after the fa t and most psy hologi al problems disappear after
a few months (Denkers and Winkel, 1998). Another sour e of measurement
error may
timization.

ome from teles oping as a result of mispla ing the timing of vi Se ond, we dene two

rime types, serious and small

rimes,

whi h may be dened too broadly so that our respondents have problems
understanding whi h

rimes belong to ea h

ategory. Third, sorting or en-

dogeneity as a result of unobserved individual

hara teristi s that inuen e

both vi timization and well-being might play a role (see Cornaglia and Leigh,
2011). In

ontrast, the results of Helliwell (2006) and Ravallion and Lokshin

(2001) suggest that a

ounting for potential endogeneity would not

the results signi antly.

hange

5.A.
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Table A.1: Variables with explanation

(a) binary variables
female
edu_middle
edu_high
o up_pension
o up_indep
o up_nowork
partner
urban_high
urban_middle
vi tim_small
vi tim_serious
vi tsmall_sev
vi tsmall_notsev
vi tserious_sev
vi tserious_notsev

1 if
1 if
1 if
1 if
1 if
1 if
1 if
1 if
1 if
1 if
1 if
1 if
per
1 if
per
1 if
per
1 if
per

respondent is a woman
respondent's highest edu ation is se ondary s hool
 at least vo ational s hool
 is retired or ≥ 65 years
 works as independent entrepreneur or in a family rm
 has no o upation (in l. students)
 lives together with a partner (married or unmarried)
 lives in an urbanized area
 in an area with intermediate urban hara ter
 was vi tim of in orre t behavior in the past 5 years
 of a serious rime in the past 5 years
 was vi tim of a small rime in the past 5 years that is
eived severe.
 was vi tim of a small rime in the past 5 years that is
eived not severe.
 was vi tim of a serious rime in the past 5 years that is
eived severe.
 was vi tim of a serious rime in the past 5 years that is
eived not severe.

Table A.1: Variables with explanation ( ont.)

(b) non-binary variables
age
health
hh_lin ome
mvi tsmall_sev
mvi tsmall_notsev
mvi tserious_sev
mvi tserious_notsev
so ial_norm
size_hh
trust1
trust2
trust3
trust_index
fear_rate
vi t_index
vi t_rate
well-being

age of respondent (in years)
self-assessed health on a s ale from 1: poor to 5: ex ellent
log of gross monthly household in ome
0 if no vi tim, 1 if  was on e vi tim, 2 if  was 25 times
a vi tim, and 3 if more than 5 times vi tim of a small rime
in the past 5 years that is per eived severe.
0 if no vi tim, 1 if  was on e vi tim, 2 if  was 25 times
a vi tim, and 3 if more than 5 times vi tim of a small rime
in the past 5 years that is per eived not severe.
0 if no vi tim, 1 if  was on e vi tim, 2 if  was 25 times
a vi tim, and 3 if more than 5 times vi tim of a serious rime
in the past 5 years that is per eived severe.
0 if no vi tim, 1 if  was on e vi tim, 2 if  was 25 times
a vi tim, and 3 if more than 5 times vi tim of a serious rime
in the past 5 years that is per eived not severe.
average of answers to short questions on severity of 18 small
rimes on a s ale from 1: not severe at all to 10: very severe
number of members in a household
trust in others on a s ale from 1: one annot be very areful
enough to 11: most people an be trusted
honesty of others on s ale from 1: most people try to take
advantage of others to 11: most people try to be honest.
helpfulness of others on a s ale from 1: people are selsh to
11: people try to be helpful.
degree of trust in other people (from 3: no trust to 33: maximum trust)
rate of people within a region that feel unsafe in 2008
severity of rime(s) respondent has been vi tim of (from
0: not a vi tim to 20: vi tim of small and serious rime and
both onsidered very severe)
rate of vi timization within a region in 2008
subje tive well-being on a s ale from 1: very unhappy to
10: very happy
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